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“ W ithout a  knowledge o f  'plant life we m ay admire flowers an d  
trees, hut i t  is only as strangers, only as one m ay adm ire a great 
m an or a  beautifu l woman in  a crowd. B ut when one with even a 
slight knowledge o f that delightfu l study goes out into the woods, 
or into one o f  those fa ir y  forests which we call fields, he finds  
him self in  the company o f  friends, every one o f  whom has some­
thing interesting to tell.'’—S iR  J o h n  L u b b o c k .
“ People think that when they have toiled fo r  a  long time, alm ost 
cdl their lives, that then they w ill come to the flowers and the birds, 
and be jo y fu l in  the sunshine. B ut no, i t  w ill not be so ; fo r  then 
they w ill be old themselves, and their ears du ll and their eyes dim, 
so that the birds w ill sound a  great distance off and the flowers 
w ill not seem bright.”—R i c h a r d  J e f f e r i e s .
UNIV. LIBRARY
PREFACE.
T h i s  book is meant for boys and girls beginning the study  
of plant life. I t  is true that I have given, wherever possible, the 
reason for the facts stated about plant life ' a branch of the subject 
which is  generally kept back for a senior course. I have done this 
because I believe that the method of keeping beginners exclusively  
to the facts is false to the principles oi true teaching. Anyone may 
see this who walks into the fields w ith a child and takes note of 
the questions he puts. If you te ll a child that the leaves of an elm  
are alternate, stipulate, pinnate, w ith the blade unequally divided 
by the mid rib he w ill soon grow tired ; but if  you lead him below  
an elm tree and show him that the peculiar shape of the leaves 
enables each leaf to catch the maximum of light, he w ill listen  
readily. Also, you have given him a key to the meaning of 
leaves and leaf-form that may bring him to your side w ith many 
other eager questions about other leaves. A lm ost unconsciously 
he has learned the purpose of a leaf, and this in itself helps him to 
understand a hundred things in the life of the leaf th at were 
meaningless before.
Similarly, if  you te ll the child that a snapdragon flower is 
personate and bilabiate, with didynamous stamens and a two-lobed 
superior pistil he w ill soon grow tir ed ; but if  you try  to explain  
to him th at the snapdragon’s curious mouth is due to the visits of 
bees, he w ill listen readily. Also, you have given him a clue to 
the meaning of a m ultitude of strange-shaped flow ers; and the 
endless variety of form in these flowers no longer bewilders him.
It is true that in approaching plant-life in this way we have 
often to say to the child ; " I  do not know.” Sometimes, too, we 
have to give explanations that may need to be revised w ith larger 
knowledge. B ut this is no reason why the child should not have 
the best answer to his questions that we can give. If the boy 
Copernicus had not been drilled in the Ptolem aic theory of the 
heavens, he would have had little  chance of finding out the 
Copernican system.
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E ven  th e  ignorance th a t  w e  confes? m ay often  be of value to th e  
child . W hen  a teach er who loves h is su b ject adm its ignorance, he  
does i t  in such a  w a y  th a t  i t  is  a va lu ab le  s tim u lu s to  research on 
th e  part of h is pupils. In  a sh ort tim e, th e y  becom e fellow - 
w orkers w ith  him . T he atm osphere created  by  th is  m ethod is one  
to  qu ick en  research and or ig in a lity  ; and here, indeed, w e have its  
best featu re.
The old authoritative method of teaching Botany as a series of 
ascertained facts w ith all the qualities of certainty and finality, 
not only destroyed interest in all but a few  minds, but gave no 
impulse to inquiry - no enthusiasm  of research. The barrenness of 
much so-called education lies in the training of young minds to 
receive passively certain teachings as final ; the truth being that 
there is no finality in  science. The great discoverers were great 
because they verified and exam ined and experimented for them ­
selves ; and we do them homage not for reaching finality but 
because they  made progress. This is w hy such men are often  
im patient with the crowd of admirers who form clubs to study  
their work; good as such clubs are. “  If I had been content,” says 
B uskin, “ to sit at another man’s feet all my life  there would have 
been to day no Buskin societies. ” In no part of the world, too, is 
the investigating mind more needed than in this new Southern 
World of ours. The life-histories of many of our native animals 
and plants is still unknown. Fine work has been done by our 
pioneers in  Zoology and Botany, and we are grateful for their 
work ; but the half has not yet been told. Every one who has 
looked into these things for himself has seen new paths of investi­
gation stretching out in a ll directions ; and the boys and girls 
who are now being trained to observe are to be congratulated on 
the wide field that lies before them.
Only those plants and trees have been used th at are well known 
both in town and country. N o plants have been mentioned th a t  
are known to botanists only, or that have no popular names.
The practical aspects of plant-study for Australasian scholars have 
not been neglected. I have tried to show th at the art of the 
gardener and of the farmer in  manuring, watering, draining, rota­
tion  of crops, budding, grafting and the like are all copied from 
N ature’s methods, and are only to be fu lly  understood when learned 
in  th is way. If to-day our fields are more productive than they 
were 50 years ago, i t  is because we have won Nature to the service 
of man by a loving study of her ways. I t  was w ith no thought of 
profit, indeed, th a t Linnaeus and his successors studied in garden 
and field. Hard-headed business men looked askance at what seemed
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to them elegant idleness ; and yet to-day the granaries of the world 
are more richly stored because men like these have bent over the 
flowers of the field. These are the men to whom Nature loves to  
whisper her secrets, and it  is to men of this stamp that Nature 
gives the power to make two blades grow where before there was 
but one.
It is sober truth to say that if plant-life were w ell tauglit in our 
schools, the produce of Australasian fields would be doubled. To 
statesmen who are at their w it’s end to find revenue, this plan for 
doubling the revenue of a State may be commended.
Much of the teaching in the book has been put into the ques­
tions and exercises at the end of each chapter. Pains have been 
taken with these, because the information given in the book will 
be of little  value unless there be constant personal observation, 
experiment and thought.
One important result of plant-study will be an increase of interest 
in tree-planting. Only second to this w ill be the growth of a 
conscience in our people about the native trees that still remain to 
us. W hen people understand w hat a great tree means, and how 
even a tree fern takes 50 years to grow, they w ill no longer be the 
vandals they have been in the past.
Every teacher must have noticed that a child speaks of a plant 
as if it  could plan and feel and even think like a human being. If 
we are to meet the child on his own ground, we m ust to some 
extent adopt this way of speaking. This w ill do no harm if the 
child is gradually taught, as it  grows older, that the plant’s power 
of action and change is lim ited by laws fixed by the Creator.
It is worthy of note, however, that a plant is able to change its 
form and habits in ways not dreamt of by our fathers. One of 
our native geraniums is the same plant that one finds in Europe ; 
but the finer climatic conditions have enabled it  to change from 
an annual to a perennial. Striking changes occur when some 
plants are taken from the interior to the coast, or from the plains 
to the mountains. Tlie changes made in flowers by the agency of 
insects are recorded in the rocks, and the transformations wrought 
upon flowers and vegetables by the gardener are before our eyes 
daily. Changes like these are due to the power that a plant 
possesses of adapting itself to its surroundings. W hat this power of 
adaptation is we do not know ; we can only say that the Creator 
has given to the plant tlie power to change within certain limits. 
A plant is not a musical box that can play its tunes in one way and 
in no other. Tlie plant can play its  tune with many variations 
according to its surroundings.
V lll PREFACE
The changes made on flowers by the constant visiting of insects 
or by man’s agency are of great interest to children ; and such facts 
prepare them to understand the great fact that life in plant or in 
animal is not fixed, but, within certain lim its, plastic. Many a 
reformer, grown weary in the task of lifting human nature, has 
got fresh heart from this discovery. The lim its of change, narrow 
in the plant and anim al, are wide indeed when we rise to him who 
has been made in the image of God.
Two conditions have to be observed by him who would improve 
a plant. He must find out the laws of the plant’s life, and he 
must obey these laws. B y doing this we are m aking our garden 
plants more beautiful year by year ; and the day is coming when 
we shall attemjd with the same reverent obedience to the facts to 
beautify the garden wherein the plants are men and women.
The introductory chapter is meant for teachers, parents and 
senior scholars.
The drawings are from the pencil of Mr. Win. Huddlestone.
W. G.
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F irst  S t u d ie s  in  P lant  
L if e .
A WALK ROUND MY GARDEN.
This introductory chapter is meant fo r  parents and teachers.
1. As I walk round the garden on this tine morning, 
I try to find out the secret of its charm. Much of the 
charm cannot be put into words at a l l ; but here are 
one or two reasons for the keen pleasure that it gives.
2. My plants interest me because I have watched 
them from seed to seed. I have sowed and thinned, 
watered and p lan ted; I have guarded them from 
weeds and from slugs; I have watched for the first 
llower and wondered : Will it he white or pink ? 
I have bent over them to see the bees at work, I 
have shown them proudly to my friends ; and in doing 
all this a part of my life has passed into these flowers.
3. On the face of a garden Nature writes her 
calendar as she writes it nowhere else. Month after 
month inscribes its message on tree and p la n t; nay, 
in a well-stocked garden every week has its new 
feature that tells the passage of the year to the lover 
of flowers. There is a legend that the shade of 
Linnaeus, on returning to his old garden from the 
other world, guessed the date within seven days by
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looking at certain flowers that were just opening. 
The idea is not a fanciful one. Last year the goose­
berry bush beside the summer-house broke into leaf 
on the 20th of July. This year, on the 22nd of the 
month, I walked down to the bush and found that the 
grey thorns were almost covered with a shimmer of 
green ! That rhubarb plant burst through the ground 
on the 10th of August last year, and this year the 
clods were pushed aside on the 11th of the month ! 
W hat wonderful timekeepers these plants are ! The 
last week of September brought the green flowers to 
the elm, though as yet no leaf had shew n; and the 
same week saw the new green fruit-balls of the plane 
tree swinging side by side with the old, brown 
battered ones. Year after year, the willow is in full 
leaf in the last week of A ugust; and on the last week 
in September the beautiful leaves of the plane begin 
to hide the winter outlines of the tree. Have you 
heard of the chesnut at the Tuileries that was called 
old Vingt Mars by the gardeners who had grown grey 
in its company? This stick marks the place where 
an African lily is buried. There is no sign of life 
to-day ; but, within a week, it will throw up a flower- 
stem ! The flower is even now on the way to keep its 
tryst. George E liot has the fine thought of God 
calling the bead-roll of the stars, and of the stars 
coming out in the evening sky, one by one. Even so, 
the flowers obey the heavenly summons.
4. Can you wonder that the Greeks conceived of 
this yearly marvel as the return of the Flower-goddess 
from the lower world ? The myths of every land and 
the art of every age have added their own charm to 
what is perennially charming. And one never tires
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of it as one tires of many things. Nay, since each 
spring adds a new memory to old memories, the new 
spring comes ever with a richer fragrance. The eyes 
become dim, but we see with the eyes of younger days ; 
the ears grow dull, but we hear with the ears of the 
boy.
6. And here we catch a glimpse of another secret 
of the garden’s charm. The birds sing from tree and 
covert, so that we think of them as our birds—and as 
a part of the garden. Even from the “ bare, ruined 
choirs ” of winter, we hear the birds rehearsing for the 
spring burst of song ; and when the full chorus comes 
on some fine September morning, the call to the 
garden is irresistible. James Bussell Lowell, in 
speaking of the early days of Harvard U n iv e rs ity - 
then a wattled fold on the edge of the wilderness, 
tells us that among the students were some red 
Indians who were to be trained as missionaries. They 
worked hard for a time at Greek and L a tin ; but the 
forest whispered to them and the first blue bird of 
spring whistled them back to the woods. Oh, Sir,” 
Lowell hears them saying to their teacher, “ you hear 
we are called !” In the country, the magpie, in town, 
the thrush, are our blue birds that call us out of doors. 
For every man who has been brought up among trees 
or flowers there is some bird-note that will not be 
denied. “ Oh, Sir, you hear we are called !”
6. They interest me—these plants, because some 
remind me of friends, and others take my thoughts 
abroad to far-off lands. I remember the day, ten 
years ago, when I brought home the little plant from 
which this rose bush grew. I often think of my friend 
when I look at its beautiful blooms. The dew on its
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buds helps to keep fresh our friendship. This plant I 
brought from Lake Tyers, four years ago : it recalls a 
pleasant holiday. And here are a dozen pansies raised 
from seed sent to me by a friend in Scotland. Beside 
these are tulips from bulbs sent out straight from 
Holland.
7. This little scarlet pimpernel—the poor m an’s 
weather-glass,* takes one straight to England. I t  has 
sprung up with the lawn-seed, and is trying to be at 
home in a strange land where rain-clouds are rare. 
The love lily of South Africa stands close to the 
belladonna lily that found its way from the Cape to 
England when James of Scotland was King. And 
here, on the border, is an acanthus that grew in 
Greece when sculptors were learning to give the 
charm of flower and leaf to their stately temples. 
On the fence beyond is the creeper that reminds us of 
the rich lands of Virginia, and, beside it, the smaller- 
leaved variety that came to us from Japan.
8. The scent of wall-flower draws us to a plant that 
reached England from the Mediterranean in the 
Middle Ages. This chrysanthemum carries the 
thought to a valley of China, and the dahlia heside it 
takes us to its native haunts in Mexico. I t is in 
Mexico, too, tha t we find this sunflower at home. 
Yonder golden patch of poppies is from the foothills 
of California—the Californian poppyt. These sweet 
peas on the fence lead us back again from America 
to Europe, and we seek the old home of the sweet 
pea in the valleys of Sicily. This white peony is from 
Siberia. Did it catch its colour from the snow ? It
* So ca lled  b eca u se  i t  sh u ts  up b efore rain.
t E sch sch o ltz ia .
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is tnree centuries since this lilac was carried from 
Persia to England,
9. That foxglove recalls the flowers that grow on 
the sunny side of an old moss-covered wall in Surrey, 
and these harebells that nod in the wind take us to a 
breezy down in Sussex. The tall poplar at the 
garden-foot takes the thought to Lombardy, and to the 
wide plains of Germany and F rance ; and the plane 
tree on the road beyond carries one, as on a magic 
carpet, to the Levant. This looking-glass bush is 
from New Zealand, and that silky oak is from the 
coast of New South Wales.
10. Memories of childhood are stirred as we come 
to a border of violets. Cherished for itself, this 
beautiful flower is prized still more because it brings 
back the first garden of childhood and the first flower 
that was planted in it. Happy the child who is set 
over a little plot of garden ground ! Whatever may 
happen in after-life, that first garden of childhood is 
a garden of Eden from which he can never be driven 
out. And now we pass a bed of cress, and I recall the 
awestruck boy who saw one morning his own name 
rising in living green letters from the dark earth.*
11. These green shoots breaking through the 
ground are daffodils. They come to us in August, 
but they also come to us with the winds of March, 
because it was then that Shakespeare saw them. It 
was then, too, that Wordsworth saw them. Here we 
have come upon another clue that leads us to the 
secret of the garden’s charm. This flower is dear to us
* P aren ts w ould  be doin g a great serv ice  to  th e ir  ch ild ren  i f  to  each  ch ild  
h ey  w ould grant a lit t le  p lo t o f ground. T h is p lo t sh ou ld  be v is ited  
occasion ally , and encouragem en t given  t o  th e  child 's first a ttem p ts  a t
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because Shakespeare loved it, and tha t because Milton 
wrote of it.
12. But, indeed, our thoughts cannot stay within 
garden walls when we ask the poets to walk with us. 
We wander into spring fields powdered with daisies 
and golden with buttercups, and to forest-glades where 
the blue hyacinth is “ like the heavens upbreaking 
through the earth .” There are cowslips among the 
grass and poppies in  the corn, and from the woods 
comes a cuckoo’s call tha t was never heard in 
Australia.
13. Thus am I  a citizen of the world when I  walk 
in my garden.
14. And if the flowers take us to the ends of the 
earth, they also take us into times long gone by. 
Ages have gone to the making of a p la n t; and its 
history is w ritten on its face if only we could read it. 
The smallest weed has passed through a thousand 
changes of soil and climate, of friends and foes, and 
only the All-knowing Creator could give the full story 
of the meanest flower tha t breathes. But to us. His 
sons and daughters. He has given the delight of being 
able to spell out this story here and there. There is 
not a line or spot on leaf or flower but has its 
meaning. This is the true language o f flowers. Happy 
he who can read i t !
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I.—HOW SEED S GERMINATE.— P a r t  I.
Teachers and parents are earnestly reminded of the great 
importance of creating interest in each subject before a formal 
lesson on that subject is given . Before a lesson on Roots is given, 
a large number of roots of common weeds should be pulled up 
and exam ined by the child. H e should be asked to say w hat he 
sees in the root before he is allowed to see w ith the teacher’s 
eye ; to say w hat he th inks before he gets the teacher’s th o u g h t; 
to suggest his own puzzles about the root before any puzzles are 
thrust upon him. Then, and not till then, should the orderly 
lesson be given.
1. A seed with two seed-leaves. Two seeds lay 
on a shelf—a seed of wheat and a French bean. 
They had been forgotten for four years, and they 
seemed dead as the dust that lay thick upon them. 
Spring-cleaning came round, and they were swept out 
with the dust, and cast upon a garden-bed. Now the 
earth was dry, and the seeds lay on the ground as 
lifeless as when they lay on the shelf. Then came a 
heavy rain, and washed soil over both seeds. A week 
of cold winds followed; and the seeds lay still in the 
damp, cold ground. And then a warm wind blew; 
and, two days after, a strange thing happened. The 
earth was gently %)ushed aside, and a tiny green 
shoot th rust itself into the world of light and air ! 
(At first it shot up quite straight (see fig. 7), and 
I looked like a solid green stem ; but, after a few days,
I it began to unroll. A long green leaf came o u t ; and 
then another, and another. I t  was now clear that the 
little green shoot was not a solid stem, but a bun d le . 
of delicate leaves wrapped tightly round one another 1 
so that they could push through the earth into the air. I
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2. But now the French bean also has cracked the 
earth, and is coining up in a green loop (See 
hg 4). In  a day or two the loop has risen clear 
of the e a r th ; but the outer coat of the bean is 
still clinging to the loop. A few days more, and the 
loop has straightened itself into a stem bearing two 
fleshy green leaves, th a t do not look like proper 
leaves. Next tim e we pass, two little green leaves 
that look like true leaves have risen from between the 
two fleshy leaves ; and now the p lant is fairly started 
in life.
3. By what magic did these dead-looking seeds, 
that had been forgotten for four years,* spring 
into beautiful green plants ? The outsides of the 
seeds give no answer to the puzzle. Shall we look 
inside ?
4. What we saw inside a French Bean : the 
Piantlet. Soak some French beans for twenty-four
hours. Exam ine a bean after it has 
been a few hours in the water, and 
you will find tha t the skin has 
puckered up into wrinkles, as if the 
bean’s clothes were too big for it. 
The skin has swollen faster than the 
seed tha t lies inside it. A few hours
F re n ch  b ea n  see d  , ^
s p lit  o p en  to  sh o w  later, the water reaches tfie seed
p ia n tle t . _ ,  , ,
within the skin, and the seed swells 
out and fills the skin so tha t it is smooth again.
5. And now use finger and nail gently and split 
open the bean. The seed-coat peels off, and the halves
T h e b e s t  seed -w h ea t is  th e  w h e a t o f  th e  p rev iou s  year. E a ch  year  
a d d ed  to  th e  age m a k es th e  g erm in a tio n  m ore  u n certa in . T h e  sto r ies  o f 
th e  g erm in a tio n  o f  w h ea t fou n d  in  E g y p tia n  m u m m ies  are n o t true.
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■of the bean fall apart. Can these halves be the two 
strange green fleshy leaves that we saw on the top of 
the loop ? They have the same shape, but are white. 
We shall see. Fastened to a point near the end of one 
of the halves, is a tiny object that looks like a little 
plant with the leaves bunched up. You look through 
your lens, and see two small leaves. They must be 
leaves, for you see the veins quite clearly. These, 
then, must be the second pair of leaves that we saw. 
They cannot be the first pair, for these were not 
veined. But all this is guess-work ; so now let us 
make an experiment.
6. How to watch seeds while germinating. The 
simplest way of all is to grow the seeds in moist saw­
dust. This provides moisture and a i r ; and these, 
.along with heat, are the three needs at this stage. 
The seeds can be lifted out now and then, examined, 
and then returned to the saw-dust. For small seeds, 
the  following is a better p la n : Get the top of an old
lamp chimney, or any cylin­
drical glass tube open at both 
ends. Roll some fresh white 
blotting-paper into a tube, 
and slip it into the glass tube. 
F ill in, then, with loose 
moist saw-dust. Place now 
the seeds between the paper 
and the glass ; pushing them 
into position with a blunt 
wire. Put in the half of the 
French bean that has the 
Fig--2 IIP"'" plantlet attached to it. Fix,
.Seed lings grow ing  bebiD d glass. § '“^8 tube ill a pot O r
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box of earth, and keep the earth and the saw-dust 
moist. By this plan you can watch the seeds grow­
ing as easily as you can watch bees in a glass hive.
7. The scar on the seed. And now while we are 
waiting for the seed to grow, let us look again at a 
whole French bean. You notice the rounded back and 
tha t the opposite side is hollowed and has a scar. 
(See fig. 4.) If you have ever helped to shell beans 
or peas you v/ill guess at once that the scar is the 
point where the bean was fixed to the pod.
8. A seed with a large plantiet. Examine also 
peas and broad beans and then split them open. In
all these cases the plantiet is sm all; but if 
you will open a castor-oil seed, you will find 
a plantiet as long as the seed itself. 
Remove the beautiful mottled outer skin of 
the castor-oil seed, and then, with knife or 
finger nail, break the seed gently into its 
castm--oii halves. If you have done this carefully,
t^o'^ show ’ you will now see on one of the halves the
plantiet. and above it the leaf of the plantiet.
Stem and leaf together cover the whole space. Use 
now your lens and you will see distinctly the veining 
of the leaf. Note also the tiny leaf-ruff just above the 
stem. This is the first pair of true leaves of the 
castor-oil seedling.
9. The little root in the seed. Coming back to 
the split French bean, we must now look for the little 
root below the plantiet. This root is so placed that it 
comes out of the seed-skin by a little door near the 
scar. Allow a whole bean to germinate, and you will 
see the tiny white root pushing through this little
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door close to the scar. As soon as the root is clear of 
the bean, it begins to point downwards.
10. The seed-leaves. Meantime the plantlet is 
growing larger. In a few days the leaves begin to take 
a green tint, and the green colour spreads to the stem
j u s t  below t h e  
leaves, and to the 
whole of the bean- 
h a l f .  T h e  r o o t  
continues white. 
Already we can see 
that our guess was 
correct. The bean- 
half is one of the 
green, fleshy leaves 
which we saw above 
the ground, and the 
little leaves of the 
plantlet are the 
true leaves. And 
so, we shall call 
the two bean-halves 
tha t tu rn  into green fleshy leaves— seed-leaves. We 
see now that the halves in split peas are just seed 
leaves that have been pulled apart.
11. And now the green stem gets longer and longer, 
and takes the form of a loop above the bean-half. I t 
is clear that the loop is trying to lift the seed-leaf 
into the air, and so you must press in the blotting- 
paper so that the seed-leaf can get out. If you do 
this, you will see, in a day or two, the loop lifting out 
the bean-half which is now a green, fleshy leaf. We 
have now been able to watch every step from the
B ea n -h a lf g r o w in g : all th e  seed lin g  ab ove  th e  
sid e  ro o ts  is  now  b eco m in g  green .
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swelling of the seed to the opening of the second pair 
of leaves—the first pair of true leaves.
12. The three needs in germination. We have 
y seen that seeds need heat and moisture before they 
Vwill grow. They also need air. Light is not needed, 
and indeed, seeds germinate faster when light is shut 
out.
E xerc ises ,  exp er im ents ,  e t c : —
(1) M ost seeds germ inate like the French bean, but the seed- 
leaves of some plants remain in the ground. M ake experim ents 
w ith the garden pea broad bean, sunflower, pumpkin, acorn, 
castor-oil seed, cress.
N otes.— (a) In  ea ch  e x p er im en t a  sch o lar  sh o u ld  be m ad e resp o n sib le  for  
w aterin g , for m ark in g  d a tes , an d  so  on. (h) Grow som e sunflow er seed lin g s  
in  a  p o t  to  b e  read y  for  th e  e x p e r im e n t d escr ib ed  in  C hapter 9.
(2) Suspend an acorn over water by a piece of string in the neck 
of a wide-mouthed glass jar. If put in a warm place, the 
evaporating -water w ill moisten the acorn and cause germination. 
To show that ligh t is not necessary, a second jar could be placed 
in a dark place.
(.3) A s a boy was stooping over a barn floor, a mass of bay fell 
on his back. How could the boy exert most force to free him self ? 
Compare the method of the French bean seedling in bursting  
through the ground.
(4) Some split peas were accidentally sown, and some came up. 
E xplain how this could be.
C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c i s e :—Tell the story of a French bean 
plant from the seed to the first pair of true leaves.
D raw ing  E x erc ise s  :—Draw a French bean (a) dry, (b) ger­
m inating ; showing the progress of growth at intervals. Mark 
the date on each sketch.
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IL —HOW SEEDS GEKMINATE.— P a r t  II.
1. Seeds with one seed-leaf. We have watched 
the germination of the French bean, a seed that has 
two seed-leaves. Most of our garden plants have two 
seed-leaves, but the grasses, lilies and some other 
plants have only one seed-leaf. Now, no garden plant 
is so im portant as the wheat plant—the queen of the 
grasses ; and so we must look closely at the seed of 
wheat, and then watch how it germinates.
2. What is inside a Wheat-seed. Slice open a 
well-soaked wheat seed, using a sharp knife. 
The seed does not split into halves like the 
French bean, and so we m ust cut through. 
Cut downwards from the hairy end to the 
wrinkled end. The knife passes through 
white “ flour,” and lays bare the plantlet
Wheat seed lying between the wrinkled end and the 
sh ’(f) hour. The plantlet is a little disc of a dull 
t s t h e white colour quite different from the white 
of the hour. This disc is the seed-leaf; 
and its business is to cover the plantlet and to feed 
on the hour. The true leaves cannot yet be seen, nor 
can the little root be seen. The hour is the food that 
gives the young plant a start in life before it can 
gather food for itself. The hour is stored up to feed 
the seedling just as the white of an egg is stored up 
to feed a chicken.
3. But here you s a y : “ There is no hour in the 
French bean; how then does the seedling get its food.?” 
I t feeds, I reply, on the thick seed-leaves. When you
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eat haricot beans you are taking the same kind of food 
as the F rench  bean seedling. Split open an acorn, 
which is another seed tha t has no seed-hour. Note 
how small the p lantlet is, and how great is the store of 
food in the two thick halves, and you will understand 
what a hne start the oak seedling gets in life. Take 
up the acorn after the seedling has grown for a time, 
and you will hnd tha t the plant has eaten all the food 
in the acorn halves. Test this also with a wheat plant.
4. How a Wheat seed grows. And now we can 
look at the wheat seedlings as they grow behind g la ss ; 
and we shall compare them  with the F rench bean 
seedling. A little white root is pushing its way out 
from the wrinkled end of one of the seeds. Next 
tim e we look, there are three roots, all coming from 
the wrinkled end, and a tiny green shoot has come
out from the same place. Boot and shoot 
have broken through the seed-leaf th a t 
sheathed them. In  the F rench bean one 
root only came out from the seed ; but in 
the wheat several roots come out. Another 
difference is th a t all of these wheat roots do 
not grow straight down like the first root of 
Wbe t^seed F rench  bean. Some of the roots grow 
sideways as well as downwards. Again, the
thlTiiree main root of the French bean shows to the 
roots white eye no hairs ; but in the wheat roots
the hairs are so m any and so large tha t you can see 
them  w ithout your lens. But both in F rench bean 
and wheat the green shoot grows straight up
5. W hen we next look, we find tha t the top of the 
w heat shoot is of a darker green than the lower part 
of the shoot. Use your lens and you will see tha t the
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lower part with the brownish-green is a sheath, and 
th a t the dark-green part is a new shoot tha t has 
broken out of this sheath. In  a 
few days, this new shoot gives off a 
broad leaf, and, a little further up, 
another leaf.
6. The veins in the leaves. 
Take one of these wheat leaves 
and hold it to the light and you 
will see tha t the veins all run 
upwards, side by side. Take now a 
leaf—a true leaf, of the French 
bean, and you will see tha t there is |  
a network of veins. Remember)  
this difference carefully; for it is 
one of the ways of telling whether 
a plant belongs to the family of 
plants with two seed-leaves or to 
the family of plants with one seed- 
leaf. All those tha t have the veins 
running up side by side, as in the wheat leaf 
have but one seed-leaf; all those tha t have a 
network of veins, as in the leaf of the French 
bean, have two seed-leaves.
7. The Roots. Coming back now to the 
roots, we notice tha t the stout main root of 
the French bean—the tap-root, has thrown 
out slender side-roots (fig. 4). The tap-root has 
grown quickly downwards to get out of reach 
of drought, and the side-roots have been 
thrown out to seek food, and to help to fix y ' 
the seedling in case of storm. They act like 
pTl°nt the tent ropes tha t fasten down a tent. Pull 
seed-leaf op 0118 of the seedlings gently, and you will
W h eat seed  g erm in a­
t in g ,  s h o w i n g  t h e  
h a iry  ro o ts  an d  th e  
secon d  stage  o f th e  
sh o o t. C om pare w ith  
fig. 4.
n
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find tha t earth  comes up with the roots. Even when 
you rinse the root, some earth  remains. This is 
because the little hairs on the roots 
are sticky. In  th is way the roots 
get a firm hold of the earth. If 
you live near a river, you may have 
seen the roots of a tall gum tree 
laid bare. W here the bank is 
washed away you can often trace 
the great roots for an astonishing 
distance. Besides these great 
roots you now know tha t there are 
thousands of slender rootlets th a t 
Leaf of a plant with two cling to the soil. You wonder no
seed -lea v es . longer th a t the tree stands firm in 
the storm.
8. The wonderful root-tlp. The tip of the root 
does its work so cleverly tha t it has been called the 
brain of the root. I t  chooses its path as if it had the 
powers of an insect groping its way with delicate 
“ feelers.” You m ust remember th a t this little  
delicate thread-like root cannot th ru st the earth  aside 
like a mole-cricket, or eat its way through the hard 
clods like the worm. I t  m ust find a way where there 
seems to be no way. I t  gets round an obstacle or 
squeezes through close clods in a most wonderful 
m anner. Again, if there is the slightest moisture, it 
moves towards it as if drawn by some magnet.* The 
point of the root would soon be worn off by all this 
wear and tear, but for a little cap tha t protects the \  
tip. This root-cap is constantly being renewed ; just A)
* Of co u rse  t lie r e  i s  n o  m a g ic  in  th is .  T h e  r o o t ca n n o t m o v e  tow ard s th e  
w a ter  t i l l  so m e  o f  th e  m o is tu r e  h a s  r e a ch ed  th e  root-h a irs.
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as the point of a worn plough-share is renewed by 
the blacksmith.
9. How the root behaves when the tip is lost. 
The greatest danger to this wonderful root-tip comes, 
not from hard work, but from insects. Many insects, 
like the wire-worm, the mole-cricket, and the grub of 
the cockchafer, live as greedily on roots as a cater­
pillar lives on leaves. The root-tip is therefore often 
eaten ; and it is a strange fact that when this happens 
the root seems to lose its way like an insect that has 
lost its “ feelers.” I t may grow longer, but it does 
not, as before, move downwards. But the plant m ust 
have downward-roots; and so new roots spring out \ 
of the injured root and grow downwards. Shift a |  
downward-root with a blunt wire so that it points 
sideways. In  a little time, it will begin to point again 
downwards. Repeat the experiment, having first cut 
off the tip, and watch what happens. Have you ever 
noticed that when the top shoot of a pine tree is 
broken off, one or two of the side branches take up its 
work and grow upwards ? Compare with this what 
happens to your injured root.
E x perim ents  and E x erc ise s .—
(1) C ontinue experim en ts on th e  seeds m entioned  in  th e  la st  
chapter.
(2) hind an old tree that has thrown up su c k e r s  from the  
roots. Measure the distance from the stem  to the furthest sucker, 
and compare w ith the height or reach of the tree. I f  th e  tree has 
“ suckered” all round, you can, in th is way, s e e  the root-area.
Note.—Pears, w hite poplars, elm s and some plums often sucker  
freely.
(3) Compare the stem  of a pine tree w ith the tap-root of a 
dandelion or of a mallow weed.
C om p o sit ion  E x e rc ise .—W rite an account of the Root-tip and 
its  work.
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D ra w in g  E x e r c is e .— (1) M ak e d raw ings of a  Avheat-seedling  
gro w n  b eh in d  g la ss , a t  var iou s s ta g e s , m a rk in g  dates.
(2) D raw side by side (a) a Avheat leaf, (6) a French bean leaf, 
to  sheAV the different veining.
I I I .— TH E ROOT.— P a r t  I.
1. How the root feeds by drinking. The great 
tree was hungry, and the little root far out from the 
trunk  was searching for food in  the hot, dry ground. 
Now, there was in  the earth  the very food th a t the
/ tree  needed. This food was close to the root, nay was 
V touching it, and yet the root could not lay hold of it. 
/ The great tree was starving in the midst of food, 
\  because the earth  was quite dry. The tree could not 
eat, because the little root could not drink.
2. A great thunderstorm  came, and the warm rain 
soaked down to the earth, where the little root 
waited. The food in  the earth  passed into the water, 
and the root drank eagerly. Along the little root to 
the great root, and from the great root to the trm ik, 
travelled the precious food. Then it climbed up the 
stem , and ran  along the branches ; it flowed into the 
twigs, and shoots, and spurs ; it pushed into the 
leaves, and into every vein of the leaves; and soon 
the whole tree, from the tin iest root to the topmost 
leaf, was full of new life !
3. The foods supplied to the tree by the root. 
"‘ But, do not the leaves feed the t r e e ? ” you ask.
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Yes, by far the greater part of a tree’s food is got by \  
the leaves; but the tree needs lime, iron, and other J  
foods that can only be got from the earth.* The tree \ 
needs only a very small amount of this root-food, but )  
cannot live without it. If you tear off a fresh green 
leaf from a plant and put it in water, it will go on 
making food out of the air, but it has soon to s to p ; 
and one reason is that it can no longer get any root- 
food; and, without this root-food, it cannot use the 
air-food.
The roots are not made for taking in solid food : \ 
they can take in fluids o n ly ; and, therefore, the food J  
m ust be in a liquid form. This is one reason why 
the roots must have water. Another reason is that 
all the m aterials needed by the tree in its many parts i- 
are water-borne. And, so, without water, food-supplies 
are soon cut off.
4. But now you exclaim : “ How can water climb 
up a great t r e e ? ” Yes, it is a wonderful piece of 
work. You will feel this if you carry a bucket of 
water up a long stair, and remember that a tree can 
quickly pull up many times this weight. Even a 
single sunflower can soon pull up a pailful of water.
5. How can water climb up a tree ? Well, you 
m ust know tha t the root, like every other part of the /  
plant, is built up of tiny cells (See Fig. 13). The 
root-hairs, too, are just long cells by which the root 
drinks. These hair-cells have very thin walls, so 
that the water gets easily through into the cell. But, 
when the water has got inside the cell, it cannot get 
out again ; and when the cell gets so full that it can 
hold no more, it squeezes some water into the next
And n itrogen , p h osp h oru s, p o ta sh , su lp h u r , &c.
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cell. This cell in the same way gets too full, and 
squeezes some water into the th ird  c e ll; and so on, 
up the root, and up the stem. Besides this root- 
pressure which pushes the water up the tree, there is 
another force th a t pulls the water up. This second 
force is caused by the evaporation of water through 
the leaves, and we shall hear more of it when we 
study the leaf.
6. Two experim ents to prove that the root lifts 
water. How great the root-pressure is in Spring you 
may see if you cut a grape-vine a little above the 
root. You will be astonished at 
the strong flow of sap. I t flows 
and flows as if it would never stop. 
Looking at the rush of sap, you 
wonder no longer tha t a dry dead- 
looking vine-stump can, in a few 
weeks, cover the side of a house 
with beautiful vine leaves. Cut 
also the stem of a young sunflower, 
or any of your seedlings that are 
growing strongly, and you will see 
a drop of water oozing out.
7. Another p retty  experiment is 
the following : Take a young,
strong garden balsam tha t is 
growing in a pot. Cut off the 
stem squarely, near the earth. 
Take a short piece of rubber 
tubing and slip it over the stem, 
and tie firmly. Then pour a little 
water into the tubing to keep the 
stump moist. Take now a piece
E x p e r im e n t to  sh ow  
ro o t-p ressu re .
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of glass tubing, and fit it into the rubber tubing. Tie 
tightly, and then, in order to keep the glass-tubing 
upright, fix it to a stake. The water, in a few hours, 
will rise in the tube and continue to do so for a day 
or two. The soil m ust be watered as if the plant 
were uncut.
8. How the water passes from the earth into 
the root. And now I  am ready for the question 
which you have been waiting to p u t : “ How is it tha t 
the water passes from the earth  into the root-cell, but 
cannot pass from the root-cell into the earth  ? ” To 
understand this, take a large, long potato, and hollow
it out carefully, as shewn in the 
figure. Place in the bottom of 
this potato-tube a dessert-spoonful 
of sugar, and then place the tube in 
a tum bler tha t has a little water in 
it. Mark on the tum bler the level 
of the water, and note how, in a 
day or two, th is water is drawn into 
the tube and up the tube. In  a few 
days the water may be at the brim 
of the potato-tube. And now re­
verse the process. E m pty  the 
potato-tube and tum bler, and put 
pure water in the potato, and strong 
sugared water in the tumbler. The water will now 
pass from the potato into the tumbler.
9. Now, what does all this m ean? It means tha t 
the flow of liquid is always from the weaker to the 
stronger fluid. This is why the water, in both cases, 
flowed towards the sugared water. Now, the fluid in
F i o  II
T u b es m ad e  of a 
p o ta to , to  sh ow  h o w  
roo ts  su ck  up w ater.
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the root-cell is stronger than  the fluid in the earth,, 
and so the earth-fluid passes into the root-cell.
10. Why does too much salt in a soil hurt 
plants ?  W ater the earth  in a pot containing some 
of your sunflower seedlings with a strong solution of 
salt. The outside fluid is now the stronger ; and so 
the fluid in the roots will pass out into the earth, and 
the seedlings will wilt. This will help you to see 
why m ost plants cannot grow in soils tha t contain 
much salt. At M ildura whole orchards have been 
ruined by soil containing too m uch salt. In  good
.( soils the fluid in the root-cells is always stronger than  
■ the earth -flu id ; and so there is nothing to check the 
flow into the roots. An easy experim ent will make 
all th is clearer.
11. A make-believe plant-cell. Fill a small 
wide-mouthed bottle quite full with 
water in which some sugar has been 
melted. From  a clean sheep’s 
bladder cut out a cover for the 
m outh. Tie th is firmly, and place 
the whole bottle on its side in a 
vessel of water. In  a day or two 
take it out, and note how the bladder- 
lid has bulged out. The strong fluid 
inside the bottle has sucked in some 
of the weaker fluid. Place now the 
bottle in a vessel containing a very
strong sugar-fluid ; using more sugar than will melt. 
This causes fluid to pass from the sugar-fluid inside 
to the stronger sugar-fluid outside, and the bladder- 
lid no longer bulges. Now, if instead of a bottle with 
a bladder-lid, we could try  a root-cell, we should see
Fi& 12.
Aji im ita t io n  p la n t-  
c e ll, a fter  b e in g  
im m er sed  in  w ater.
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it behaving in the same way. W hen you rem em ber 
tha t each root-hair is one little cell, and tha t the 
p lant—root, stem, leaves, and flowers— is built u%) 
entirely of small cells, you ^ ill see the im portance of 
the experiments we have just been making.
12. What becom es of the fluid-foods received  
by the root ? If you m elt salt in water, and then 
leave th is water in  the sun, the water will disappear 
into the air and the salt remain. In  the same way 
most of the fluid taken in by the roots passes into the 
air through the leaves ; but the m ineral food rem ains 
in the tree. Sometimes a m ineral th a t is not good for 
the p lant finds its way in this m anner into the leaves; 
but when the leaves fall the p lant gets rid of these 
harm ful or useless minerals.
E x e r c ise s  and O ut-door  W ork :—
(1) The sap gets thicker as it  goes up a tree, ow ing to the  
escape of w ater by evaporation from the leaves. Show how this 
helps to lift  the w ater from the roots to the leaves.
(2) Seek opportunities of seeing how deep roots go. R ailw ay  
cuttings and other excavations ofier chances of study. In dry  
districts a tin y  p lant m ay have a root 20 inches long. Summer 
annuals especially have to m ake haste to  tap the m oisture which  
is beyond the reach of drought. D ig  up carefully som e summer 
weeds, and exam ine the roots.
C o m p o s i t io n  E x erc ise  : — T ell how a plant drinks through its  
roots, and how the fluid is lifted  up to the leaves.
D raw in g  E xerc ise  Take up carefully a seedling. Try to get  
all the roots spread out as they  were in  the earth, and m ake a  
drawing.
24 FIRST STUDIES IN PLANT LIFE
IV.— TH E  BOOT.— P a r t  II.
/ 1. What the root seeks  and avoids. The first
Yyuse of a root is to fix the young plant in the so il; and 
V the second use is to seek food in the soil. And so it 
has come to pass th a t the tiny white root points down­
wards from the very first, ju st as the tiny  green shoot 
strives upwards from the very first. The root there­
fore has learned to shun the light, ju st as the green 
shoot has learned to seek the light. We can see how 
strong is th is habit from the air roots of the ivy. 
Exam ine these roots, and you will find th a t they 
always grow away from the light and on the shady 
side of the stem. We can see how hard  the root tries 
to escape the light in roots like th a t of the carrot, tha t 
actually shrink into the soil. Look also a t the tip  of 
a bramble shoot th a t has rooted, and you will see how 
strongly the root pulls the tip  into the earth.
2. Why does  the root keep near the surface?  
B ut here you ask : “ Since the root goes down, why 
does it  not go farther down ? ” Well, there are several 
/  reasons. One is tha t much m oisture comes from rain or 
dew th a t may not sink far. Another reason is that 
J  the deep soil may he too cold. A th ird  reason is tliat 
y th e  soil near the surface is better aired. A root, like 
, a germ inating seed, needs w armth and air as well as 
 ^ moisture. Trees sometimes, in hot weather, send 
the ir roots too far down into cold sodden sub-soil. 
Such trees suffer from “ wet feet.” The monks of old 
/ knew this, and would place a large fiat stone under 
\ the roots of their peaches to keep them from going
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into a cold subsoil. Also, the surface soil is richer in 
plant food, and so the roots run sideways as well as 
downwards.
3. How roots and branches correspond. Can 
you tell me now why the feeding roots of a tree are 
most numerous at the points where the rain runs off 
the leaves ? In  a shower, you sometimes stand under 
a tree as you would stand under a great umbrella. 
Watch where the rain drops as it runs off the leaves. 
If you dig at these points, you will find th a t the tree 
has placed feeding roots ju st where the rain  drops. 
But there is no hard and fast ru le ; for the roots go on 
farther if there be good moist soil beyond. Often a 
root will run out in this way until it is longer than 
the highest point of the tree.
4. How sodden ground hurts the root. The 
root must have moisture, but too much moisture is 
almost as dangerous as too little. W hen there is too 
much moisture the root cannot get air. An exploring 
root will avoid a sodden patch just as it will avoid a 
stone. A simple experiment will show the damage 
done to a plant h j  earth tha t is too wet. Place side 
by side in the open air, where they can get the rain, 
a well-drained pot of wheat seedlings and a jam -tin 
pot of wheat seedlings; both sown at the same time. 
Give exactly the same amount of water to each pot. 
The earthenware pot is porous to air, and any surplus 
watei passes out at the side or through the hole in the 
bottom. The jam -tin cannot receive air through its 
sides, nor can it get rid of water when there is too 
much. Compare the growth of the seedlings in the pot 
and in the tin. A hen the wheat is about eight inches 
out of the ground, take the 2ilants u i^ carefully and
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look with a lens at the roots. On the well-drained 
roots you will find hundreds of tiny  feeding hairs, 
while on the badly-drained roots these feeding hairs 
will be absent or few in  num ber. No wonder the  
wheat in a wet patch of ground has a starved look!
5. How th e  hairs on the root take in food. The 
hairs on the root are, as we saw, 
delicate cells th a t suck in water, 
r Now these hairs will not grow in soil 
I th a t is kept constantly wet. H ence 
the poor growth of wheat in wet, badly- 
drained soil. In  warm, loose, m oist 
soil, on the other hand, the num ber of 
roots and rootlets and root-hairs is 
astonishing. Every particle of soil 
seems to be searched. A large m ar­
row, growing in such soil, was found 
to have roots which, if put end to end, 
would have measured over 15 miles I
6. Plants that thrive in wet  
8fround. B ut here you ask me : 
s^imply Why, then, do some plants thrive in  
sodden ground, and even in water ? ” 
Well, you m ust never forget tha t N ature has no vacant 
plots in  her great Earth-garden. Every patch of 
ground is tu rned  to account to support life of some 
kind. And so plants have been gradually trained for 
wet soils and for ponds. You may see on the m argin
of a pond a grass, or reed, or tree tha t likes to have
its roots always in sodden soil. F u rth er in, you find 
a plant that likes to have its feet in water and its stem 
in the air ; and, still further in, you see a plant th a t 
likes to have both stem and root in water.
Fi o  IS
O u ter  s k in  o f  ro o t 
w i t h  r o o t - h a i r s  
( m u c h  e n l a r g e d ) ,  
s h o w in g  th a t  
h a ir s  are  
e x te n s io n s  o f  c e lls .
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7. If the water were always at the same level, the 
p lan ts best suited for each place would always be 
found in that p lace ; but since the water level often 
changes, there is a constant struggle between the 
various kinds of plants to get the soil tha t suits them. 
Those tha t are half of the water and half of the land 
will m arch in towards the water in  years of d ro u g h t; 
but are driven back to the bank when the water rises 
again. In  times not yet long past, great parts of the 
earth  were m arshy and undrained ; and therefore we 
need not wonder th a t so m any plants are at home in 
w ater or in sodden ground. B ut nearly all the 
higher plants and nearly all the plants of use to 
man, need well-drained soil, loose and open to the air.
P r o b le m s  and E x e r c i s e s : —
(1) P lace a seedling, grown in  a pot, on its  side, in order to show  
th a t  the green shoot persists in  grow ing upwards.
(2) In studying the downward pull of roots, exam ine the runners 
of strawberries and the w rinkles in  a parsnip root.
(3) In the carrot, rhubarb, and dock, note that the leaves are 
arranged so as to  drain the rain and dew towards the centre. 
Shew  how the root plan corresponds.
(4) I t  is often useless in  w atering an old tree to throw water at 
th e  foot of the stem . Give the reason.
(5) W hen a gardener, in  tak in g  up a tree, loses half the roots, 
w h y m ust he also cut back the branches to the sam e ex ten t ?
(6) E xplain w hy well-drained land y ields much larger and finer 
crops than undrained land. D escribe the appearance of w heat 
plants on low , w et parts of the field.
(7) The w illow  is som etim es planted in damp, undrained soil to 
help to keep the ground dry. E xplain  how some trees can thrive 
in  soil like this.
C o m p o s i t io n  E x er c ise  -.— T ell the adventures of a root as it  
travels in  search of root-food.
D ra w in g  E x erc ise  : M ake draw ing of a tree whose branches
hang um brella-like over the earth ; and shew by fa in t lines below  
tb e  surface where the feeding roots are placed.
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V.— THE ROOT.— P a r t  III.
1. We m ust now look at a num ber of roots of 
different plants, and try  to find out the various 
root-plans.
2. Tap-roots and Fibrous roots. In  plants like 
the dandelion, we find a distinct tap-root and many
I small side-roots. This tap-root is ju st the first root 
4 become large. I t  has grown straight down and grown 
m uch thicker than  any of the side-roots. In  m any 
plants the tap-root is not so clearly seen as in the 
dandelion, and in some roots, indeed, you cannot find 
a tap-root at all. W here all the roots or m any of the 
/  roots are slender, as in the wheat plant, the root is 
' called a fibrous root.
Figt  \  11^
A ta p  root.
Fi Gr  l 5
A fib rou s root.
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S. Fleshy roots Other plants, again, like the 
carrot, have fleshy roots. These fleshy roots are just, 
underground stores of food for the plant. Sometimes
the food is stored in one 
mass, as in the carrot, 
sometimes the store is 
spread over several fleshy  ^
roots, as in the dahlia, J 
We have seen tha t every 
root has two uses— to fix 
the plant, and to seek food. 
And now we see th a t some 
roots have a th ird  use— to 
store up food.
4. Roots from creeping  
stems. In  most cases, 
roots grow out from the 
seed in the m anner of the 
root of the F rench bean, or 
in the m anner of the root 
of the wheat plant. But in some plants roots grow 
also out of the stem. Plants with creeping stem s,  
like the couch grass, have the power to send down a 
new root at each knot. And now we m ust ask why 
roots differ so much in form.
5. Why do roots differ in form ? We may be able 
sometimes to answer the question if we keep in mind 
the three uses of the root. A plant has the root tha t 
suits it best for feeding and for fixing the plant, or for 
storing the food. Take an example. W hy has the 
carrot a fleshy root ? Because the carrot’s plan of life 
is th i s : The first year it gives up its whole time to 
growing green leaves and storing up food. E verything
R o o ts  from  a  creep in g  s te m  (after  
von  M ueller).
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th a t it can save it puts into the root, which is a kind 
of p lan t savings bank. Then, in  the second year, it 
uses th is store of food to make flowers and seeds. If 
you examine the carrot root after the seeds have 
ripened, you will find th a t the store of food is gone. 
In  the same way, you expect to find in a p lant tha t 
has lived for ages in  a very dry land a deep root or 
a swollen root— a root formed to live through drought.
6. B ut now comes a question I have been expecting : 
“ Do not the roots eat up all the food in the so il; and 
what do they do then ? Nature meets this difficulty 
in several ways. One way is to supply fresh food, and 
another is to remove the plan t to a fresh piece of 
ground.
7. How Nature renews the root-foods. W hen a 
wheat p lan t has grown up, m an cuts it down and 
carries it off. W ith every waggon of wheat th a t leaves 
a field, a p art of the root-food of th a t field is lo s t ; hut 
when grass grows wild it dies down and returns to the 
soil the food th a t it got from it. Trees strew the 
ground beneath them  with leaves and bark and twigs, 
all of which, when decayed, make root-food. Then, 
again, millions of creatures die every season and enrich 
the earth. An anim al lives on plants ; and therefore 
when it dies becomes food for the plants. W hile the 
anim al is alive, its droppings help to renew the root- 
foods. The hurying-beetle th a t covers up these 
droppings with soil is a most useful food-getter for the 
roots.
8. How the good farmer imitates Nature. The 
good farm er im itates N ature’s plans as closely as he 
can. H e retu rns to the field all the straw and all the 
anim al droppings tha t he can collect. He even
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im itates the burying-beetle; for be covers the m anure 
with soil, and thus prevents the sun from drying it 
up. He sends to lonely islands where bird-droppings 
have accumulated for ages, and brings home the guano 
for bis fields. He buys bones from the butcher, and 
grinds them  into dust, and scatters the bone-dust on 
bis ground.
9. How Nature seeks fresh soil for her plants. 
But Nature has another plan for getting fresh food for 
the roots : she moves the plants from time to time. 
Sometimes, as in the case of a travelling bulb, she 
moves the plant a little way every y e a r ; at other 
times, as in the case of the thistle, the new plant 
springs up from seed tha t has travelled a great way.
Then there are the creeping-stem 
plants tha t root at the joints. W hen 
the old root dies, the new roots, in 
fresh soil, are able to continue the 
p lan t’s life. Make experiments with 
couch grass, buffalo grass, or with the 
runners of the strawberry plant, and
N e w  b „ ib  fo rm in g  yourself. W atch,
too, the suckers thrown up by the 
roots of a* poplar, an elm or a pear 
tree. In  all these cases N ature is seeking fresh soil 
for her plants.
10. Again, if you dig up all the plants in a piece of 
ground tha t has never been touched by man, you will 
find tha t some of the roots are surface-feeders, and 
tha t others go deep. In  this way, all the root-food, 
shallow and deep, is made use of. Even when the 
roots of two plants seem to be feeding at the same 
level on the same soil, the one plant may be using one
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kind of food and the other plant a different kind. 
Roots, therefore, th a t seem crowded may not really be 
crowded.
sj 11. How the good farmer imitates Nature : the 
rotation of crops. In  all this the good farmer im itates 
Nature. He is ever planning to get fresh food for 
his crops. L ast year, the forty acre paddock was 
sown with turnips. Now the tu rn ip  has a short root, 
and therefore is a surface-feeder. Also, the turnip 
root takes a great deal of lime out of the soil. This 
year, the same paddock is sown with barley, which 
needs very little lim e ; and next year, it will be laid 
down in clover which sends its roots deep into the 
ground. And so on, till the ground is ready for the 
turnips again ; and the circle is complete. W hen a 
wheel circles round, it is said to rotate. Hence this 
plan of the farm er is called the rotation of crops. 
No man, you see, can be a good farmer who does not 
know what kind of food a p lant needs, and w hether 
it roots deep or near the surface. Nor can he be 
called a good farm er unless he stirs his ground de: ply 
so tha t the roots may be able to go deep down for 
food and moisture.
12. How the farmer can double his farm. A 
farm er who farms in th is way can make two blades to 
grow where one grew before ; and this is as good as 
doubling the size of his farm. If all our farmers did 
this, it would be as good as doubling Victoria. The 
farmer who farms in this way will soon hold as 
high a place among men as the doctor or the lawyer 
or any other learned man. Such a farmer, too, will 
always be finding out something new ; for there is 
much still to learn about plants and soils, and about
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the wonderful th ing we call life. I t  was only the 
other day th a t it was discovered th a t the roots need 
the help of m inute creatures th a t live in the so il!
13. How invisible creatures (Bacteria) work for 
the roots. These earth-germ s make the soil fit for 
root food. They are m uch too small to be seen by the 
naked eye. And not only are there tiny  creatures in 
the soil to help the roots, but in some plants, if not in 
all, there are m inute creatures in the roots themselves. 
If you look a t the root of clover or scarlet runner or 
lupin or other plants of the same family, you will find 
little knots or swellings. These knots are made by 
masses of tiny living creatures th a t help the root to 
get food out of the air.*
14. Real earth-fairies. Not very long ago, people 
believed in earth-fairies tha t helped the plants to 
grow. Well, these earth-germ s are the real fairies, 
and, in tending your little plot of ground, you m ust 
see that they are kept comfortable. The earth-germ s 
need air. Now, if the surface of the earth be hard and 
caked, the air cannot easily get in. You m ust there­
fore keep the surface soil loose, so tha t the air may 
get easily in. Too much water in the soil also prevents 
the air from getting in, and therefore you m ust see 
tha t your plot is well-drained so tha t water may not 
lie in the soil but run through the soil. Never allow 
your plot to become sodden. A nother way of keeping 
the earth in your plot well-aired is to use plenty of
*T he food  go t fro m  th e  a ir  b y  p la n ts  o f th e  p ea  flow er  fa m ily  (legu m es)  
is  n itro g en . T h e  sw e llin g s  on  th e  ro o ts  are n o w  d r ied  a n d  c ru sh ed  b y  
c h e m is ts , and  th e  d u st sow n  in  a  p a r ticu la r  w ay . T h is  g iv e s  a  crop  of 
^ ^l^ ions o f th e  g erm s th a t  ca u se  th e  k n o ts . P a r c e ls  o f th e  g e rm s are n ow  
so ld  in  E u ro p e  and  A m erica  to  fa rm e rs  w h o se  s o ils  are p o o r  in  th e s e  
g erm s. T h is  m a y  tu rn  o u t to  b e  o n e  o f th e  grea t d isc o v er ie s  o f th e  
n in e te e n th  cen tu ry .
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stable-m anure ; and this also provides food for the 
earth-germ s. There are far more earth-germ s in 
garden soil than  in unbroken land, because in the 
garden the earth  is kept loose and rich and well- 
drained.
E x e r c is e s  and O u t-d o o r  w o r k .—
(1) W h at kind of roots have radish, duckw eed , daffodil, turnip, 
corn, periw inkle, dock, v io iet ?
(2) N am e any plants w ith ( a )  tap-root ( b )  fibrous roots 
fleshy roots.
(3) N am e any root-stores th at w e use as food.
(4) E xplain  how buffalo-grass travels and w hy it  travels. Com­
pare the garden violet (or th e  n ative ivy-leaved violet) couch grass, 
D anuhian R eed ( “ bam boo).”
(5) Clear and loosen the ground below a jo in t in buffalo or 
couch grass, and note how long it  takes to root.
(6) F ind ou t from the best farmers of your district exam ples of 
th e  rotation of crops.
(7) A re the follow ing w ild  flowers annuals or perennials and 
w hat kind of roots have th ey?  The purple fringe lilies, the  
A ustralian  blue bell, th e harbinger of spring, cape weed, the  
V ictorian crocus, th e B athurst burr, sundew ?
(8) W hen a farmer ta lk s of a field being “ w heat-sick ,” w hat 
does he m ean ?
C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c is e .—A  carrot lives for tw o seasons : te ll, 
in tw o chapters, the story of a carrot’s life.
D ra w in g  E x e r c i s e s .—D raw  ( a )  a, strawberry plant th a t is 
sending out runners to form new plants •, ( h )  a, creeping stem  
rooting at the joints.
Note .— Indicate the roots by faint lines.
* S ee  C hap. X X V II fo r  a n n u a ls  an d  p e re n n ia ls
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YL— THE STEM.— P a r t  I.
1. I t  is rare to find a boy in E ngland who can 
handle an axe, but nearly every A ustralian boy knows 
how to make the chips fly. B ut not every boy can 
read the story of the wood he is chopping. And yet 
it is a wonderful story. One m an looks at a great 
gum tree th a t has fallen to the axe and says . “ I t 
will burn w ell; ” another sa y s : “ I t  will split into 
good palings ; ” a th ird  : “ I t  will make good railway 
sleepers; ” and then comes a m an who looks at the 
rings of the tree and says : “ H ere is the diary tha t 
the tree kept. I t  has been keeping th is story of its 
life for a thousand years. L o o k ! ”— and here he 
points to a place where the rings are all close together,
“ th a t was a time of drought when the tree made little 
g row th ; and here, where the rings are wide, is a tim e , 
of good years when the sap ran  free. For ten f 
centuries the ’keets have come to its honey-pots in the 
time of flower ; magpies and crows innum erable have 
perched on its branches, and th irty  generations of 
blackfellows have climbed up to the nest of the 
opossum.” Who would not learn to read a story like 
th is?
2. F irst, then, let us ask, What has the stem of a 
plant to d o ?  I t  has two things to do : to hold th e \  
leaves and flowers up in the air, and to act as a /  
channel for the sap. F irs t of all we are to see how 
the stem holds the leaves and flowers up in the air.
3. The stem as a ieaf-supporter. If you try  to 
count the leaves on a great tree you will soon stop :
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there are so many. I t m ust be a stout stem tha t can 
carry all these leaves. And each year there are more 
leaves, and the stem m ust become stronger. And so 
the stem gets thicker and thicker as the leaves grow 
more and more, until you cannot put your arm s round 
the stem. And, as the tree grows older, all the middle 
part of the stem — the heartwood—becomes dead and 
hard. I t is th is hard, dead heartwood tha t enables 
the tree to hold up its great mass of leaves and to 
face the storm. Look at a great gum tree in a strong 
wind. The young sa%)lings near it th a t have as yet no 
heartwood bend almost to the ground ; but the old 
gum tree bends not at all. Not for a thousand years 
has the old gum tree bent to the wind.
4. Where the new stem -wood is placed.— Can 
you guess where the tree puts the new wood it makes 
during the growing season? In  the m iddle? No: 
we have seen tha t the middle becomes dead and hard. 
W here then ? On the outside of the old wood, and just 
below the bark. The living, active wood in a tree is 
to be found close to the bark.
5. The bark.— And the bark— does it also put the 
new bark on the outside ? No : you can see tha t the 
bark m ust put its new growth on the inside, because, 
the outside gets old and cracked, and often, indeed, 
splits or peels off.* The bark is sometimes very 
elastic, and is able to stretch without breaking as tlie 
stem grows, but in most trees it splits or peels. In  
the elm it breaks into ridges, and in the stringy-bark 
gum it peels off. The outer hark may be very thick, 
as in the cork oak or the stringy-bark gum, or it may
*T he th in  fo r m a tiv e  la y er  w h ic h , on  o n e  s id e , m a k es  th e  n ew  w ood , and  
on  th e  o th er  s id e , m a k es  th e  n ew  bark, is  ca lle d  th e  c a m b iu m  (cam bio , I 
ch an ge).
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be thin, as in the lemon-scented gum tree or the plane 
tree. As this bark peels off, fresh bark forms, and 
the tree is not hurt. Indeed, the tree is often 
healthier for losing this bark. The plane tree is able, 
in this way, to throw off the dust th a t gathers on the 
stem in summer ; and th is is one reason why it is so 
good a tree for our dusty streets.
6. Sometimes, as in a young wattle or lemon-scented 
gum, the outer bark is so th in  tha t a scratch of the 
finger-nail shews the green layer of the bark. Most 
trees, however, have a thick, dead outer bark to 
protect the tender growing new bark and new wood. 
You can now see tha t the living p art of a tree— the 
new bark and new wood— lies between dead bark and 
dead wood. You will now understand how, by 
ringing, we can kill a tree without cutting the tree 
righ t through. All tha t we have to do is to cut 
through the bark to the new wood. You will under­
stand also how it is tha t after a bush fire m any of the 
trees are able, in a short time, to throw out new shoots. 
The living part of the tree was protected by the outer 
dead bark, and so new shoots can be made from the 
tree’s reserve stores. Our “ bush ” trees, you see, 
have to lay up stores, not for a rainy day, but for a 
day of fire. Many of you have seen, w ithin a few 
weeks of the fire, a beautiful fringe of green running  
along the blackened branches.
7. A one-year old stem. And now you are ready 
to see for yourself how wood and bark grow. Take 
a one-year old shoot of any quick-growing wood like 
the banksian rose, and make a slanting cut with a 
sharp knife. In the centre you have the soft pith , fig.
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20 (1), outside of the p ith  a ring of wood ; and, outside 
of all, the bark. On the outside of the bark you
find a th in  skin which 
afterwards thickens; below 
this there is the green  
layer of the bark, and still 
farther in we have tlie 
inner bark.
A two-year old stem. 
Take now a two-year old 
stem, and you will see (1) 
the pith, (2) the wood of 
the first year, (3) the new 
wood, (4) the bark. A 
three-year old stem will 
shew (1) the pith, (2) the 
wood of the first year, (3) the wood of the second year,
(4) the new wood, and (5) the bark. You can see now
how the age of a tree can be told from these annual
O ak -stem  c u t  a c ro ss  to  sh o w  th e  
a n n u a l r in g s . T h e  n ew  w ood  
(sap-w ood) is  ju s t  b e lo w  th e  bark . 
T h e  r a y s  r u n n in g  fro m  p ith  to  
b a rk  fo r m  th e  s ilv e r  gra in .
I
O n e-year  o ld  (1), tw o -y ea r  o ld  (2), an d  
th re e -y e a r  o ld  (3) s h o o ts . In  N o. 3 th e  
in n e r  r in g  o f b a rk  is  th e  n ew  bark, 
an d  th e  tb ir d  r in g  o f  w ood , co u n tin g  
fr o m  th e  p ith , i s  th e  sap -w ood  (new  
w ood.)
Fi& 21
O ne-year o ld  s te m , sh o w ­
in g  th e  p ith  an d  th e  p ith -  
rays (s ilv er  grain).
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rings. Examine a stem of several years’ growth, and 
count the annual rings.* (See tig. 19.)
8. The stem as a sap channel. And now we have 
to look at the second duty of the stem. How does 
the stem serve as a sap-channel ? And, first of all, 
you m ust remember that there are two kinds of sap , 
to be carried— the sap from the roots, and the sap \ 
from the leaves.
9. Root-sap tubes. The raw sap from the roots 
comes u%) through tubes in the new wood ; and so we
I shall call the new wood the sap-wood, to distinguish 
lit from the hard old heart-wood. The root-sap runs 
up the tubes in the sap-wood to be mixed with the 
food gathered by the leaves from the air. Out of this 
mixture is made the ripe sap, which carries to the 
root the power to make new roots, to the wood the 
power to make new wood, and to the buds the power 
to make new shoots and leaves and flowers. And 
where does this ieaf-sap find channels ?
10. Leaf-sap tubes. The tubes th a t carry down the i 
leaf-sap are placed in the inner bark. You see, then, | 
tha t the leaf-sap tubes are not so deep in the tree as 
the root-sap tubes. But, how, you ask, can the 
leaf-sap get into the inner parts of the stem ?
11. The silver-grain. Take the cut shoot showing 
two-year old wood. Use your lens, and you will see 
rays running from the bark to the p ith  (fig. 21). These 
rays are called by cabinet-m akers silver-grain, and 
they serve to carry the leaf-sap inwards from the inner 
bark. You will notice th a t the rays pierce the bark. 
They run right inwards to the pith, and are therefore
*In o n e  grow in g  sea so n  th e r e  m a y  b e  a r in g  for  th e  sp r in g  g ro w th , and  
a n o th er  r in g  for  a seco n d  p er io d  o f g ro w th  in  la te  su m m e r  or in  au tu m n . 
S ev era l r in gs  p rod u ced  in  on e  sea so n  are e a s ily  seen  in  th e  b eet.
" d
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sometimes called pith-rays. The pith is a storehouse 
of food for young shoots. I t is very active in a
one-year old p lan t ; but, as the p lant becomes older, 
the p ith  becomes smaller and less active, and finally 
dies and disappears.
Q u e s t io n s  and e x e r c i s e s  :—
(1) A  hide-bound tree is one in  which growth is checked by 
unhealthy bark th at cannot expand. Explain.
(2) Can you see from the la st question w hy it  is im portant to  
grow trees so th at the stem s and branches are not bare to the 
sun ?
(3) E xplain  how r in g in g  k ills a tree.
C o m p o s i t io n  e x e r c i s e  :—T ell the story of how a tree was 
ahle at la st to hold up thousands of leaves.
D ra w in g  e x e r c i s e  :—D raw the cut stem of a tree th at has 
leaves w ith  a netw ork of veins. Show  the rings of annual growth.
Note.  —Two- or three-year old wood from a vigorous plum tree 
shows the rings well.
YIL— TH E STEM .— P a r t  II.
1. Root-sap tubes and leaf-sap tubes.—We have 
seen th a t there are two kinds of sap-tubes, one kind 
running  up from the root, and the other kind running 
down from the leaves. Perhaps you have heard of 
the wizard who could see the two stream s of sap 
running  side by side— one up and the other dow n! 
W hat wonders we could see inside a tree if we had 
eyes like his ! And what sounds we could hear if 
only our ears were qu icker! W ith quicker ears, the 
October woods would be filled with the noise of the 
rush of the spring-sap, sounding like the noise of 
m any waters. I t would be deafening; and it is well 
for us th a t our ears are d u l l!
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2. You see, then, tha t ju st as the hard bones 
support the body of a man, so the h ea rt wood supports 
the tree ; and just as the veins carry the blood 
through the hum an body, so the sap-tubes carry the 
sap to all parts of the tree. And you m ust notice tha t 
the sap-tubes have very tough sides and so are able 
not only to carry sap to and from the leaves, but to 
support the stem and the leaves. The tubes tha t run 
into a leaf are thus able to act as bones as well as 
veins. And now we shall make
3. Experiments to shew the water-path in stem  
and leaf. Cut a vine-shoot which ends in a leaf, and 
place the cut end in a vessel containing red ink. In 
a short time, you will see the red ink colouring the  
smallest veins. Then cut through the shoot with a 
sloping cut, and you will see a ring of small, red, 
round spots, shewing the tubes up which the ink has 
flowed. This ring of red spots is between the bark
and the pith. Since 
neither p ith  nor bark 
are red, we know tha t 
the ink has not run up 
the bark nor the pith.* 
Then split the shoot, 
and you will see the long- 
red streaks th a t shew 
where the ink has run. 
These red streaks are the 
tough tubes tha t run  up 
through the sap-wood 
from the smallest root- 
hairs to the smallest
G rape v in e  sh oot. T h e  r in g  o f d o ts  
b e tw e en  p ith  an d  bark sh o w s th e  
roo t-sap  tu b es.
* B es id es  th is  q u ick  m o v e m e n t u p  th e  sap-w ood  tu b e s  th er e  is  a  s lo w er  
m o v e m e n t w h ic h , in  t im e , s ta in s  th e  w h o le  o f th e  w ood.
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veins in the leaves. If you take a ring of bark off the 
stem of a growing plant you will not touch these tubes, 
and therefore the leaves will still receive water from 
the roots, and will not droop.
4. Cut, now, the leaf stalk of the vine near the 
point where it joins the stem, and note the tough 
tubes th a t run  from the sap-wood into the leaf.* You
D a n u b ia n  reed  c u t to  sh o w  th e  sca ttered  A P a lm  tree,
ro o t-sa p  tu b es.
can see how these tubes serve the leaf both as veins 
and bones. The stem too is strengthened by the ring 
of tough tubes, so that, long before the hard heart- 
wood is formed, the tender looking stem can stand the 
strain  of a storm in a way th a t fills an architect with 
wonder and delight. Look at a daffodil bending to ci 
spring breeze look at a field of wheat swaying with 
graceful ease as gust follows gust, and you may have
* T h e  r in g  o f sa p -tu b es  r u n n in g  up from  th e  s te m  to  th e  le a f-s ta lk  ca n  b e  
s e e n  v ery  c le a r ly  on  th e  le a f  scar  o f th e  V irg in ia  creeper.
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some faint'idea of what passes through the mind of 
an architect who studies Nature.
5. The water path in plants that have one seed-  
leaf. Cut a shoot of the Danubian reed— often called 
“ bamboo ” (fig. 24), and place the cut end in the red ink 
as before. Note tha t the reed has a hollow centre instead 
of pith. In a short time, you will find the red spots 
as before, but, this time, not in a ring inside the bark, 
but scattered all over the solid part of the stem. Note 
carefully tha t this is the plan for sap-tubes in all reeds, 
grasses, lilies, palms and other plants th a t have the 
veins running side by side— the plants tha t have only 
one seed-leaf. In  all plants tha t have the veins 
in a network—the plants th a t have two seed- 
leaves, we have the root sap-tubes placed as in the 
vine-shoot.
6. How palms and reeds grow. Note, too, th a t 
palms and other trees of tha t class do not grow by 
adding an annual ring of wood outside the old wood. 
The new growth is added at the top, and so the stem 
is nearly of the same thickness at the top as at the 
bottom. Each year a new bunch of leaves is produced 
at the top, while the leaves of previous years gradually 
wither and fall.
7. Just as the age of an oak tree can be guessed 
from the rings w  the stem, so the age of a palm can 
often be guessed from the num ber of rings of leaf- 
scars on the stem. W hen the stem is smooth, as in 
tropical palms, the rings can be counted very easily ,' 
but it is less easy with some of the palms of colder 
lands because tbe stems may be covered witb a tbick 
warm coating of fibre to protect tbe tree from frost.*
* A tr o p ic a l p a lm  can  b e  seen  in  th e  P a lm  H ou se  o f th e  M elb ou rn e  
B o ta n ic  G ardens, and in  tb e  grou n d s are m a n y  fine p a lm s  o f a h a rd ier  
kind.
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8. How a tree ringed halfway round behaves. 
You will now be able to see how it is tha t a tree may 
live for a long time after it has lost its heartwood and 
become hollow. You will also be able to see how it is 
th a t a tree may live on, after part of the bark has 
been removed. The tree dies, of course, if the bark 
be removed all round the tree ; but if even a narrow 
path  be left for the sap-tubes, the tree can often keep 
some of the branches in healthy leaf. On the footpath 
th a t runs beside the railway line from Jolim ont to 
Richmond, there is a gum tree bearing th is inscription : 
“ A bark canoe was cut from this tree by the wild 
blacks prior to the arrival of the white m an.” At the 
top and bottom the m arks of the stone tomahawk are 
still visible. The bark th a t was left was sufficient to 
keep the tree alive, and it bears leaves to this day. The 
rush  of healing sap has made the edges of the wound 
fold over in  the usual way. You can see how those 
edges reached out in  the vain attem pt to bridge over 
the gap and how they finally fell back on the living 
part of the tree, leaving the hard, dead heartwood 
exposed to the air. I t is probably more than a 
century since this happened ; and to-day the hard 
dead heartwood looks as little a part of the tree as if 
it were a great stake of dead wood fixed for the 
support of the part th a t is still alive.
Q u e s t io n s  and E x e r c is e s .—
tl)  To show the water-path in the stem, m ake experim ents w ith  
/garden balsam , geranium , and bleached celery.
Note .—In the balsam  the red sap-tubes can be seen through the  
thin bark.
(2) How is i t  that a hollow  tree m ay stand for m any years if 
only  it  has strength enough to stand against the ■wind ?
(3) Look in the annual rings of an old tree for the old root-sap 
tub es—no longer used. The tubes look like pores.
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(4) The hollow stem  in w heat-plant or reed is stronger than a 
solid stem  would he. Has man taken the h int in any of his 
building plans ?
(5) Give exam ples of plants that have burrowing stems.
(6) Give exam ples of trees that are con ica l in shape (pine) and 
sp r e a d in g  (elm).
C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c is e .—T ell how the w ater runs up and 
down a stem.
D raw in g  E x e r c is e .—Draw an old stem  to show the annual 
rings.
Draw cut shoots oi  ( a )  vine, ( h )  D anubian reed ; to show the 
water-paths. U se colour to show the sap-tubes.
Y III.— CLIMBING PLANTS AND PARASITES.
1. Every plant tries to get up into the light. If it 
could whisper its wish in  your ear, you would hear it 
say ; “ How can I get my leaves up and up into the 
air and sunsh ine?” And each plant has its own way 
of climbing up. One, like the gum tree, makes itself so 
hard and strong tha t it can hold ten thousand leaves 
up in the a i r ; another, like the ivy, climbs nearly as 
high, but only with the help of the gum tr e e ; a third, 
like the mistletoe, perches on a high branch and sucks 
its juices ; and a fourth, like the dodder, lives entirely 
on the plant round which it winds. Nay, there are 
beautiful climbing orchids in the Queensland woods 
that get all their food from the air and the moisture 
in the air. These orchids have no earth-roots, and 
use their claw-like roots to climb up trees.
2. Beginning, then, with those plants tha t do not 
need much help, we have to look at the plants that
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scramble. Most roses have a firm stem, but m any 
of the climbing roses, like the white banksian rose, 
have prickles on their long exploring branches to help 
them  to climb. The bramble also uses prickles to 
help it to clamber over a h ed g e ; and as its stem is 
less firm than  the banksian rose stem, it has m any 
more prickles.
3. Still more help is needed by the plants with 
twining stem s like the hop, the honeysuckle and the 
convolvulus. I t is a p retty  sight to watch a twiner 
th a t has got to the top of its pole and is throwing out 
its stem s like feelers to seek for some new support. 
W hen it strikes some object it coils round it, and then 
drags up the stem. W hen a high wind comes and 
there is a heavy pull on the spiral, it acts as a spring. 
One calls out with wonder at the beautiful way in 
which these cables work. Some twining stems move 
from right to left, others from left to right. “ But 
how,” you ask, “ can they move in a circle at all ?”
4. An experim ent in twining. Take a long dande­
lion flower-stem, break it off, and press one end to 
your tongue, and watch how it curls up. Or, still 
better, split a long stem and place it in a saucer of 
water. I t  coils up into p retty  curls. If you remember 
what we learned about the sap-tubes you will under­
stand th is at once. We saw th a t the sap runs, not in 
the skin or outer bark, but ju st inside the bark. I t  is 
therefore the soft, inner part of the dandelion stem 
th a t sucks in the water freely, and, in trying to swell 
and lengthen, it curls round the outer skin which is 
not swollen in th is way. Now, if we have a stem with 
one side growing faster than  the other side, the same 
th ing  m ust h ap p en ; and this is probably what occurs
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in the case of the twining stem. One side grows 
faster than the other, and so the stem behaves in  the 
same way as the dandelion stem, but more slowly. 
Often, as in the Victorian climbing lilac, several stems 
twine together and so are able, w ithout other support, 
to raise their flowers much higher into the air than  a 
single stem could. Some plants, again, like the 
clematis, use their leaf stalks for twining.
5. Twining stem s buried in wood. Have you 
ever noticed a strong wire tha t has been twisted round 
a growing tree ; how it sinks deeper and deeper into 
the tree as the years pass ; and how it may even be 
buried in the wood ? The same th ing  often happens 
to the woody stems of climbing plants. Think what 
happens. The root-sap is not checked in its upward 
flow by the wire, but when the leaf-sap flows down 
through the inner bark it is stopped when it reaches 
the wire. This check of the leaf-sap flow causes a strong 
growth of wood and bark just over the w ire ; for, as 
you remember, the leaf-sap is full of m aterial for 
building and repairing. In  this way, the upper lip 
may, in time, meet the lower lip of the wound, and 
then the wire is completely covered. After this, the 
tree grows freely again, and, in a few years, the wire 
is deep in the dead heartwood. But sometimes, the 
lips fail to join over the wire or the twining 
stem, and in this case the plant becomes feeble or 
even dies. Just as the folds of a great snake can 
choke an animal, so the rings of the climber may 
squeeze the life out of the plant.
6. Next, we come to plants that climb by tendrils. 
Look at a Virginia creeper, and you will see tha t a 
little branch has been changed into a kind of hand for
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climbing. If you look at a num ber of these tendrils, 
you may find one bearing a leaf, as if the tendril, in a 
mom ent of forgetfulness, had behaved like a branch. 
In  the same way we know th a t the tendril of a grape­
vine is ju st a flower stalk changed into a hand, because 
we find grapes on the tendril. If the tendril of the 
Virginia creeper finds a piece of wire netting, it winds 
round it t ig h tly ; but if it touches a wall the tendrils
T en d r il o f  V ir g in ia  c re ep er  b ea r in g  a  le a f  b y  a J a p a n ese  creep er
freak . sh o w in g  th e
s tic k y  d iscs.
put out little discs th a t stick to the wall. Very pretty  
are the little green discs of the Japanese ivy creeper. 
These tu rn  red after a time, and stick so firmly tha t 
they can hold up the weight of a very large plant. 
Try to pull them  off, and you will find th a t a thousand 
nails could not hold up the p lan t so well. W ith the 
help of these tiny discs, a single plant can cover the 
whole side of a large house.
7. Sim ilar to the plants with tendrils, are the plants 
that climb by air-roots, like the ivy. The ivy feeds 
through earth-roots and leaves, like another p la n t;
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J a p a n e se  creep er  sh o w in g  a ir-roots.
T h e  su ck in g  ro o ts  o f  a  m is t le to e  
seed lin g .
but, by help of the 
air-roots (fig. 29), 
it is able to climb 
as high as a great 
tree without spend­
ing its strength  in 
m a k i n g  a t h i c k  
stem. Old trees are 
often smothered 
with ivy.
8. And now we 
c o m e  to  p l a n t s  
tha t get food as 
wel l  as  s u p p o r t  
from other plants. 
Plants that live on 
the juices of other 
p l a n t s .  C h i e f  
among such plants 
is one th a t gets up 
high in the air, not 
by climbing, but by help 
of the birds. You may see 
the mistletoe growing on 
gum trees, sheoaks, wattles, 
plum trees, oak trees, and 
even on pepper trees. The 
mistletoe bird eats the sweet 
seed of the mistletoe, and 
then perhaps passes to 
another branch or to 
another tree. I t  is a sticky 
seed, and on passing
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through the bird sticks to the branch on which he is 
seated. Then, if the seed can find a crack in the 
bark, it is able to germ inate and strike its roots into 
the tree. In  th is way the m istletoe is able to suck 
i food from the sap-tubes of the tree, while it also makes 
I some food for itself by using its own leaves.
9. The mistletoe, you see, does a little work for 
itse lf ; but the dodder is supported and fed entirely 
by the bush or grass round which it twines. I t  ger­
m inates indeed, on the ground ; but whenever it has
H ow  th e  d o d d er  c lin g s  
and  su ck s.
T h e  A u stra lia n  s m o o th  scru b  v in e , 
or d od d er  la u r e l (a fter  V on  M ueller).
twined round a bush, or a clover plant, the root dies, 
and it lives entirely by piercing and sucking the p lant 
th a t holds it up. I t  grows no leaves, and takes its 
food ready-made, ju s t as the green fly does th a t pierces 
and sucks the rose-leaf. The dodder best known in 
A ustralia is the dodder th a t lives on lucerne. Many 
of you m ust have seen the dense tangled reddish masses 
of dodder th a t sm other and suck the life out of lucerne 
plants. There are large tree-dodders (flg. 31) ; but 
the lucerne-dodder consists of slender, thread-like 
reddish stems. Sometimes the younger shoots of the
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dodder in groping for new food lay hold of and suck 
their own older shoots ! Fig. 32 shows one of our 
scrub vines— the dodder laurel.
11. Another plant tha t makes no food for itself is 
the mushroom. Living on dead or dying roots and 
bulbs, the mushroom needs no green leaf in order to 
make food. Of still more interest to us is the “ rust ’ 
jin wheat and other plants. This is a m inute plant 
itha t lives on the wheat, and does no work for itself.
The rust on wheat alone is thought to cause a loss to 
A ustralia of T2,000,000 a year. There is a common 
orchid, too, tha t has no green leaves. This orchid, 
which bears a  spike of flowers with red spots, lives 
largely on the roots of other plants. Ju st as the 
wire-worm and the grub of the cockchafer live on 
grass roots, so there are several plants tha t live on the 
roots of other plants.
12. How the gardener imitates Nature. The
idea of budding or grafting one kind of p lant on 
another kind of plant may have been got from the 
mistletoe. Have you ever watched a gardener fasten­
ing the bud of one kind of rose— say the Bride, into 
the bark of another kind of rose, say the Safranot 1 
If the budding be a success, he gets, in a year or two,
a Bride rose bush growing on Safranot roots.* In
the same way, we may get a peach tree to grow on a 
plum  tree root, if we think tha t the plum tree root is 
better fitted for a particular soil.t
Q u es t io n s  and E x e r c is e s .—
(1) W hy do the prickles on the rose and the bramble point 
downwards ?
* F or  b u d d in g  and  g r a f t in g  see  C hap. X X V I.
t P e a c h e s  an d  a p r ico ts  are so m e tim e s  grow n on  p lu m  tree  r o o ts  w h en  
th e  so il is  co ld  an d  w et.
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(2) How do the clem atis and the nasturtium  climb ?
(3) How do the follow ing plants clim b ? D olichos, any clim bing  
rose, honeysuckle, grape vine, hop, passion-flower, sw eet pea, 
native sarsaparilla.
(4) Cut a shoot from a climber in fu ll growth, and place it  in a 
vessel of water. N ote  the direction in  which the tip  points, and, 
in an hour’s tim e note the diflferent direction. N ote how the 
passion-flower tendril turns at the ligh test touch.
(5) T.etters of the alphabet cut in  the wood of a tree are som e­
tim es found buried deep in th e  trunk. Explain.
(6) T ry to find a clim ber whose stem  is buried in w bole or in 
part in  th e  tree that supports it . W hy is  i t  th a t in  the groove 
caused by a w oody spiral climber the upper lip alw ays bulges out 
more than the lower lip ?
(7) Look for an ivy  shoot running along the ground and rooting. 
From w hat points in the stem  do the roots spring? Compare 
the air-roots of the sam e plant.
(8) One often sees a rose of one kind throw ing up suckers of 
another k ind from th e root. Explain.
(9) T he cords attach ing a tree to a stake should be exam ined  
occasionally. W h y  ?
(10) One som etim es sees a gum  tree branch dying back in the
part above a m istletoe bush. Can you explain  th is ?
(11) N am e any trees of your d istrict on wiiich the m istletoe  
may be found.
(12) A n ivy plant may injure a tree in several ways. Can you  
nam e any ?
(13) N ote how a vine or pea tendril coils into a spiral and (after 
a few  days) draws the plant nearer to its  support.
(14) W atch  the w ays of a periw inkle plant, and te ll w hat change 
you w ould need to m ake in it  to turn i t  in to  a clim bing plant.
C o m p o sitio n  E x e r c is e .— T ell the story of how an ivy-plant
rose in th e  world w ithout the help of a th ick  stem.
D raw in g  E x e r c ise .—Draw ( a )  grape vine branch with tendril ; 
( h )  passion flower branch w ith  tendril.
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IX.— TH E LEA V ES.— P a r t  I.
1. How the lea fs  air-food is made. Many years 
ago, in the city of Calcutta, 146 English soldiers were 
th rust by their enemies into a small cellar. F resh 
air could enter by one small window only, and the 
men fought to get near to this window. In  the 
morning 123 were dead or dying—killed, not by gun 
nor by spear, but by breathing again and again their 
own breath !
2. Every man, woman, a^id child is making th is 
poison-breath. They make it day and night without 
ceasing, from the moment they are born to the 
moment of death ; and not only they, but every 
breathing animal on the face of the earth. Every 
fire, too, th a t is kindled, and every light tha t is lit, 
adds to this bad air. If nothing were done to remove 
this poison-breath, the whole air would soon be 
poisoned, and the world would become as deadly a 
place for us all as the Black Hole of Calcutta for 
those English soldiers.
8. How the poison-breath is removed. But the 
bad breath which is poison to m an is ju st the food 
tha t the leaves need ! Through a thousand tiny holes, 
too small to be seen, the poisoned air passes into the 
leaves. This had air, which is death to us and life for 
the plants, is called carbon-dioxide, and is made up of 
carbon and oxygen.* Now, I am going to prove to 
you that the air tha t we breathe out is this gas.
* s t r ic t ly  sp eak in g , ca rb o n -d io x id e  is  n o t food , b u t fo o d -m a ter ia l. T h e  
le a f  is  a  fa c to ry  for  m a k in g  p la n t-fo o d , and  th e  ca rb o n -d io x id e  h a s  to  b e  
m ix e d  w ith  flu id s  fro m  th e  ro o t b e fo re  p la n t-fo o d  ca n  b e  m ad e.
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4. What kind of gas does man breathe out ? 
F irs t of all, you m ust know th a t when carbon-dioxide 
touches lime-water it makes it milky. Put some clear 
lime-water* into a clean tum bler. B reathe through a 
straw or reed into the water, and you will see it 
become milk-white. This proves th a t the air you 
breathe out is carbon-dioxide. And now I have to 
prove th a t every fire and light tha t is lit makes this 
poisonous gas.
5. What kind of gas  is made by lights ? Take a 
glass bottle with a narrow neck— a clean pickle bottle 
will do— and th ru st into it the burning end of a taper. 
I t  will burn  for a little, just as the soldiers in the 
cellar could live for a little ; and then it will 
go out ju st as the soldiers’ lives went out. The 
bottle has become for the taper what the Black Hole 
of Calcutta was for these men. To prove th a t the 
bottle is now full of the gas which you breathe out, 
pour into the bottle some clear lime-water, and shake 
it up. I t  becomes milky-white as before. In  the 
same way, carbon-dioxide is made by every fire and 
light.
6. Is there much carbon-dioxide in the air ? 
You will see, then, th a t a great deal of this gas m ust 
be made every day in houses and workshops and 
wherever there are men or anim als or lights or fires ; 
but the ocean of air tha t surrounds the globe is a vast 
one, and so the am ount of carbon-dioxide near a plant 
is usually small. You can see this for yourself if you 
leave a glass ja r  of lime-water for a little in the air of
* T o  m a k e  lim e-w a ter , ta k e  a  lu m p  o f l im e  tw ice  th e  s ize  o f a  h e n ’s egg, 
an d  p u t i t  in  a q u a rt-b o tt le  o f w ater. A llow  i t  to  s e t t le  for  a d ay  or tw o , 
a n d  th e n  p o u r  o ff th e  c lea r  liq u id  in to  a  c lea n  g la ss  b o ttle . K eep  cork ed  
ti l l  i t  is  need ed .
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the garden. A very thin, white scum forms on the 
top of the clear water. This is caused by the carbon- 
dioxide in the air. How little of th is gas there is, is 
shown by the thinness of the scum.
7. The chief aim of a plant. You can see now why 
a tree requires to spread out many leaves in order to 
get as much of this air food as it needs. You can see, 
too, why there is such a struggle among the crowded 
grasses and among the trees in the thick “ bush ” to 
get up into the air. They are all seeking for a gas 
which is not plentiful. The great aim of a tree in 
putting  out branches and leaves is to get as much 
food out of the air as possible.
F ig- 3 3
B ra n ch  o f  p la n t in  sh a d e  o f  n o r th  f e n c e ; th e  le a v e s  are fa r  ap art  
as i f  ta k in g  lo n g  s tep s  to  th e  su n lig h t.
8. The leaves without light cannot make air-food. 
Ju st as a ship carries as much sail as it can, so a tree 
carries as m any leaves as it can. If you could spread
B ra n ch  (from  sa m e p la n t a s in  fig. 33) th a t  h a s  ov erto p p ed  th e  
fe n c e  an d  g o t in to  th e  lig h t
out all the leaves of a great tree on the ground, side 
by side, you would be astonished at the great am ount 
of space covered. But there is something needed by
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the leaves th a t the sails do not need. This is sun­
light.
9. Catching sunlight. W ithout the help of the 
; sun the leaf can get no food out of the air. Below 
the th in  skin on the upper side of the leaf there is a 
soft, living green-stuff which, with the sun’s help, 
makes food for the plant. The carbon in the poison- 
gas is kept for the p lan t’s use, and the oxygen is 
allowed to go into the air again.
You will see, then, th a t the leaves take out of 
the air a gas which is poisonous to us, and th a t they 
re tu rn  to the air a gas which is good for us.* We can 
understand better now why our seedlings bent towards 
the sun when we put them  near a window.
10. Experim ents to shew that plants turn to the 
sun. Grow some sunflower seedlings in the dark, 
and you will find th a t though the growth is faster, it 
is not a healthy growth. The long, weak, yellow 
stems stretch out eagerly as if seeking for the sun. 
The seed-leaves, too, can hardly open, and, when they 
do open, are small. I t  is clear, then, tha t leaves aie 
made for the sun, and can do no good without it.
11. W atch a healthy, young sunflower p lant tha t 
has reached its th ird  pair of leaves. Observe these 
leaves after dark, and see how they droop when their
* I t  is  im p o r ta n t to  n o te  th a t  th is  is  o n ly  p a r t o f th e  tr u th . P la n ts , l ik e  
a ll o th e r  l iv in g  th in g s , b rea th e , th a t  is  c o n su m e  ox y g en , an d  g iv e  off carb on  
d io x id e . T h is  p r o c ess  d u rin g  d a y lig h t i s  s l ig h t  a s co m p a re d  w ith  th e  
c o n tra ry  p r o c e s s ; b u t d u rin g  th e  n ig h t  th e  b r e a th in g  o f p la n ts  v it ia te s  t  e  
a ir  in  th e  sa m e  w a y  a s  th e  b r e a th in g  o f  a n im a ls . A fter  th e  p ro cess  
fe e d in g  h a s  b e e n  m a d e  c lea r , th e  p ro cess  o f  le a f-b re a th in g  sh o u ld  be  
e x p la in ed . A p la n t  fe e d s  th a t  i t  m a y  w ork . In  feed in g  i t  g iv e s  o u t ox y g en  , 
in  w ork in g  i t  d e s tr o y s  o x y g en . T o  te s t  th is ,  p la c e  a  h a n d fu l o f p e a s  th a t
h a v e  b e e n  s o a k i n g  f o r  2 4  h o u r s  i n  a  b o t t l e .  C ork t i g h t l y .  T h e  g e r m i n a t i n g
p e a s  w ill g iv e  o ff ca rb o n  d io x id e . P r o v e  b y  th r u s t in g  th e  lig h te d  en d  o f a  
ta p e r  in to  th e  b o ttle . A ll th is  sh o w s th a t  p la n ts  sh o u ld  n o t b e  k ep t in  
b ed ro o m s.
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lord the sun is gone. If you cover the p lant with a 
box th a t adm its no light, they will behave in the same 
way. And now, watch a young sunflower th a t is 
forming a flower-head. See how all the leaves near 
the flower-head are drawn into a kind of rosette, and 
how they all follow the sun round. Even the stem 
tha t bears them  moves round. Still later, when the 
plant has m any flowers, note how the flowers look to 
the sun in the m orning and see the last of him  in the 
evening, and how, after dark, the flowers droop and 
look towards the earth.
12. Most plants, when they have passed the growing 
period, fix their leaves in  the position where they are 
likely to get most light. On cloudy days, a leaf with 
its face turned full to the sky receives most light. 
This will help you to understand the leaves of many 
E nglish  trees.
Q u es t io n s  and E x e r c is e s .—
(1) E xplain  w hy you soon become stupid and sleepy in  a room  
which is  not well-aired.
(2) W hy is air purer in  a garden or wood than in  a street.
(3) E xplain  w hy a lam p goes ou t or burns badly if  you  fill up 
the holes a t the base of the lamp.
(4) The leaves of the ordinary m allow w eed are sensitive to the  
ligh t and follow  the sun round. P u t a stick  into th e  ground in a  
line w ith  the midrib of one of the leaves on the morning of a sunny  
day Place another stick  in a line w ith  the sam e midrib in the  
evening. N ote  the angle th at the leaf has passed through.
Not e .—The leaf m ust be one th at sw ings clear of th e  ground  
and of the other leaves. Leaves th a t are in  the w ay can be 
removed.
(5) Compare the day-position and the night-position of the leaves 
of the nasturtium  and the lupine.
(6) Some flowers shut early in the day, others later. Linnaeus, 
a great botanist, tried to m ake a dial of flowers th a t would te ll in 
th is w ay the tim e of day. N am e som e flowers th at shut w hen  
rain is threatening ; or in the evening.
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(7) F ig . 33 shows a shoot grow ing in the deep shade of a 
fence. F ig. 34 shew s shoot of the sam e plant th a t has overtopped  
the fence. E xplain w hy the one “ runs t o ” stem  and the other 
to  leaf.
(8) “ L a y in g ” of w heat is due to  th e  p lants being so crowded 
th a t th e stem s get too lit t le  light. T his m akes the stem s weak. 
T ry to see cases of this kind.
C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c is e .—B ut for the plants, the air would  
soon he poisonous to us. E xplain  this.
D ra w in g  E x e r c ise .—Draw f a j  a seedling grown in  th e  l i g h t ; 
f b j  a  seedling of sam e kind, grown in  the dark.
Or draw f a j  sunflower by day ; ('b)  sunflower after sunset, or 
after being put in a dark place.
X.— TH E LEAV ES.— P a r t  II.
1. A plant is mostly built up from airand water. 
We have seen th a t the work of getting food out of the 
air is done by the living green stuff in the leaf with 
the help of the sun. The leaf m ust also have the 
help of w a te r : you know how a leaf wilts if it  does 
not get enough water. This water comes from the 
root which sends up also the lime and nitrogen and 
other foods th a t the leaves cannot get out of the air.
2. B ut the greater p a rt of the plant-food is got from 
the air by the leaves. You can see this for yourself 
every tim e you burn a dried p lant. The bush disappears 
into the air, leaving only a little ash. The bush was 
built up m ostly out of the air, and therefore most of it 
passes again into the air. The nitrogen and any water 
still left in the bush escape also into the a i r ; and the 
little heap of ash th a t rem ains shews us how small is 
the am ount of other food tha t the p lant got from the
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earth.* Indeed, as we have seen, there are plants, 
hke the forest orchids of Queensland, th a t do not 
touch the earth at all, but get all their food from air 
and moisture. Look also at the elk-horn fern which 
you see so often growing on the walls of houses.
3. The solid food got by the root, though not great 
in amount, is im p o rtan t; and the p lant cannot live 
without it. All plants need the same air-food, but 
they differ greatly in the kind of root-food they need. 
Soils, too, differ greatly in the kind of root-food they 
can give, and this is why we find some kinds of weeds 
or trees plentiful in clay land, and other kinds in  light 
so il: one kind in rich, deep soil, and another kind in 
poor soil. Fix firmly in your mind, however, the fact , 
tha t the p lant is built up mostly from food got from |  
a ir and water.
4. The wonder of it all. Think of the largest gum 
tree you know. How wonderful th a t it should be 
built up out of something th a t you cannot see : the 
invisible made v isib le! W hat wonder-workers the 
little leaves are th a t glance in the sun and flutter in 
the breeze! How hard they m ust work to build up 
those mighty towers of branch and le a f!
5. How the plant turns dead stuff's into living 
foods. And did you ever th ink  how strange it is tha t 
the leaf is able to feed on dead things th a t you could 
not live on. All the food you eat was once alive ; but 
the plants can eat carbon and lime and other things
* B eh in d  P ro fe sso r  N o b b e ’s F o r e s t  S c h o o l in  S a x o n y  th er e  are tr e e s  th a t  
h a v e  b een  grow n in  h u g e  g la s s  ja r s  o f  w ater . In to  th is  w a ter  o n ce  a  m o n th  
a r e  p la ced  m ea su red  a m o u n ts  o f n itro g en , an d  th e  o th e r  ro o t-fo o d  T h o u g h  
th e  ro o ts  h a v e  n e v er  b een  in  to u c h  w ith  ea r th , th e  tr e e s  h a v e  th r iv e n  for  
o v e r  a  q u a rter  o f  a  c en tu ry . E x p e r im e n ts  o f  a  s im ila r  k in d  are  sa id  to  
h a v e  sh o w n  th a t  o u t o f  ev ery  ICO lb . o f  w h e a t h a i'vested , o n ly  1 lb . i s  fr o m  
th e  so il. T h e  r e s t  is  fr o m  a ir  and  w a ter
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th a t were never alive. The p lants tu rn  these dead 
things into living food th a t the anim als can eat. The 
wheat p lan t tu rns these dead things into bread, which 
is the staff of life for m an. Follow the steps clearly 
in your m ind— from the dead stuffs up to the body of 
man. Sometimes we make use of the lower animals 
to help us to get the living food we need. The grass 
eats the dead earth-foods and air-foods; the cow turns 
the grass into m ilk ; and we tu rn  the cow’s m ilk into 
hum an bodies. You see, then, how m uch depends on 
the leaf. Our lives depend on i t ; the lives of our 
horses and cows and dogs depend on it. The leaf is 
as useful as it is beautiful.
6. The leaf cannot travel to seek food. Now, 
th is wonderful worker—the leaf— is not able to travel 
in search of food: it m ust stay in one place. I t  cannot 
fly like a swallow, seeking its food in the  air. I t  has 
to wait for the food th a t happens to come floating by 
on the air-currents, ju s t as the sea-flower — the 
anemone— has to wait till the current of water brings 
some little  shrim p or shell-fish w ithin its reach. 
W hen you rem em ber how little  carbon there is in the 
air,* you will see th a t a great tree has need of m any 
leaves to catch food for i t ; for you m ust never forget 
th a t every living p art of the tree, from the topmost 
twig to the lowest root, lives on the food th a t the leaf 
makes.
7. We m ust now look inside the leaf, and see how 
it is able to do th is wonderful work. And here you 
m ust allow me to look through the microscope and 
tell you w hat I  see.
* In  2000 c u b ic  fe e t  o f  a ir  th er e  i s  o n ly  o n e  cu b ic  fo o t  o f carb on  d io x id e .
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8. The inside of a leaf. The upper skin of the 
leaf (fig. 35) is made up of little cells full of water. 
This part of the leaf is w ithout colour. The green
colour shines 
through the 
skin from the 
l o n g  c e l l s  
which you see 
b e l o w  t h e  
skin. These 
two rows of 
long cells are 
full of living 
green stuff. 
Look well at
T h e  in s id e  o f a  lea f. B e lo w  th e  u p p er  sk in  a,  are  c e l ls  , r
o f liv in g  green  stu ff b. B e n e a th  th e s e  is  vhe sp on gy  t i i e  C e i iS ,  iU I  
p a rt c, w h ere  th e  su rp lu s  w a ter  e v a p o ra tes. In  th e  . ,  . -i ,
low er  sk in  d  a re  m a n y  b r e a th in g  p ores. T h e se  are  I t  IS  ilC TG  LUdb
sh ow n  m E lg .  36. ^ h e  S t a r c h ,
sugar, and other stuffs are made tha t the plan t is built 
of. All the carbon collected by the leaf’s skin, and 
all the m atter gathered by the root are passed on to j 
these green cells ; ju st as all the food we eat is passed 
on to the stomach. And, indeed, th is p art of the leaf  ^
is the p lan t’s stomach,
9. How water escapes from the leaf. Below the 
closely-packed green cells you see looser cells which 
fill up the space between the green cells and the under­
skin. This is the place where water leaves the leaf, 
after having done its work. W hen you water a piece 
of land, you have to see th a t the water can get away 
from the land after passing through it. If you do not 
attend to this, the land may soon be a useless bog. 
Well, th is spongy part of the leaf is the place where
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the water from the root leaves the p lant. You see 
in fig. 36 little doors in the lower skin where the water 
goes out in the form of vapour. These openings look 
like mouths, but we shall call them  breathing-pores.*
10. The breathing-pores. Every leaf has m any 
of these openings, and some have m any thousands of 
them . On every square inch of either side of a blue 
gum leaf there are 22,000 of them . W hen the plant 
has plenty of water, the breathing-pores are kept wide
open, and evaporation 
goes on quickly ; but in 
dry weather when the 
p lant needs all its 
moisture, the openings 
are closed. In  order to 
p r e v e n t  evaporation 
going on too quickly, 
the breathing-pores are 
in the lower skin. This 
is nearly always the 
case where the leaf holds its upper face to the s u n ; 
but in  leaves, like the gum tree leaf, th a t hang 
downwards, both sides have breathing-pores.
Q u e s t io n s  and e x e r c i s e s  ;—
(1) Shew  how in a tree we have the invisible made visible.
(2) W ood ashes m ake excellen t manure. W hy is th is ?
(3) W hy is i t  im portant to  keep the leaves of a plant free from  
dust?
(4) E arly in  sum mer a cherry tree is stripped of its  leaves by
the p e a r  s lu g .  T his hurts the tree in several ways. M ention
any.
(5) H ow  does th e  elk-horn fern live? W h y does i t  grow best 
in  a m oist air ?
3
T h e  lo w er  sk in  o f  a  le a f  sh o w in g  
th ree  b r ea th in g -p o res.
* S to m a ta .
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(6) Breathing-pores are usually  found on the under side of 
leaves ; but in water plants that rest on the surface of the w ater 
they are found only on the upper side. W hy?
(7) W hy are there breathing-pores on both sides of a gum  tree  
leaf ?
(8) Breathing-pores are not generally  found on stem s and spines. 
The gorse is an exception. W hy ?
(9) W here would you expect to  find the breathing-pores in a
prickly pear plant? In a cactus ?
(10) Cactuses and other desert plants have few  breathing-pores. 
W hy is th is ?
(11) A  lilac leaf has 160,000 breathing-pores for every square 
inch. A  m istletoe leaf has only 200 per square inch. W hy has 
the m istletoe so few  ?
(12) E xperim ent to shew th at air escapes through the breathing- 
pores of a leaf. G et a leaf of the primrose, or still better, of the  
Chinese primrose, w ith  a clean-cut stalk . P lace the sta lk  in the  
m outh and the blade in water. Blow  into the sta lk , and air w ill 
pass through th e leaf into the water.
C o m p o s i t io n  e x e r c i s e  :—T ell the story of how earth, air, 
plant, and sun all work to m ake you bread. Shew how the cow  
m ust help before you can get butter w ith  the bread.
D ra w in g  e x e r c i s e  :—Draw from fig. 35 the inside of a  leaf.
Colour the cells that contain the liv ing green stuff.
XI.— TH E LEAVES.— P a r t  III.
S o m e  E x p e r i m e n t s .
1. We saw tha t the living green stuff in the leaf 
makes starch, sugar and other m aterials th a t the plant 
needs. That the plant makes sugar you know w ell; 
for you taste it every time you eat a cherry or a bunch 
of grapes, or bite the honey-tube of the nasturtium . 
Starch also you know w ell; for the Indian corn-flour 
used for puddings is almost pure starch. Potatoes, 
too, are made almost entirely of starch. Some of the
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, starch is stored up in  th ick roots, some in bulbs, some 
I in  underground stem s, some in  twigs and some also,
 ^— as we saw in  the case of wheat, in  the seed. W hen 
the  leaf has m ade more starch  th an  it can hold, it 
passes it  down to the  stem. If you tear a leaf off, and 
pu t th e  stalk  in  water, it will go on m aking starch, 
bu t soon has to stop because it can no longer pass the 
starch  down to the  stem. D uring the n ight, when a 
leaf cannot work for w ant of light, the starch  flows 
down into twig and stem , and so the leaf is alm ost 
free of starch  when the  m orning light calls it to 
another day’s work.
2. An experim snt to show  that there is starch 
in a potato. Now, there is an easy way of finding 
out w hether there  is starch in  any substance. W hen 
m oist s tarch  is touched by iodine, it becomes black 
w ith a blue tinge. You can prove th a t there is starch 
in  a potato by scraping some of the  cut surface into 
pulp, and then  applying a little  tinctu re of iodine.* 
In  a sim ilar way, starch  can be found in  any quickly 
growing leaf th a t has been a t work in  the sun. This 
experim ent is too difficult for you ju st now, bu t you| 
can easily prove th a t leaves th a t are no t green c a n ' 
m ake no starch.
3. Experim ent to sh ew  that a white leaf can 
m ake no starch. Take a white leaf— you can often 
find one on a geranium  th a t is in a shady spot— and 
cut into the  surface gently so as to make a network of 
cuts. Steep the  leaf in  a tinctu re of iodine. Then 
rinse in  w ater and you will see th a t there is no sign 
of starch. This shews th a t a leaf th a t has no living
* T in c tu r e  o f  io d in e  c a n  b e  g o t  a t  a  tr if l in g  c o s t  fr o m  a c b e m is t ,  or  
c r y s ta ls  o f  io d in e  c a n  b e  d is so lv e d  in  a lc o h o l. Io d in e  is  p o iso n o u s .
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green stuff cannot make starch. P lants like the m ush­
room th a t have none of this green stuff live on the 
food stored up by green-leaved plants.
4. Nor can a leaf th a t gets no sunlight make starch. 
This can be proved by testing the leaves of a p lan t 
th a t has been kept in the dark for a few d a y s ; hu t 
th is also is too difficult for you ju s t now.
5. You have heard th a t all the forces th a t we use—  
steam force, water force, and so on, are got from the 
sun. So also, you can now see, is the force th a t is 
stored up by the plan t in starch. W hen you eat the 
starch in a potato, you are taking in the sun-force th a t 
enables you to run  about. W hen a p lan t pushes out 
shoots, it does it by sun-force; and the horse th a t 
eats the p lan t obtains the force— sun-force, th a t 
enables it to gallop round the field. Every grain of 
starch won by the leaf is so m uch sun-force ready to 
be packed away in twig or stem or root or seed for 
present work or future work.* On a sunny day, a 
strong vegetable-marrow p lan t takes in sun-force so 
quickly tha t you can alm ost see the p lan t growing.
6. Try to see in your m ind what is going on in th a t 
marrow plant. Ten thousand root-cells are receiving 
water and passing it up and o n ; through a million 
breathing pores the water is escaping into the a i r ; 
through a million m ouths the leaves are taking in 
air-food; at a thousand points the work goes on of 
building new roots, new cells, new buds, new shoots, 
new flowers, new m arrow -fruits • W hat a scene of 
busy w ork ! And all done by sun-force ! The marrow 
is a beautiful living sun-machine.
* A b e a u t ifu l d e m o n str a tio n  o f  su n -fo rce  c a n  b e  g iv e n  b y  th e  ra d io m e te r .  
T h is  is  a  v ery  s m a ll m a c h in e  lik e  a  w in d m ill,  b u t d r iv e n , n o t  b y  th e  w ind , 
b u t b y  th e  im p a c t o f th e  s u n ’s ra y s.
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7. In  m aking starch, the leaf does two good things 
for us ; it uses up the carbon th a t was poisoning the 
air, and it sets free the oxygen which is life-giving to 
man. No one has eyes sharp enough to see the 
oxygen tha t is passing continually into the air from 
every leaf tha t is at work in the su n lig h t; but you can 
easily see the oxygen th a t passes off from a water- 
plant.
8. Experiment to shew  that leaves give off  
oxygen. Take a leafy w ater-plant in  full growth and 
place it in a glass bottle. The glass m ust be clear and 
the water clean. Place the bottle where it will get 
the sunlight, and notice how the bubbles of gas collect 
on the leaves and how they grow in size till they 
break away and rise to the surface. If you place one 
of the plants upside down with the cut stem below the 
surface of the water, you may see the bubbles of gas 
coming freely from the cut end.* This gas has been 
tested, and found to be oxygen. W hen the p lant is 
removed into a duller light, the bubbles do not rise so 
fast. W hat does this mean ? On a cloudy day, too, 
less gas is throw n off than  on a bright day. W hen 
the plan t is pu t in a place where there is no light at 
all, no bubbles are made. W hat does this prove ?
9. We saw that, on the under-skin of every leaf, 
there are thousands of little doors called breathing 
pores. Through these there escapes all the water that 
has passed through the plant. No eye is sharp enough 
to see the water escaping ; for it passes out into the air 
in the form of an invisible vapour. But by an easy 
experim ent you can make the water visible.
* I f th e  w a ter  b e  b o iled , th e  c a rb o n ic  a c id  gas in  th e  w ater  is  d r iv en  off. 
T h ere  is  th e n  n o  fo o d  fo r  th e  le a v e s , an d  th e  b u b b le s  o f o x y g en  c e a se  to  
form .
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10. Experiment to shew that leaves give o ff  
water. Take a num ber of freshly cut leaves : place 
them  on a level surface, and cover them  with a glass 
ja r or a bell-glass. In  a short tim e you will see the 
water vapour beginning to make the inner surface of 
the glass d i m ; and after a few hours water drops 
will form. Since you cannot see the water passing off 
from the leaves, it is clear th a t the water is given off 
by the leaf in the form of water vapour. But you may 
say th a t these leaves were cut, and tha t the water may 
have come from the cut stalks. Well, let us try  the 
same experiment with an uncut plant. Take a small 
pot-plant and cover the pot and the earth  tightly  with 
some oil-cloth or oiled paper or sheet rubber. Tie 
th is covering so tha t no moisture can escape from the 
pot or the earth. Then cover the plant with a bell-jar. 
The glass will become dim, and the water drops will 
form as before.
—E x p e r im e n t  to  p ro v e  th e  p resen ce  o f s ta r c h  in  a n y  s tro n g ly  grow ­
in g  le a v e s ; I f  th e  le a v e s  b e  p la ce d  fo r  a  fe w  m in u te s  in  b o il in g  w a ter , and  
th e n  fo r  a  sh o r t t im e  in  h o t  a lc o h o l, th e  green  c o lo u r in g  m a tte r  w iU  
d isa p p ea r . T h e n  p la c e  th e  le a v e s  fo r  a  fe w  h o u rs  in  a  d ilu te  a lc o h o lic  
so lu t io n  o f io d in e . T h en  r in se  in  w a ter , an d  p la ce  in  a  sa u cer  fu ll o f  w ater . 
T h e  dark  or dark  b lu ish  co lo u r  w ill sh e w  th e  p rese n c e  o f s tarch .
Q u e s t io n s  and E x e r c is e s .—
(1) If you leave a board on grass for a few  days, w hat effect has 
it  on the colour ? Explain.
(2) The variegated Danubian reed —“ bam boo”—{%.e. the variety  
w ith w hite bands running up th e  leaves) does not grow  so  
vigorously as the ordinary green variety. H ow  is th is ?
(3) Leaves cut for fodder in the evening are richer in starch than  
leaves cut in the morning. How  ?
(4) W hen you store up force in a clock by w inding i t  up, you  
know that you w ill get back the sam e am ount of force in th e  
clock’s movem ent. How does a grain of starch resem ble a clock  
th at has been wound up ?
(5) T ell any of the kinds of work by which a plant uses the sun- 
force th at it  has stored up.
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C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c is e .— T e ll how  th e  p la n t stores up suii- 
force, and how  by sun-force a pon y  can  run, and  by siin -force y o u  
can ride on i t s  back.
N o te .—A  d is t in c t io n  sh o u ld  b e  m a d e  b e tw een  th e  b o d ily  fo rce  an d  th e  
sp ir it  fo rce  o f  a  m an . W e c a n n o t tra ce  a m a n ’s s p ir it  fo rce  to  th e  s u n ; nor, 
in d eed , c a n  w e  e x p la in  a n y  fo rm  o f  life  fo r c e  b y  p h y s ic a l c a u ses  a lon e .
D ra w in g  E x e r c is e .— D ra w  th e  fru it of a  v eg eta b le  m arrow  
w h en  i t  is ju s t  form ing, and , a lo n g sid e  o f it ,  a  fu ll grow n  m arrow - 
fru it. M ark  th e  d a te s, so as to  sh ew  h ow  q u ick ly  th e  m arrow  
grow s.
X II.— TH E LEA V ES.— P a r t  IV.
S h a p e s  a n d  V e i n - p l a n s .
1. Now tha t we know what leaves have to do for 
the plant, we can go on to look at the form tha t leaves 
take. And the first part to look at is the stalk of the 
leaf.
2. The leaf-stalk. The leaf-stalk may be long^ 
when it is necessary to hold the blade well out intd 
l ig h t; or it may be short, when this is not needed. 
Again, the leaf-stalk is strong when the blade is heavy, 
or slight when the leaf is light. W here the blade is 
heavy the stalk may have a broad, firm hold upon the 
stem, or m ay even clasp the stem. Look how a 
rhubarb  stalk clasps the stem, and you will see how a 
great blade is supported. Exam ine a num ber of leaf­
stalks and you will find tha t they are rarely round. 
Often, as in the violet, they have two ridges th a t form 
a channel or groove. W hy is this ? If you look at 
the girders tha t are used for supporting buildings, you 
will see th a t we have copied this plan of Nature. We
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have found tha t a round iron rod placed across a 
stream  will not bear the weight of a bridge so well as 
a girder. By using this plan for umbrella-ribs, we 
lessen the weight and increase the strength. You will 
find a good example of the plan in the palm -tree leaf 
which is one of the heaviest of leaves. How strongly 
a leaf holds on to the stem you will find out if you try  
to pull one off.
3. T he leaf-blade. A leaf th a t tu rn s its face to 
the sun to catch the light is generally fiat and broad. 
In  a leaf-blade like th is the upper side differs in look 
from the underside. We have seen tha t the upper and 
under sides have different kinds of work to do ; and 
from our peep inside of a leaf perhaps you can guess 
why the lower surface is of a lighter green than  the 
upper surface.
4. A leaf, on the other hand, th a t holds itself erect 
in  the air is generally long and narrow, and has the 
same look on both sides. Such a leaf looks alike on 
both sides because both do the same kind of work. 
Large, broad leaves would be out of place in  a meadow 
where a thousand plants are trying to get up into the 
l ig h t; and so we find th a t grasses have generally long, 
narrow erect leaves. Notice, too, tha t some of these 
small plants tha t are much crowded have leaves cut 
into a fine network of leaflets. F or shrubs and trees 
tha t have to stand up in the wind, these deeply-cut 
leaves would not be strong enough ; and so in  high 
shrubs and in  trees we generally have leaves tha t are 
not deeply cut.* The leaf, you see m ust have strength
* T h is  a p p lie s  p a r tic u la r ly  to  th e  so ft-lea v ed  d ec id u o u s  p la n ts  th a t  c a st  
th e ir  le a v e s  ev er y  year. A m o n g  th e  p la n ts  th a t  h o ld 'th e ir  le a v e s  th ro u g h  
th e  w in ter  th e r e  are  m a n y  e x ce p t io n s , a s th e  w a ttle s . E v er g r e en s  h a v e  
to u g h  le a v e s  th a t  ca n  s ta n d  th e  w ind .
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enough to keep its place in the air. This thought 
leads us to examine the blade to see how the leaf is 
made strong.
5. The lea fs  skeleton. Tear off from the stem the 
leaf of a sow-thistle, and you will see th a t the stalk 
gets its strength  from several woody sap-tubes tha t 
pass along it. These tough tubes run  on into the 
blade of the leaf, and are split up into a network of 
veins th a t form the skeleton. Exam ine a skeleton 
leaf— a leaf in  which the soft parts have rotted away, 
leaving only the hard parts. On this framework or 
skeleton the soft parts of the leaf are spread.
6. How the root-sap spreads over the leaf Have 
you ever seen a field th a t was being watered from a 
m ain channel? The water leaves the main stream 
for smaller channels, and from these runs into still 
sm aller channels, until the whole land is soaked. In  
a sim ilar way the root-sap flows from the large veins 
to the small veins, and is thus spread all over the 
leaf. We saw how the root sap-tubes run  up through 
the new wood into the leaf. This root-sap enters the 
leaf along the upper part of the veins. Can you guess 
from your peep inside of a leaf why the root-sap 
spreads over the upper part of the leaf? W hen the 
sm allest veins have been reached, the sap begins to 
flow back through the under part of the veins. You 
will notice th a t the veins stand out from the under 
surface of the l ea f ; while they are sunk slightly into 
the upper surface. If the edge of the leaf be torn, this 
beautiful plan for the coming and going of the sap is 
spoiled. Can th is be the reason why the leaf of a gum 
tree has a vein th a t runs all round the leaf a little in 
from the edge (fig. 123) ? Even when the edge is broken
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the vein-plan is not disturbed. Now, owing to the long 
life of a gum tree leaf, it is often broken at the edge 
or bitten by insects. Look at a num ber of fallen gum 
tree leaves, and you will see th a t the insect often 
stops at the edge-vein. If you have ever reared m oths 
you will have noticed tha t small caterpillars often avoid 
veins in the leaves they eat.
7. How the leaf-sap returns to the stem. You 
have often watched, on the playground, how little 
stream s of rain  gather into larger stream s, and these 
into still larger till the gutter is reached. In  a sim ilar 
way, the sap tha t has flowed over the leaf flows back
into the veins and the ribs 
and the stalk and, at last, 
into the stem. The root- 
sap has now been mixed 
with the air-food caught by 
the leaf, and is therefore 
no longer root-sap. I t  is 
now leaf-sap ; and it is 
ready to build up wood and 
bark, bud and root. I t  no 
longer flows in the new 
wood, but down the inner 
bark.
8. The shapes of leaves. 
And now we are ready to 
th ink  about the different 
vein plans in different kinds 
of leaves. W alk through a 
large garden, and look at 
nothing else but the shapes 
E d g e-v e in  o f  gu m  tr e e  lea f. of the leaves and the plans
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of the veins. How are they shaped ? In  a thousand 
ways, you say. T r u e ; but if you look again, you will 
see tha t most of them  are feather-like in the way the 
veins run. Look at the feather in fig. 37 and compare 
it w ith the leaf shewn on fig. 88. The plan in both 
is a num ber of side-ribs running  from a strong m id­
rib.
A fe a th er . A fe a th e r -v e in e d  A n  o a k  le a f  w ith  F e a th er -lea f  d eep ly  cu t. 
le a f. d o t te d  l in e  to  sh o w
h o w  th e  e d g e  h a s  
b e e n  c u t in to .
9. Take now an oak leaf, (fig. 39). Here we have, as 
before, the side-veins running  from a mid-rib, but the 
leaf looks as if you had cut bits out from the margin. 
If it had been uncut like the leaf in fig. 38, it would have 
had the shape which I have traced by dotted lines. 
In  some plants the leaf is more deeply cut, (fig. 40);  
but in th is case, too, the plan of the skeleton is the 
same ; a m id-rib th a t sends off side-ribs. Sometimes
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the cuts in the leaf are so deep tha t they reach the 
mid-rib, and then we have leaves like the pepper tree 
leaf (fig. 41). This looks very different from the 
leaf we started with ; but the plan of the veins is still 
the same— a num ber of side-ribs running  from a 
strong mid-rib. The pepper tree leaf, therefore, like 
the oak leaf, is feather-like. We have now, you see»
T V
L ea f o f a  p ep p er  tree.
Fig  42
L ea f o f g era n iu m .
got a nam e tha t will cover a great num ber of leaves 
which, at first sight, look quite different. We shall 
call all these the feather-like leaves.
10. But now you bring to me a geranium  leaf and 
say that you cannot “ find the feather ” in it. All the 
ribs run from the same point in the leaf-stalk, ju st as 
all the fingers of the hand rise from the palm. Also, 
the mid-rib is not stronger than  the other ribs. Well, 
we shall call this kind of skeleton the palm-like plan.
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11. Already I hear you asking : Are the leaves on 
the palm-like plan cut into in the same way as those 
th a t are on the feather-plan ? Yes, they are cut in many 
ways. If you look for a mallow weed (fig. 43), you will
see how the cutting 
begins. The cuts are 
deeper in the leaf of 
the plane tree (fig. 44) 
and still deeper in the 
leaf of the fig tree (fig. 
45), and in the Vir­
ginia creeper (fig. 46) 
the different parts run 
out into distinct leaf­
lets. But in all these 
leaves — the mallow, 
the plane, the fig, and 
the Virginia creeper, 
the ribs run out from one centre, and you cannot say 
I th a t one rib is stronger than  the rest. All, therefore, 
I belong to the leaves built on the palm-like plan.*
Leaf of mallow-weed.
^  f\CrWh 
P a lm -lik e  le a f  o f a  p la n e  tree. P a lm -lik e  le a f  o f a fig  tree.
* In  so m e  le a v e s  th e  fe a th e r —an d  p a l m — p la n s  are co m b in ed .
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12. Leaves named according to how the edge is 
cut. Leaves are named not only according to the way in 
which the ribs run, but according to the way in which the 
leaf is cut. If the leaf is not cut at all, as in  an upper 
leaf of the ivy, it is called entire (fig. 47); if it is 
cut like the edge of a saw, it is called saw-edged ; , 
if the cuts are deeper, as in the oak, it is called ? 
to o th e d ; if still more cut into, as in fig. 45, it is |
m Fifr 46 
P a lm -lik e  le a f  o f  a  V irg in ia  creep er .
Fig. 47.
U p p er  le a f  o f  iv y  (aa
en tir e  lea f).
called lobed ; if very deeply cut, as in  cosmos, it is 
said to be dissected. Often, the leaf is so edged th a t 
one word cannot describe it.
13. Leaves named according to their shape—as  
a whole. W hen you look at a leaf as a whole, you 
can often compare it in shape to a heart, or to an 
egg, to a spear-head or an arrow-head or some 
other well-known thing. Some are so narrow as to be 
called hair-like, others so round as to be like a round 
shield. People do not always agree as to what a leaf 
is like in shape : and if you look carefully, and call it 
by some object you know, you need not trouble though 
your nam e is not the one given in some book.
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14. Leaves named according to their position on 
the stem. Some leaves, again, as those of the peri­
winkle, are set on the stem in pairs opposite to one 
another, and these are called opposite leaves (tig. 
51). In  a few plants, several leaves spring out at one
S p ea r-h ea d  lea f.
Fi o
S h ie ld -lik e  le a f. A ltern a te  loaves,
point, all round the stem, making a kind of leaf-wheel 
which is called a whorl (tig. 52).
15. Some leaves again, are smooth, others hairy. 
The hairs differ much on different leaves, so that 
some feel rough as you touch them, others soft, and 
others velvety.
16. W hen a leaf is cut up into distinct leaflets, it 
is called a compound leaf (tig. 53); if less cut than 
this, as in the tig tree (fig. 45), it is called a simple leaf.
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O p p o site  lea fle ts .
Fi& / 1 52
L e a v e s  m a k in g  a  w h orl.
Fig. 53.
C om p ou n d  le a f  o f a 
rose .
Q u e s t io n s  and E x e r c is e s .—
(1) To w hat rib-plan do the follow ing leaves belong? Plane, 
jasm ine, v iolet, gum  tree, silver w attle , golden w attle , geranium , 
periwinkle, tom ato, hollyhock, snapdragon, grape vine, clover, 
rose, castor oil plant, lupin ?
(2) E xplain  how and why the leaf of the plane tree is so strongly  
attached to the stem.
(3) The dock has a large leaf : how is the leaf sta lk  stren gth ­
ened ?
(4) W hen the garden lobelia throws up sta lks for flowering, it  
alters the shape of its  leaves. D escribe both kinds.
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(5) M ake a lis t  of the leaves of plants common in your district, 
according to the follow ing schem e :—
L E A V E S.
Nam e. E ib-p lan . Edge-plan. S im ple or Com pound.
G eneral
Shape. R em arks.
R o se fe a th er -lik e saw -ed ged co m p o u n d ova l 3 l e a f l e t s ;  i n  
stro n g  l e a v e s  
5 or 7
V io le t ” n o tch ed s im p le h ea rt l e a  f - s  t a l k  grooved
G era n iu m p a lm -lik e n  o t c h e d ,  
lo b ed .w a v y ”
k i d n e y -
sh a p ed
H o n e  y- 
su ck le
fe a th er -lik e e n tire ” o v a l up p er  s id ecu rv ed  in w ard s
R e d  G u m ” ” " sick le a  v e in  ru n s  rou n d  th e  edge
N o te .—A d d itio n a l c o lu m n s  can  b e  u sed  to  in d ic a te  w h e th e r  th e  le a f  is  
s ta lk e d  or n o n -sta lk ed , s m o o th  or h a ir y , w ith  s t ip u le s  or w ith o u t, a lte r n a te  
or o p p o site .
X III.— TH E LEA V ES.— P a r t  V.
R e a s o n s  f o r  L e a f - s h a p e s .
1. We have looked at the feather-like leaf and at 
the palm-like le a f ; and now we have to look at 
another kind.
2. The grass-leaf type. If you look at a grass- 
leaf, you will find th a t the ribs do not run either on 
the feather-plan or the palm-plan, but run from the 
bottom to the top of the leaf either in a straight line 
or in a curved line (fig. 54). Even the small veins 
run  in th is way, so tha t there is no network of veins. 
This is the plan for all the grasses. You can see this 
clearly if you hold up to the light a leaf of the
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B anubian reed, a blade of buffalo grass or of prairie- 
grass. Notice tha t though there are no side-ribs there 
is sometimes a distinct mid-rib to make the blade firm.
3. This is the plan also for all the lilies, 
and, indeed, for all plants th a t have only one 
seed-leaf. Look at a narcissus, a gladiolus, 
the harbinger of spring, or any other of the 
bulb-rooting plants among the wild flowers. 
Leaves on this plan rarely have any leaf-stalk, 
and they are seldom deeply cut into.
4. And now if you ask me why the leaf of 
one plant is on one plan, and the leaf of a 
second plant on a different plan, I  cannot 
always tell you ; but the reason can be 
guessed in some cases.
Fhi 54 How light shapes the leaves. Leaves
L ea f o f  a  of pond-plants are generally finely cut or long 
with one and ribbon-like if they live under the surface;
but if they live on the surface of the water, 
like the water-lily, they become broad and are uncut. 
This may be due to the fact tha t water shuts off a 
good deal of light. Experim ents show tha t leaves 
become narrower as the light upon them  is lessened. 
There is a pond-weed tha t has leaves below the 
surface, and also leaves on the surface. Those below 
are narrow, and those above the surface are broad.
6. This, too, may be one reason why leaves tha t are 
much cut are generally near the ground where the 
light may be shut off by other plants. Even in a 
healthy plant, the lower leaves, when shaded by the 
later leaves, tend to dwindle away. You know how 
the lower leaves in a wheat p lant get yellow and wither 
even when the plant is growing strongly. This is
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partly  because these lower leaves do not get enough 
of light and air.
7. How the leaves differ on the sam e plant. 
Again, look at a Virginia creeper and you will find 
th a t the larger leaves are outside in the full light, 
while the smaller leaves are in  the shade. In  the 
Japanese ivy creeper there is a difference not only in 
size but in  shape. There is no chance about all this 
difference of size or shape. Pluck a leaf from an elm 
tree, and try  to get another to m atch it exactly. You
n o tic e  t h a t  
the one half 
of the blade 
of each leaf 
is  s m a lle r  
than  the other 
half (fig. 56). 
S tand below 
an elm tree 
a n d  w a t c h  
how the leaves 
hang, and try  
to  see how
th is strange shape helps the leaves to do the best they 
can for themselves, w ithout cutting off the light from 
the other leaves. F ind  out also why the end leaf in 
an elm-twig is more regular in  shape than the others.
8. The original home of the tree must be con­
sidered. We see, then, tha t nearly all the differences 
in  the shapes of leaves are caused by the eagerness of 
the p lan t to get as m uch sunlight as possible; and 
th a t we can often, while standing before a tree, see 
how the shape or position of its leaves helps it in this
S id e  le a v e s  an d  en d  le a f  o f e lm .
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way. B ut not alw ays; for we do not know enough of 
the kind of life th a t the tree had to live when, in the 
old days, it was finding out the kind of leaf th a t would 
suit it best. The um brella tree throws up a very high 
bare stem and an um brella-shaped crown of leaves on 
the top. W hen placed by itself on a lawn, there 
seems to be a great waste of bare stem ; but when we 
see the tree in the dense forest of Queensland where 
it is native, we understand how beautifully it is adapted 
to its home. And so with a hundred other trees th a t 
have been taken from their native haunts and placed 
in  our gardens.*
9. Sometimes we get a clue to the m eaning of leaf- 
shapes and leaf habits in w atching how plants change 
the shape and position of the leaf as they grow older.
10. Plants that alter 
their leaves as they  
grow older. You m ust 
have noticed th a t a 
young gum -tree often 
has round or oval leaves, 
while the same tree later 
on has long narrow 
leaves. In  the young 
blue-gum the leaves are 
opposite, while on the 
old tree the leaves hang 
singly (fig. 57). The 
young leaf, too, often 
holds its face to the sky, 
while the older leaf
F igt 57
Y ou n g an d  o ld  le a v e s  o f gu m -tree.
* T h e  w a y  in  w h ic h  le a v e s  are  fo ld ed  in  th e  bu d  h e lp s  to  d e te r m in e  
s h a p e ; b u t th is  is  a  stu d y  fo r  sen io r  s tu d en ts .
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hangs down with its edge to the light. Here, too, let 
us make a guess. W hen the gum -tree is young, it is 
often struggling with other trees and shrubs as to 
which shall first get up into the free air and light. At 
th is tim e it needs all the food and light th a t it can 
gather, and so throws out m any leaves, and each leaf 
with its face full to the sun. W hen the tree has 
succeeded in  this fight, and has got away up out of 
the scrub into the free air, the sun is then too strong 
for it, and the leaf begins to get narrower, and no 
longer gives its full face to the light. The leaf is 
now sickle-shaped; and you will notice th a t the longer 
edge is almost always turned towards the outside, 
where the leaf gets the most light and air. That the 
early leaves are opposite need not surprise u s ; for 
the seed-leaves are always opposite, and we can trace 
the gradual change from opposite to alternate leaves 
in m any plants.
11. The first leaves of the biackwood tree. Have 
you ever noticed the strange difference between the first 
leaves of a biackwood tree and the later leaves (fig. 58)? 
At first the leaves are the usual feathery leaflets of 
the acacia. This feathery-form of acacia-leaf is well 
known to you in the common wattle and in the silver 
wattle. But, after the first leaf or two, the leaf-stalk 
begins to broaden, and then, perhaps, you find a leaf­
stalk with no leaf at all on it. The feathery leaflets 
grow fewer and fewer as we go up, until we rarely 
have anything but the flattened leaf-stalks. Here, 
then, is a tree tha t has found th a t a green, broad leaf­
stalk can do its work better than  a feathery leaf. On 
m any acacias this green flattened leaf-stalk is so like 
to a gum tree leaf th a t you may take it at first sight
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for a true leaf. Compare it with a gum tree leaf, and 
you will see, at once, tha t it is not an ordinary leaf.
Look carefully also at a 
full-grown blackwood 
tree, and you will some­
times see, even among 
the higher branches, a 
leaf-stalk with the true 
acacia leaflets on it. 
This shews, does it not, 
tha t w hat looks like a leaf 
is really a leaf-stalk ?
12. H ow  s a p - f l o w  
shapes the leaf. Can 
you guess why the 
h igher leaves of the ivy 
(fig. 59) are quite dif­
ferent in shape from the 
ordinary leaves (fig. 
60) ? W hy is the lower 
leaf lobed while the 
upper leaf is entire ? If you watch the growth of an 
ivy plant, you will find th a t it is when the growth is
FlO
B la ck w o o d  (L igh tw ood ). T h e  lo w e st  
b ra n c h  s h o w s  th e  u s u a l a c a c ia  lea f-
, 
le t s ;  th e  m id d le  b r a n ch  sh o w s  th e  le a f  
.s ta lk  b e g in n in g  to  f la t te n  ; th e  th ird  
b r a n c h  sh o w s  th e  fla t te n e d  le a f  s ta lk  
ta k in g  th e  p la c e  o f a  lea f.
Fig. 69,
U p p er  le a f  o f iv y  (an  
e n tir e  lea f).
 " f iG -
L o w er  le a f  o f  iv y .
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going on at its fastest th a t the lobed leaves are made. 
Think of the strong rush of sap up the chief ribs, and 
you will see th a t the leaf is likely to grow faster 
towards the points c, d, and g, than  at the points n, k. 
m, 0. L ater on, when the rush  of sap is not so strong 
no part of the edge is pushed out more than  another, 
and so we have the shape shown in the upper leaf. 
This, remember, is only a g u ess; but there are many 
other facts to support it. Exam ine the toothed and 
the entire leaves of the honeysuckle, and look at the 
strongest and weakest leaves of the m orning glory 
convolvulus and of the bramble. You see, then, tha t 
there is still much to find out as to the cause for the 
shapes of leaves, but the m ain fact is c le a r: the leaves 
seek air and light, and it is th is th a t fixes shape and 
size and position.
13. Leaves that catch flies. To the root-food and
the air-food, some plants, like the sundew, add food
got by catching flies ; 
and in these cases, the 
form of the leaf is altered 
for this purpose. The 
leaves bear hairs with
sticky blobs of “ dew ”
th a t catch insects. At 
the touch of a fly, the 
sticky dew increases, and 
the hairs curve over the 
insect. W hen the leaf 
has eaten all the soft 
parts of the fly, the hard 
parts are pushed off the
W h itta k e r ’s su n d ew  (after  v o n  M ueller), leaf. Pull U p  a S U nd eW
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and you will find th a t it has few feeding roots for its 
size. (See fig. 61). Now, nitrogen is an im portan t 
food, and in the ordinary plan t can be got only from 
the root. The sundew makes up for its poor root by 
adding nitrogen in the form of flies. A ustralia is p ro­
bably richer in  sundews than  any other land. For 
th is reason, and on account of the beauty and in terest 
of the plant, the sundews should be carefully studied.
Q u e s t io n s  and E x e r c is e s .—
(1) If the outer edge of a hanging gum  tree lea f grows faster 
than the inner edge, w hat m ust be th e  effect on the shape of the  
leaf?
(2) Compare the shape of the opposite leaflets of th e Japanese  
anem one w ith  th e shape of the end leaflet. Compare elm  leaves.
(3) Sow th ick ly  some seed, and allow  the seedlings to  grow up 
w ithout thinning. T his w ill show  how  crowded plants suffer in  
the struggle to  g e t ligh t and air.
(4) One or tw o Cape weeds should he kept under observation, in 
early spring, to see how they  sm other the sm aller plants.
(5) Scholars liv ing  near the sea should note th e  fleshiness of 
m any of th e coast-plants as compared w ith  sim ilar inland plants.
(6) The hairs of th e  sundew  w ill not close upon sand or other 
th ings th a t the lea f cannot eat. T est one or tw o plants.
(7) N am e any of the acacias th a t have flattened leaf-sta lks  
instead  of leaves.
C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c is e .—W rite th e  story of a gum  tree, from  
the tim e when it  rises out of the ground to  the tim e when i t  rises 
high above the scrub.
D ra w in g  E x e r c is e .—D raw  side by side ( a )  young and old 
leaves of a gum  tree; ( h )  the lower and upper leaves of an ivy  
plant.
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XIV.— HOW  LEAV ES PROTECT TH EM SELV ES.
1. Very wonderful are the plans by which leaves are 
protected from cold, from heat, and from animals.
2. How leaves are protected from cold. Have 
you ever noticed the blackened leaves on a pittosporum  
hedge after a frosty n igh t in  sp ring? All tender 
leaves are easily h u rt on a clear, cold night, when 
there are no clouds to act as blankets to the earth  and 
to the life upon it. D uring the day a leaf is spread 
out w ith its face to the sky. If tender leaves, like 
those of the clover, were kept in th is position at night, 
they would soon lose all th e ir  heat and be in danger 
of frost-bite. Some leaves, therefore, tuck themselves 
up snugly for the night.
8. W atch a clover plant, and you will see how it 
is done. By day, the clover spreads out its three 
pretty  leaflets to the sun (fig 62). At nightfall the
two opposite leaflets fall 
down, and come close 
together ; and then the 
th ird  leaflet bends grad­
ually over until it forms a 
roof to cover the other two ! 
I t  is the upper side of the leaf
W h ite  C lover. .
tha t most needs protection 
from cold, and, by this plan, all the upper 
sides are covered.* You can now look for yourselves at 
the m any plans for keeping the cold from leaves when 
they are ju st leaving the bud. Fig. 68 will show you
* 0 n  M t. K osc iu sk o , an d  o th er  h ig h  p o in ts , p la n ts  are o ften  h a ir ie r  th a n  
th e  sa m e  p la n ts  o n  th e  p la in s , in  order to  p r o te c t th em  from  th e  m o u n ta in  
cold.
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H o w  t h e  
th r e e  1 e  a  f- 
le t s  o f  t h e  
c lo v er  or th e  
w o o d -s o r r e l  
a re  f o l d e d  
before  o p e n ­
ing .
one plan, but there are m any others. Look at the 
top of a gum sapling and try  to find how the tender 
young leaves are guarded from cold. Gum 
leaves hang downwards : why do the baby- 
leaves point upwards ? The plans for 
guarding leaves against heat are chiefly of 
two kinds : plans for storing up water, and 
plans for checking the loss of it.
5. Leaves that store water. Look at 
the weed called portulaca or purslane which 
overruns our gardens in the summer, and 
you will see th a t the leaf is thick and fleshy,
and full of water. Here 
is a p lan t th a t revels 
in the hottest sun­
shine. Then there 
are the stone-crops 
and the m o r n i n g  
flowers tha t make so 
m any dry places gay 
with their star-like 
flowers. In  these, and 
in  m any other plants, 
the fleshy stem works 
like the leaf in the 
task of getting food 
from the air. Then 
there are the th ick- 
leaved cactuses th a t 
we have b r o u g h t  
from hot desert lands 
into our gardens.
M orn ing  flow er, sh o w in g  fle sh y  le a v e s .
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6. Leaves that check the lo s s  OT water. A thin, soft 
leaf would be burned up at once in the d e se r t; 
and so the cactus has a bard skin to keep the water 
from escaping quickly from its thick leaves. Other 
desert plants check the escape of water by having 
their leaves tough and narrow or curled under 
at the edge ; others, again, have salt in  the sap, and 
this,' too, prevents the m oisture from escaping quickly. 
A thick coat of hairs is often used, especially on the 
underside of the leaf, to check evaporation. I t  was 
only the other day th a t it was found out th a t heat does 
not easily pass through a spray of perfum e; but, for 
ages, some of the p lants of hot lands have been soften­
ing the effect of the sun’s rays by throwing off perfume 
from their leaves. This may give to you a new view 
of the scents th a t come from the oil in the leaves of 
our gum trees.
7. How leaves are guarded against animals. 
Some leaves guard themselves against animals by keep­
ing flat on the g ro u n d ; others are passed over because 
they have a taste th a t the anim als do not l ik e ; while 
others again, like the gorse, lift themselves boldly up 
and defy the anim als to touch them.
8. Plants that lie flat on the ground. How 
cleverly the dandelion flattens itself out on the 
ground ? Even when its time of flowering comes, and 
it m ust hoist up its flower, it waits till it is quite ready 
to open. Then up it goes, to get the help of the sun 
and the wind and the bees. W hen the pollen has 
done its work, down the flower falls again to be out of 
danger while it is ripening the seed. As soon as it 
is ready to open out into the beautiful seed-balloon, 
the stalk rises again, lengthening itself so as to
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Fi& 65
L e a v e s  o f b lu e  g u m  sh o w in g  th e  o il-d o ts  (a fter  V on  M ueller).
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be clear of the grass, and the wind whisks away 
the winged seed ! How beautifully it is all planned ! 
Even should the leaves chance to be eaten, the plant 
is not killed. F resh  leaves come from the thick tap ­
root. In  this way, or in  similar ways the plants of 
the field and of the roadside live and thrive. They 
can travel better than  the fine flowers of the garden^ 
and m any of them  can be found all over the world.
Fig-  b b
S c o tc h  th is t le .
Fi&
G orse see d lin g , s h o w i n g  
h o w  th e  so ft  th ie e -lo b e d  
le a f  g ra d u a lly  tu rn s in to  a  
sn in e.
9. Plants guarded by thorns and spines. In  
passing to-day through a close-cropped field, I noticed 
th a t all the plants had been eaten close to the ground 
except three— a gorse bush, a Scotch thistle, and a 
sow-thistle. The soft sow-thistle was growing up 
boldly through the leaves of the great Scotch thistle. 
Many a cow had looked longingly at it but did not 
dare to touch it.
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F ig . 69.—T h e  C o m m o n  r ib - 
g ra ss , w h ic h  l i e s  f la t w h e n  
t h e r e  i s  d a n g e r  o f  b e i n g  
crop p ed .
10. H airs are often so thick 
or so stiff th a t they help to 
keep off animals. In  a few 
cases, too, the hairs sting, as 
in the nettle. The soft noses 
of cattle are easily hurt. Look 
through a lens at a nettle-hair. 
I t  consists of a tiny  flask of 
stinging fluid, and th is flask 
ends in a very delicate, sharp 
point. If you snip off a little 
piece of leaf or stem with a 
pair of scissors, and hold it 
on a pin, you can look at 
the “ sting ” comfortably.
Q u e s t io n s  and E x e r c is e s .—
(1) F ind out how the wood-sorrel protects its  three leaflets from  
n igh t cold.
(2) H ow  do the opening leaves of the follow ing plants guard 
against cold ? Periw inkle, common garden pea, castor-oil plant, 
ferns.
(3) F ires of damp bushes causing much sm oke are som etim es lit  
in  orchards in spring to  keep off frost. E xplain.
(4) One som etim es sees in spring a ligh t covering of straw on 
potato plants. H ow  does th is help the plants ?
(5) N am e any plants in  your district th a t stand drought well, 
giv ing  reasons.
(6) The leaves of the h olly  near th e ground have prickles, but 
those higher up have none. E xplain.
(7) The shining dots th a t you see in a gum  tree leaf w hen the  
leaf is held up to the lig h t are scent-cells. Can you te ll of any  
w ay in w hich th is scent m ay be of use to  the leaves ?
N o te .—T h e  o il p r o b a b ly  serv es  a lso  to  p r o te c t  th e  le a v e s  fr o m  in s e c ts .
(8) S tudy the summer w eed called wire-weed, and find out w hy  
i t  can grow on bare, dry patches where lit t le  else can grow. If 
possible, take up the w hole root.
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(9) Study the flat w eed (mock dandelion). In w hat points are 
its  habits sim ilar to those of the dandelion, and in w hat different?  
Each head, of the dandelion lies down betw een flower-tim e and  
balloon-tim e. W hy is the habit of the flat-weed different ?
(10) H ow  does the B athurst burr protect itse lf ?
(11) Show how man copied N ature in  choosing his hedge-plants. 
N am e some good hedge-plants.
(12) W here are thorns placed in aJ  the rose, f b )  the hawthorn^ 
( c )  the prickly acacia ?
(13) M ake a list of some of th e  pasture-plants of your district 
th at ca ttle  w ill not eat.
(14) The oleander is a hot-clim ate shrub. How  does i t  protect 
its  leaves from the direct rays of the sun ? Compare the gum  tree  
leaves.
(15) How  is  it  that a nettle  is harm less when grasped quickly  
and strongly  ?
(16) The young shoots of som e of our m ountain plants are 
regularly shortened by cu ttin g  winds. In sp ite of tiiis, these  
plants thrive. Compare grasses th a t have been cropped by  
anim als for ages.
(17) W atch  the narrow leaved plantain  (rib grass) in  a close- 
cropped field, and then compare w ith  one in  some corner where i t  
is free to grow up.
C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c is e .—
T ell how the gorse has managed to thrive in  sp ite of m any  
enem ies , or the dandelion, the plantain , the flat w eed or any other 
roadside weed.
D ra w in g  E x e r c i s e .—
(1) Draw a clover leaf as i t  looks ( a )  before opening o u t; ( b )  
by day ; ( c )  night-fall.
(2) D raw  a branch of any prickly p la n t—(B athurst burr, th istle , 
furze, &c).
XV.— THE FLOWER.— P a r t  1.
W H A T  I S  A F L O W E R ?
1. What is a flower ? A seedmaker. We have 
seen how hard  the p lan t w orks; how root and stem 
and leaves are as busy as the day is long. To what
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end is all th is work ? To make a flower, you say. 
Now, I  know th a t you m ean hy a flower the beautiful 
blossoms of the violet-plant, the rose hush, the pansy 
and m any others. B ut some, nay most plants have 
no beautiful blooms of this kind. They flower as all 
p lants d o ; hut they do it in a way th a t never catches 
the eye.
2. Is a flower always co loured?  How m any 
people notice the flower of the ivy ? Not m any ; and 
yet the ivy has a flower so cleverly planned th a t it 
never fails to get what most flowers want to get— 
plenty of insect visitors. Through my window I  can 
see a score of flies, big and little, blue and black, 
sipping the honey on the ivy-flowers th a t grow on the 
fence. Out and in  the flies go ; th inking only of the 
honey, hut, all the time, carrying the pollen on their 
backs from one flower to another. A large fly th a t
looks like a bee, hut 
is not a bee, is m aking 
sudden dashes here 
and there about the 
garden, when, all at 
once, it stops a n d  
settles on the i v y -  
blossom. W ithin  five 
m inutes, I  count ten 
other flies th a t do the 
same thing. O n e  
would th ink  th a t there 
was some bad m eat 
on the fence to draw all these flies; for they are flesh- 
flies, everyone. Ah ! now we have h it i t ! The ivy- 
blossom has a smell like m eat th a t has gone had—not
F lo w e r  u m b e l o f iv y .
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pleasant to you, but a smell tha t draws the flesh-flies 
from far and wide.
3. “ So, then ,” you exclaim, “ a flower is a part of the 
p lant m eant to a ttract insects ?” Well, you are getting 
near to the sec re t; you are “ burning ” as we say in 
the parlour game ; but you are not quite righ t yet.
4. Is a flower always scented ? Let us stroll out 
into a field of wheat in the spring-tim e and seek the 
secret there. The graceful, rustling  heads welcome 
us, but not by gay colour. By scent, then ? No, not 
by scent. There is nothing to catch the eye of tha t 
bee tha t is hum m ing p a s t ; and there is no smell 
to draw the flies. You may watch for a long 
October day, and never see a bee nor a fly go near to 
a wheat-flower. No insect comes, and yet all goes 
well with the w heat-p lan t; and the beautiful heads 
whisper as they bend to the spring breeze. See how 
the pollen is blown about as the wind freshens ! Can 
that be the secret ? Does the wheat-flower use the 
wind to bear its pollen ? Does the wind take the 
place of insects ? Yes, tha t is the secret of the
I wheat-flower, and it is the secret of all the grasses 
f and reeds and of m any trees.
5. “ So, then ,” you say, “ the flower is something tha t 
requires to scatter its pollen, and it m atters little 
whether an insect carries it or the wind carries it ?” 
Now you are nearer still to the secret. A flower m ust 
scatter the golden dust so th a t it may fall on its own 
seed-case or on the seed-case of another flower of
i the same kind ; for you m ust know tha t no flower 
i can make seed unless the pollen falls on it.
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6. The purpose of a flower. Then you try  once 
more : " I s  a flower, then, a part of the p lan t th a t 
makes pollen in order to make seed ?” Yes, now we 
have it. The purpose of the flower is to make seed. 
I t m ay have no colour and no scent and yet be a 
flower if it can only make seed.
7. If a p lan t could live for itself alone, what would 
become of next year’s crop of plants ? The p lan t’s time 
comes to wither and die ; and it makes seed so that, 
next year, the fields and gardens m ay be as beautiful 
as they are to-day. Yes, th a t is the flower’s se c re t; 
to pass on its life to its children.
8. W here are the p lants of last year ? The wheat- 
plants of last spring have gone, and even the stubble 
has been turned over by the plough ; but the wheat- 
plants of next spring sleep safely in the golden grain 
th a t the farm er has stored away for seed. Your poppies 
have long since withered away— flowers and leaves and 
root— but next year’s poppies lie safely hidden in the 
little packet of seed which you took from the poppy- 
flowers.
9. Many are the plans of the flowers for making  
seed. Already you have seen th a t the various plants 
have various ways of m aking seed. Some use bright 
colours to help th e m ; others have no colour at all. 
Some make use of s c e n t; others are scentless. Some 
use insects as carriers of the pollen ; others use birds ; 
and still others use the wind. Some flowers, again, 
like chickweed, use neither insects nor the wind, 
because they are able to dust their own seed-case with 
their own pollen. Most of the plants with green 
flowers or with very small coloured flowers use their 
own pollen.
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10. There are a hundred p la n s ; but the plan we 
shall look at first is th a t of the plan ts th a t have gay 
flowers to a ttrac t pollen-carriers. We shall see how 
one of these gay flowers is built up, and how all the 
parts  work to one end— the making of seed.
Q u e s t io n s .—
(1) N am e som e p lants th a t flower w ith out gay  colour.
(2) N am e som e flowers th a t a ttract in sects by scent.
(3) N am e som e p lants or trees th at use the w ind to carry their  
pollen.
(4) N am e som e flowers tiia t use bees to  carry their pollen.
(5) Can you  nam e any p lants (m ostly w eeds) th a t seem  to have 
no need of insects nor of the w ind ?
N'.R.— T h e  flo w ers  in  th e s e  c a se s  a re  g e n e r a l ly  v e ry  s m a ll  an d  o ften  green .
C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c i s e .—
W atch  carefully th e  v is its  of bees or other insects to  a flower or 
bed of flowers, and w rite an account of w hat you  see.
D r a w in g  E x e r c is e .—
M ake a draw ing oi  ( a )  an iv y  flower u m b e l; ( h )  d. single ivy- 
flower.
XVI.— TH E  FLO W EK .— P a r t  II.
THE PARTS OF A FLOWER.
1. The scarlet geranium. The scarlet geranium  
is to be found in alm ost every garden from the 
M urray to the sea, and it is in flower during most 
m onths of the year. We shall, therefore, find out 
how a flower is built up by taking to pieces a scarlet 
geranium .
2. The fiower-stalk. F irs t of all, we notice the 
long stout flower-stalk th a t pushes the hower-cluster
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well above the green leaves. We can guess at once 
from this long stalk th a t the flower needs the help of 
bees or flies. W henever a flower is th ru st high into 
the air, we know th a t this is done either to catch the 
eyes of passing insects, or in  order th a t its pollen or 
its seed m ay be more easily scattered.
3. Why is the flower-stalk hairy ? The flower- 
stalk is hairy, and m any of the longer hairs point 
downwards. The downward pointing hairs make it 
harder for small insects to climb up to the flower. But, 
does not the flower wish the insects to come to it ? 
Yes, but not any insect. Bees and large flies are 
welcome, because these go in at the front door, and 
help to scatter the pollen. B ut an ts and other small 
insects often creep into the honey-tube w ithout 
touching the pollen-dust at all. E ven if an an t be 
touched, the pollen does not stick on its smooth 
body ; and so the an t cannot carry pollen to another 
flower. These honey-thieves take som ething from 
the flower and give nothing in  return . The honey is 
m eant as a fee to the large flying insects th a t can do 
work for the flower. Look now at the hairs on th e  
leaf-stalks of the plant, and you will see th a t few of 
them  point dow nw ards; for the leaves do not need to 
be guarded like the flowers.
4. The green sheath enclosing the flower- 
ciuster. At the end of the flower-stalk is a green 
sheath, w ithin which is packed a bunch of flowers. 
W as ever packing so close and neat ! The sheath is 
to keep the flowerbuds warm, and also to keep m oths 
and flies from laying the ir eggs in  the flowers. You 
m ay have found a rosebud with a grub inside.
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5. W hen the green sheath is burst open by the 
swelling buds, out comes a flower on a long stalldet, and 
then another and another, until the cluster of flowers 
looks like a scarlet um brella bending over the flower- 
buds th a t are still unopened.* By this beautiful 
p lan the young tender flower-buds are protected from 
the n igh t cold by the older flowers. Look at the colour 
of a flower-bud th a t is ju st breaking through the 
green, and compare it with the colour of the fully- 
opened flowers. If you hold up to the sunlight a hud 
half-open, you will see th a t there is a gleam of golden 
dust among the scarlet. Note also th a t each stalklet 
looks like two stems pinned together. We shall see 
presently the m eaning of this.
6. The calyx. The stalklet ends in a little green 
cup ( calyxJ,  which holds together the five scarlet 
petals. This cup also is cut into five parts f  sepals J, 
and you will notice th a t the sepals are not all of the 
same size. If you look at one of the flower-buds tha t 
has not yet begun to open, you will see th a t it is 
completely covered by the calyx. The calyx, 
therefore, is m eant to protect the hower-hud. I t  is 
m eant to do for a single flower what the green sheath 
did for the whole cluster of flowers. How snug the 
flower was, hid in  its little cloak, and th a t little 
cloak hid in another great one ! The calyx, then, is 
m eant to shield the flower when it is a bud, and to 
support it when it has opened out into a flower.
7. The corolla. And now we come to the five 
beautiful leaves called petals, th a t make up the 
flower’s little crown f  corolla J. You notice th a t two 
of these petals are smaller than  the rest, and th a t
* A c lu s te r  o f  th is  k in d  is  c a lle d  an  u m b el (L . u m b r a ,  shade.)
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they are more deeply grooved than  the larger petals.
Look at the veins on the undersides of all the petals.
The other three larger petals overlap a good d e a l;
the two smaller do not overlap 
much, but, in the fully opened 
flower, are set almost edge to 
edge.
8. The honey-tube. Pull off 
now all the sepals except the 
largest, and all the petals. Take 
then your lens and see w hat lies 
hid at the base of the largest sepal. 
You see a hole, leading down into 
the stalklet. Probe it with a pin, and you find th a t it 
goes down a long way. H ere then  is a tube. And 
now squeeze the tube gently between finger and 
thum b, and you will see th a t a fluid rises to the 
m outh of the tube. P u t th is to your tongue. I t  is 
sw eet! We have found the honey-store ! Also, we 
have found out the m eaning of the ridge on the stem 
th a t made it look like a double stem. The ridge is 
the honey-tube (fig 71a ) .
9. The path to the honey. And now take another 
full flower, and see how the insect reaches th is honey. 
The insect will alight on the largest of the petals. 
This large petal makes a kind of front step, and is 
strong enough with the help of the two other large 
petals to bear a large insect’s weight. The insect 
will then push its head down the little opening at the 
base of the two smallest petals. As these petals meet 
only edge to edge, they will easily open to make room 
for the head of the insect. Now the largest sepal is 
always at the back of these two smallest petals ; and
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we saw th a t the honey-tuhe is at the base of this 
large sepal. Notice also th a t the swellings at the 
base of the two small petals guide the eye at once to 
the door of the honey-tuhe. The insect, therefore, 
loses no tim e in finding the honey-store. I t 
cannot push its head into the honey-tuhe, but its 
sucker is long enough to reach into the tube. In  the 
next chapter we shall see what the. flower owes to 
these honey-sucking insects.
Q u e stio n s  and E x e r c ise s  ;—
(1) Before eating  a strawberry you remove a litt le  ring of leaves 
attached to  th e  fruit. W h at is th is ?
(2) W h y  are the unopened dower-huds in a geranium -cluster 
curved round towards the flower-stalk ?
(3) W lia t is the colour of the geranium  flower when ju st  
breaking through the ca lyx , and of the flower when fu lly  opened ?
(4) The ca lyx  of a poppy falls off as soon as the flower opens. 
Compare w ith this the calyx of geranium  and m allow  weed.
(5) In a fuchsia th e corolla is coloured. Can you see w hy the  
calyx  also is coloured ?
(6) Is the calyx green or coloured in the nasturtium , v iolet, 
larkspur, oleander, native fuchsia (correa) ?
(7) In the geranium  the ca lyx  supports the corolla. How  does 
the ca lyx  of the rose behave ?
(8) In the geranium  all the calyx remains after the flower 
opens. D oes all th e  ca lyx  of a gum tree flower remain ?
(9) In the geranium  the corolla is made up of petals that can he 
pulled out one by one. E xplain  the difl'erence in honeysuckle, 
primrose, Canterbury hell.
(10) The ca lyx  in the geranium  has only one whorl (ring) of 
sepals. How is it  w ith  the strawberry and the mallow weed ?
(11) Som e plants are hairy or stick y  ju st below the flower to 
keep off sm all insects. Try to And examples.
C o m p o sit io n  E x e r c ise  ; P lace before you all the parts of a 
geranium  flower th a t has been pulled apart, and tell how you  
could put them  together again  so as to  make a com plete flower. 
B egin w ith th e  sta lk le t of a single flower. Be careful to build
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Tip the flower so th at an insect m ay be able easily  to reach the  
honey-tube.
D raw in g  E x erc ise  : f a )  D raw  the five petals of a geranium  
flower, show ing how th ey  differ in  size, f b j  D raw tw o or three  
Jose sepals, show ing how they dift'er in shape.
XVII.— TH E FLO W ER .— P a r t  III .
T h e  P a r t s  o f  a  F l o w e r  ( c o n t in u e d ) .
1. We have looked at the calyx of the scarlet 
geranium, and we have seen how the calyx protects 
the flower when it is young. We have looked also at 
the corolla whose gay colour calls out to passing 
insects: “ H ere is p o llen ; come and e a t : here is 
honey; come and sip !”
2. We have now to look at the stam ens, the parts of 
the flower th a t bear the pollen - cases. Take a 
flower th a t is only half-open, and, with the help 
of a pin, tu rn  back the sepals, and hold them  between 
finger and thum b. Then, still using the pin, take ofl 
very gently the outside small petal. You can easily 
find this outside petal because it is always opposite to 
the largest sepal. Then take ofl the other small petal, 
and then  the three largest petals. Notice, as you do 
this, how beautifully the petals are folded. You see 
now ten  small red stalks, some of which end in  red 
pollen-cases. The stalks a r e  the stam ens and the 
pollen-cases are called anthers. You will see th a t 
there a r e  no pollen-cases on three of the stam ens ; 
.and we guess from this th a t the flower has learned to
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get on with fewer anthers than  it needed at some far- 
past time.
3. How the stam ens differ. Notice tha t two of 
the stam ens are shorter than  the o th e rs ; th a t these 
two short stam ens always have pollen-cases; and th a t 
they are always opposite to the honey-tube. W hat 
does th is m ean ? I t m eans th a t when the insect 
pushes its sucker down into the honey-tube it cannot 
help touching the pollen-cases on these two short
FiCr
71 A an d  B. T h e  a n th e r s  a n d  p is t i l  o f th e  sca r le t  
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stam ens. I t  may escape the pollen on the tall stamens, 
hut not the pollen on these short stamens. Nor is 
th is all. The th ird  anther, as we go up, is midway 
between the short stam ens and the long ones, and 
thus the flower has three chances of dusting the insect 
w ith pollen ; first, with the tallest anthers, second, 
w ith the middle anther, and th ird  with the lowest 
anthers. Even now we have not seen the whole of 
the plan for dusting the insect with pollen ; for if you 
take a riper flower tha t has the pollen-cases open, you 
will see th a t the pollen is always shed towards the
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honey-path. You will see this most clearly in an 
an ther ju s t beginning to split. Notice th a t the pollen 
bursting from the middle an ther almost blocks the 
way to the honey. You will have noticed, - while 
pulling the flower to pieces, th a t the an thers fall off 
unless you do the work very gently. The lowest 
anthers hold on better than  the others. This is 
im portant, because these an thers are the ones most 
likely to touch the insect.
1. The Pistil. If now you remove the ten stam ens 
with your p in  you will see th a t a red-stalked body is 
left. This is the pistil. I t  is stouter than  a stam en ; 
and it shows signs of dividing at the top. This top 
of the p istil is called the stigma. No seed can be 
made unless the pollen-dust falls on the stigm a.
5. The Seed-case. Take now a riper flower and 
remove the sepals, petals and stam ens. The pistil is 
now a p re tty  object. I t  has split at the top into five 
ends th a t curve gracefully outwards. At the  foot of 
the red pistil, is a hairy, green body. This is the 
seed-case. In  th is are the tiny  bodies th a t will 
swell into full seeds if the top of the pistil, the stigma, 
can catch some pollen.
6. You notice th a t the seed-case is of two parts, the 
bottom p art being broader than  the top part. I t  is 
in the bottom  p art th a t the seeds l i e ; and already 
you can see them  swelling. W ith the help of your 
lens, you will find th a t there are five seeds. Do you 
see now why the pistil divides, at the stigma, into five 
parts ? The tru th  is tha t the red pistil-stalk is made 
up of five pistil-stalks each of which leads down to 
one of the five seeds.
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7. How the seed is thrown off. Take now a 
flower in the seeding stage, but not quite ripe. At
this stage it looks like the long tapering bill of a
stork. The hairy, green body which formed the upper 
part of the seed-case has now lengthened into a long
column marked by five red lines. 
You guess at once th a t these five 
red lines run down to the five 
seed-cases. Looking now at a 
riper flower, you can clearly see
th a t this is correct. Each red
line has become a long, narrow 
stalk, which is ready to jerk  its 
seed away from the column 
W hen quite ripe, these stalks 
become elastic, and curl up sud­
denly so tha t the seed in the 
seed-case is thrown into the air 
(fig. 72). This is one of a thousand plans tha t plants 
have for scattering their seed.
8. The five-fold flowers. We have now seen 
th a t the flower is made up of four separate rings or 
whorls , the first ring  being the sepals, the second the 
petals, the th ird  the stam ens, and the fourth the 
pistil. No doubt you have noticed th a t the num bers 
in three of the rings go by fives ; and we may suppose 
tha t the ten stam ens were, in  earlier times, in two 
rows of five each. You m ust not suppose th a t in all 
flowers the  rings go by fives. In  some they go by 
threes ; bu t the five-fold plan is the one th a t we find 
in m ost of our fam iliar flowers. W ith a few exceptions, 
like the wall-flower, the p lants th a t have two seed- 
leaves have the five-fold plan. P lants tha t grow from
W ild  g e ra n iu m  a b o u t to  
th ro w  it s  la s t  see d . S ee  
a ls o  fig. 94.
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seeds with one seed-leaf have their flowers built upon 
a three-fold plan.
Q u estio n s  and E x e r c ise s  :—
(1) Look a t various kinds of flowers, and note that (a) plants  
w itli leaves that have a net-work of veins have flowers th a t are 
nearly all on the five-fo ld  plan ; {b) plants that have leaves w ith  
parallel veins have flowers th a t are on the th ree -fo ld  plan.
(2) Pollen is generally  yellow . W hat is the colour of the pollen  
in the geranium , and in the petunia ? Can you nam e any other 
flower that has pollen of unusual colour?
(3) The corolla of the geranium  has five petals. H ow  m any  
have W all-flowers and Poppies?
(4) How  m any stam ens have salvia, veronica, w all flower, 
larkspur, foxglove?
C o m p o sit io n  E x e r c ise  T ell how  the geranium  flower is  
planned so th at the insect cannot reach the honey w ithout g ettin g  
dusted w ith  pollen.
D ra w in g  E x e r c ise  :— (1) D raw  a single geranium  flower [a) 
e n tir e ; (b) w ith  all the parts rem oved except the stam ens and  
p is t i l ; (c) w ith  only the p istil (w ith  divided stigm a) left.
(2) D raw  the ripe geranium  seed-case.
XVIIL— TH E FLO W ER .— P a r t  IV.
T h e  G e r a n i u m ’s  D e b t  to  I n s e c t s .
1. I am now ready to reply to the question which 
you have been waiting to ask : “ W hy was the stigm a of 
the geranium  so late in opening? W hy was the 
pollen nearly all shed before the stigm a was ready to 
receive it ? Because, I rejily, the flower is %)lanned so 
as to be able to send its pollen to other geranium  flowers, 
and, in return , to receive their pollen. The geranium
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is planned so as to avoid dusting its stigm a with its 
own pollen.
2. All flowers are not like the geranium  in this. 
Many flowers, nay, most flowers, use their own pollen 
for m aking seed ; but most of the finest flowers send 
away their pollen to other plants, and get pollen from 
them  in return.
3. And now you have another question read y : “ W hy 
can’t a flower be a fine flower if it use its own pollen 
for making seed?”
4. Mixed races in men and flowers. Well, I 
reply, you have seen the same th ing  in your History 
lessons. The finest races in the world’s history 
are those th a t have not kept to themselves, but 
have mixed their blood with th a t of other races. 
How m any kinds of m an have gone to the making of 
an E ng lishm an? If the English  had been able to 
keep themselves to themselves in their little island, 
would they have been great to-day? Races tha t do 
not easily mix with other races rem ain in the back­
ground ; ju st as flowers th a t cannot be crossed easily 
w ith others are likely to rem ain among the weeds. If 
I told you all th a t the garden owes to the mixture of 
flowers, I should fill up m any ch ap te rs ; and so let me 
show you instead what our geranium  flower has gained 
by giving and receiving pollen.
5. The long flower-stalk. F irs t of all, our 
geranium  m ay owe its long flower-stalk to this, 
because a flower th a t uses its own pollen has no need 
to get high up in the air to be seen by bees and flies. 
The flowers th a t use their own pollen are often so low 
down, or so much hid among the green leaves tha t it 
is hard to see them. Many a man never notices the
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flowers of the groundsel or of the wire-weed th a t runs 
along close to the ground.
6. The gay colour. Then the geranium  owes its 
beautiful scarlet petals to the visits of insects. Flowers 
th a t use their own pollen have generally small, dull- 
looking flowers, and often no colour at all. The force 
which, in our garden flowers, goes to the m aking of 
large flower-stalks and large gay petals is, in these 
weeds, spent in stem s and leaves and seeds; and 
th is is one reason why the weeds can so quickly overrun 
a garden.
7. But in our geranium, not only are the petals 
coloured but also the stamens, and the pollen, and the 
pistil. Scarlet is a colour easily seen by insects th a t 
fly in the day tim e ; but it would not be easily seen at 
n ig h t ; and so we find th a t flowers th a t need the visits 
of n ight insects never have red flowers. They have 
generally pale yellow or white colours tha t can be seen 
readily in the dark.
8. The door-step. And not only does our geranium  
draw the flies by gay petals, but these petals are built 
so as to suit the insects in every way. Look at the 
flower as it sits on the plant, and you will see tha t one 
of the petals is a front door step for the insects to 
alight on. This petal is a large one, and it is also 
supported by the next two petals, so tha t it is strong- 
enough to bear the weight of a large insect. And now 
the bee is ready to th ru s t its head into the honey- 
track, if it can find it. Nothing ea s ie r!
9. Guides to the honey-tube. E ight in front of 
the bee are the two smallest petals, and on these petals 
are honey-guides. Yes, it is true ! The flower has its
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finger posts to show the way to the h o n ey ! Grooves 
are on the sm all petals, and these grooves lead to one 
place— a little  hole. Follow up th is track, and you 
will come to the honey-tube. The insect knows it, 
and loses no t a second in finding the hole and in 
th ru stin g  in its trunk . M eantime, the upper stam ens 
are dusting the breast of the insect w ith pollen, and 
the lower stam ens are dusting its head and t r u n k ; 
so tha t, when it flies to a riper flower th a t has the 
stigm a open, the dust is sure to fall where it is 
wanted.
10. The Honey-tube. And then  there is the 
honey-tube itself. B ut for the insects there would 
have been no honey-tube. We know th is because 
flowers th a t have never had the ir pollen carried by 
insects have no honey.
11. E ven now we have not got to the end of the list 
of the th ings the geranium  owes to the insects. We 
have still to add the downward-pointing hairs of the 
flower-stalk which keep small honey thieves from 
creeping up. No insects, no honey; no honey, no 
dow nw ard-pointing hairs !
12. W hy d oes  the scarlet geranium make so  
little seed  ?  And now we come to a difficulty. I 
have ju st been looking for ripe seed cases; and out of 
forty flowers I  have found only four th a t have suc­
ceeded in  getting ripe seed. F our out of fo r ty ! 
Well, you m ust rem em ber th a t the scarlet geranium  
did not learn  its ways in  a garden. If you want 
m erely to see a lion, you go to the Zoological G ardens; 
bu t if you w ant to know all about a lion, you m ust go 
to the  wilds of Africa, where the lion is a t home. In
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the same way, to know the scarlet geranium * fully 
you m ust go to South Africa, where it is native. Only 
there can we see how well it is planned to make seed 
with the help of insects. If we carry it away from its 
native fields to a garden ; if we take it away from 
Africa to A ustra lia ; if we take away the flower without 
the insect which is its friend, we cannot expect to see 
all its plans in  full working order.
13. H ere again the weeds th a t use their own pollen 
have a great advantage over the finer flow ers; and 
th is is one reason why weeds like chickweed, groundsel, 
sow th istle  and black nightshade, are to be found 
thriv ing in  all parts of the world. Out of 40,000 
flowers on an A ustralian orchid only one had a 
seed-pod, This was because the insect friend was 
absent. Now m ost weeds have no need of insects 
for dusting the ir flowers v/ith pollen. B ut you m ust 
not th ink th a t all the gay flowers are seedless when 
insects do not visit them . Some, indeed, like aconite and 
m any of the orchids, are able to make little  or no seed 
w ithout the help of insects; others, like the scarlet 
geranium  and white clover, can make a little seed 
w ithout th is help ; others, again, like the  gorse and 
the snapdragon, make seed quite freely even when 
bees do not com e; and in  a few cases, like the sweet 
pea and the common pea, the flower receives no insect 
visitors a t all The seeds of the sweet violet, too, are 
not produced by the violet flowers, but by green flower- 
buds th a t grow near the ground and th a t never open. 
To understand all these exceptions to the general rule.
■ T h is  i s  r e a l ly  a  p e la r g o n iu m .
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we would require to know the full story for ages back of 
each plant.*
14. That, then, is one reason why the geranium  has 
“ set ” so few seeds ; but there is another reason. The 
w eather has been rainy, and rainy w eather not only 
keeps insects from flying, but often injures pollen. 
Do you rem em ber the year when your pear tree bore 
no pears? Well, th a t was a year when long-continued 
rains came ju st as the pear tree was in blossom.
Q u e s t io n s  and E x e r c i s e s  :—
(1) Compare the honey-store of th e  nasturtium  w ith  th a t of the  
scarlet geranium . H ow  do th ey  differ ?
(2) In  th e  nasturtium  the stam ens ripen first. Later on, when 
the stam ens have retired, the stigm a opens and bends down to  the 
very place w here the anthers were. E xplain  reason for this.
(3) N am e the chief w eeds, lik e  groundsel, shepherd’s purse, chick- 
weed, &c., th a t thrive in  your district. D istin gu ish  between  
sum m er w eeds and w eeds th a t can live in  any w eather
C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c is e  :—A ll our finer garden flowers ow e their 
b eauty  largely  to  th e  v is its  of insects. E xplain  this.
D r a w in g  E x e r c is e  :—D raw  th e  flower of th e  nasturtium , 
show ing th e  gu ide-lines to  th e  honey.
* F o s s il  r eco rd s in d ic a te  th a t  th e r e  w ere  n o  c o lo u r ed  p e ta ls  b e fo r e  in s e c t s  
a r r iv e d  in  th e  w orld . I t  w o u ld  s e e m , th e n , th a t  so m e  flow ers, lik e  th e  
sw e e t  p ea , a f te r  p a s s in g  th ro u g h  t h e  s ta g e  o f in se c t-p a r tn er sh ip , h a v e  
(w ith o u t g iv in g  u p  th e ir  g a y  p e ta ls )  fa lle n  b a ck  on  s e lf - fe r t iliz a t io n .  
O th ers , w h ile  s t i l l  a b le  to  m a k e  u se  o f  th e  in s e c ts ,  can  “ s e t  ” seed  w ith ­
o u t  th e m .
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Tubular flower.
R e g u l a r  a n d  I r r e g u l a r  F l o w e r s .
1. Tubular flowers. In  our scarlet geranium  we 
found th a t the petals could be pulled 
off one by one In  m any flowers 
like the plumbago and honey­
suckle the petals are all joined 
together in a tu b e ; and we shall 
call such flowers tubular flowers.
2 Regular and irregular flowers. 
In  our geranium  the petals are 
not all alike, bu t the difference 
between one petal and another 
is so little th a t few people know 
tha t the petals differ a t all. B ut in 
some of the tubular flowers, like the 
snapdragon or the larkspur or the 
salvia, the tube of petals is so irregular 
th a t everyone notices it. Well, we 
shall call such flowers irregular to 
distinguish them  from flowers like the 
poppy or the Canterbury bell which 
_ , are regular all round the corolla.Regular flower. °
3. We saw th a t the petals of the scarlet geranium  
are built to suit the visiting in s e c t; and no doubt 
you have already guessed th a t the strange looking 
petals of irregular flowers are all planned for the same 
purpose. We saw th a t the front petal of the geranium  
on which the insect alights has become larger and
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stronger th an  the other petals so as to bear the 
insect’s weight.
4. Now let us look a t an irregular flow er—the 
snapdragon, and see w hether th is gives 
us a clue to its curious shape. Think of 
a great bee, the hum ble bee of England, 
com ing down heavily on the outer edge 
of the flower tube. Think of th is going 
on for a thousand y e a rs ! Would the
Irregular flower, edge 0 8  which the  bee rested not become 
Snapdragon, gtpgnger th an  the  opposite edge ? W hat
happens when you use your righ t hand more than  
your left h an d ?  W hy are the  muscles of a black­
sm ith ’s arm s “ strong as iron bands ” ? Exactly  the 
same rule holds in  p lan t life. This has been actually 
proved by hanging  weights on leaves and twigs. The 
flbres, which are the muscles of the leaf-stalk, become 
larger and stronger.
5. How the snapdragon got its mouth. I t  was 
probably in  th is way th a t the edge of the snapdragon 
flower-tube became larger and s tro n g er; and as the 
edge was broadened and bent down, the tube below it 
was pinched in  till the entrance to the flower was 
closed. So firm ly was it closed th a t only the great 
hum ble-bee can force its way in. The little  hive-bee 
tries to go in  sometimes, bu t is hard ly  strong enough. 
Inside, as well as outside, the flower-tube is planned 
to suit th is  large bee. The only way in  which thieves 
can get to the  honey is by biting a hole in the bottom 
of the tube. Yesterday, I  noticed a honey-bird busy 
am ong the flowers of a snapdragon ; and when I looked 
closely I  found th a t every one of the tubes had been 
pierced by the b ird ’s bill ju s t above the honey stores ?
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6. Flowers with a lip. M any other flowers have 
an alighting stage like the lip of the snapdragon, and, 
indeed, a large family of flowers is called the Lip- 
flowered family. This family includes the salvias, 
lavender, thym e, and m int. Notice th a t the lip is
always in front, in  the 
p art of the flower where 
the insect alights. Notice, 
too, th a t m any irregular 
flowers, the snapdragon, 
the larkspur, the gladio­
lus, the foxglove, run  up 
in sp ikes; and each 
flower is so close to the 
stem th a t the bee can 
visit it only from one 
side. The bee, therefore, 
Ficr 76 ' has no choice as to the
petals he shall alight 
u p o n ; and hence, pro­
bably, the large lip,. 
Compare such flowers with regular flowers like the 
poppy or the tulip, which do not grow close to the 
side of a spike, and you will see th a t there is nothing 
to h inder the bee from alighting on any p art of 
the corolla. There is nothing, therefore, to cause 
such flowers to grow irregular.* And here we have 
to notice a most in teresting fact. Now and then, the
F o x g lo v e .
* M an y r e c e n t o b s e rv a t io n s  go  to  sbovr th a t  m ite s , fu n g i an d  o th er  
ir r ita t in g  a g e n ts  ca n  a lte r  th e  s h a p e s  o f  flow ers, a n d  c a n  ca u se  p e ta ls  to  
c h a n g e  in to  sep a ls , s ta m e n s  in to  p e ta ls ,  an d  so  o n . N o te  a ls o  th a t  flo w ers  
ca n  b e  m a d e  d o u b le  b y  m e c h a n ic a l ir r ita t io n . I t  w as th is  fa c t  th a t  fir st  
s u g g e ste d  th a t  th e  ir r ita t io n  ca u sed  b y  t h e  c o n s ta n t  v is i t s  o f  b ee s , e tc .,  
m a y  h a v e  a lte r e d , in  m a n y  c a se s ,  th e  fo r m s  o f  flow ers.
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end-flower of a spike of larkspur or foxglove or 
snapdragon is quite regular in shape Can you guess 
the m eaning of th is ?
7. The various ways in  which the irregular flowers 
are fitted for the insects th a t visit them  are very 
wonderful. E ach  flower has its own plan, and we can 
look a t only one or two. L et us look a t ' the plan of 
th is large blue garden salvia.
8. How the salvia dusts  the bee. We note first 
of all th a t the corolla is tubular, and th a t the tube
is divided into a lip and a hood. Next we note
how the lip has been made strong by extra cords 
in  order to bear the weight of the bee. The hood 
protects the  an thers and the p istil from the rain. 
And now we look carefully at the stam ens. There are 
bu t two anthers, and these are on stam ens w ith a pecu­
l i a r  a r r a n g e ­
m ent of le v e r s .  
We follow down 
the stam ens, and 
find these levers. 
A n d  now , we 
th ru s t a straw
d o w n  to  th e
tube, a n d  f in d  
t h a t ,  when i t 
t o u c h e s  t h e
levers, the an thers bend forward towards the lip. A 
visiting  bee could not fail to receive the pollen on its 
back. The next point we notice is th a t in the salvia, 
as in the geranium , the an thers shed their pollen 
before the pistil is ripe. The pistil keeps out of the 
way till it is ripe, and then  it bends over and strikes
S a lv i a ; (a) a  flo w e r  ju s t  o p e n e d ; (b) a  
flo w er  a t  la te r  s ta g e .
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the back of the bee ju st where it caught the pollen 
from some younger sa lv ia ! By this beautiful plan 
the salvia is often able to ripen its seeds by using the 
pollen of other flowers ,
9. P lants th a t bear flowers of the pea-flower kind 
form a very large family among the irregular flowers ; 
and so we shall pull to pieces the flower of th is gorse- 
plant.
10. A pea-flower—the gorse. The two lower 
petals are joined to make a little boat, the keel. Look 
for the cargo of the boat, and you will flnd th a t it is 
ten stam ens and a pistil. Often, too, it contains 
pollen th a t has been shaken off by the flower moving 
in the wind. Above the keel are two sails for the 
b o a t; and as the sails of a boat are its wings, we shall 
call these two petals the wings. Notice the two 
knobs in  the wings th a t flt into hollows in the keel
and so lock together wings and 
keel. Above them  all, is a 
broad petal th a t calls out to 
the bees : “ Come h ither ! ”
ju s t as the standard of a great 
warrior called out to the 
people to gather under his 
flag. So we shall call this 
large petal the standard. 
Before the standard is hoisted 
it serves as a kind of roof to 
the keel. The pollen in the 
keel is thus protected from the rain.
11. How the gorse-flower w elcom es the bee. 
Now, when the bee answers the call of the standard 
and buzzes up ; “ H ere I  am !” the flower is quite ready
A P ea -flo w er  ; s id e  v iew  an d  
fr o n t v iew .
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for her.* The bee alights on the wings which are 
pressed down by her weight on to the keel. This 
causes the keel to unlock itself from the wings with a 
jerk, and the stam ens to spring up suddenly out of the 
keel like Jack-in-the-box. As they rise, the pollen- 
dust explodes over the bee. Since the keel and the 
wings cannot lock them selves together again, a flower 
th a t has exploded looks quite different from one th a t 
is still locked. W hen no bee comes, the flower seems 
to be able to burst open of itself. This explosion 
m ay carry pollen to the pistil of the exploding 
blossom or to some other flower on the same bush. 
The explosion m ay be necessary also in  order to let in 
a ir and light to help the pod to ripen, f
12. A nother pea-flower—white clover. And 
now we m ust stoop for a m om ent over th is patch of 
white clover, for we have here a flower quite as 
wonderful as the gorse flower. Being very small, the 
flowers are bunched together in  a cluster, and th ru st 
upon a long flower-stalk so as to make a good show 
when the bees are wanted. W hen you smell the 
clover-scent, and rem em ber th a t the bees have a keen 
sense of smell, and when you taste the delicious 
clover-honey, you will understand  why the bees are so 
fond of the clover-flower. Look with your lens at 
one of the little  flowers, and you will see th a t it is a 
com plete pea-flower, w ith a very p re tty  calyx, and
* T h e  g o rse  is  n o t  a  fa v o u r ite  o f  th e  b e e s  w h o  s e e m  to  v is i t  i t  o n ly  w h en  
o th e r  flo w ers  fa il .
t  M ore o b s e r v a t io n s  s e e m  to  h e  n e e d e d  a s  to  th e  p a r t th a t  in s e c t s  p la y  
in  th e  fe r t i l is a t io n  o f  th is  an d  o th e r  L egu m in osae . In  so m e  flow ers  o f  th is  
fa m ily  th e  see d -ca se s  s e e m  to  b e  s e lf - fe r t i l is e d  b e fo r e  th e  flo w er  b ec o m e s  
a c c e s s ib le  to  in s e c t s  th r o u g h  th e  r a is in g  o f  th e  stan d ard .
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w ith the usual corolla, stam ens and pistil of the pea- 
dower.
13. How the b ee’s tim e is saved. The lower 
flowers in the clover bunch come out first, and then 
those higher up. W hen one of the lower flowers 
has been visited by a bee, it begins to gather itself 
round its seed-pod, and to throw itself back out of the 
way. Look a t a clover cluster th a t has been in  flower 
for a day or two, and you will see the little  withered 
flowers th a t have been already visited by the bees. 
They are all hanging down out of the way, but the 
flowers th a t have not been visited stand straight up to 
catch the eye of the bee. W hen a bee comes up, it 
does not need to search to find out the flowers tha t 
have not been visited, and so no tim e is lost. This 
suits the bee, because it can get more h o n ey ; and 
it suits the clover because it can get more of its 
flowers visited. Can you wonder now th a t the clover- 
plant, with its beautiful leaves and its wonderfully- 
planned flowers, has spread all over the world ? A 
great poet once lifted his ha t to a line rose ; and, when 
you hear of a great m an of science bending over a 
clover p lan t with wonder and delight, you will not now 
th ink  it strange.
Q u e s t io n s  and E x e r c i s e s : —
(1) N am e all the flowers you know  th at are bu ilt on the pea 
flower plan.
(2) T ake a gorse flower to  pieces, and find how th e  w ings are 
locked a t the base w ith  the keel. Compare any of the native  
pea-flowers : sarsaparilla, native hop, native scarlet runner, 
birds’ foot, trefoil, etc.
(3) H ow  does the ca lyx  of th e  gorse differ from th a t of the  
w hite clover ?
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(4) T ake a  gorse flower th at is  not y e t  exp lod ed ; press down 
gen tly  w ith  your finger on th e  w ings and keel and w atch w hat 
happens. M ake experim ents also w ith  the lupine and th e  common 
lucerne (using pencil or straw).
(5) T ake a “ sp e n t” fiower-cluster of th e  w hite clover and find 
the ripening pods. E xam ine w ith  lens. H ow  are th e  pods pro­
tected  w h ile  ripening ?
N .B .—T h e  g r u b s  fo u n d  w h e n  s h e ll in g  p ea -p o d s  a re  d u e  to  eggs la id  b y  
f lie s  in  t h e  r ip e n in g  pod . S o m e  p ea -flo w ers  h a v e  a  p la n  fo r  g u ard in g  
a g a in s t  th is .
(6) N ote  how in  foxglove, sa lv ia , and snapdragon the calyx is 
strengthened to  support th e  “  door-step.”
C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c i s e : T ell th e  story of a w h ite  clover 
cluster from the tim e th e  flow er-stalk  pushes it  up to th e tim e  
w hen th e  pods are ripe.
D r a w in g  E x e r c i s e : D raw  side by side a regular tubular
flower and an irregular tubular flower.
XX.— TH E FLO W ER .— P a r t  VI
M o r e  a b o u t  t h e  F l o w e r s ’ D e b t  t o  I n s e c t s .
1. We have seen w hat the scarlet geranium  owes to 
insects. Let us now see w hat other flowers owe to 
them .
2. H oney-gu ides. In  our geranium  you were 
delighted to find grooves leading to the honey-door. 
If you look a t nasturtium , violet, gladiolus, and some 
of the Japanese lilies, you will be still more pleased. 
In  these, and in m any other flowers, the lines are like 
finger-posts bearing the words : “ This way to the 
h o n e y ! ” And these guide-lines and spots and 
grooves m ake the flower more beautiful. How fine
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our roads and streets and houses and clothes will be 
when we too have learned to make all our useful 
things beau tifu l!
3. W hen looking for the guide-lines in the n as tu r­
tium  you noticed, I  daresay, the hairs on the lower 
three petals. W hat are these ?
4. Hairs that act as fences to guard the honey. 
Well you m ust know th a t in England, the insect th a t 
helps the Indian  cress to make its seed is the hum ble 
bee. The hairs do not hinder this great bee from 
reaching the honey, but they make a tangle which 
small honey thieves cannot get through. These hairs 
grow on the part of the flower th a t hears the weight 
of the bee ; and, indeed, the hairs m ay be caused by 
the bee pressing so often on th is part. We know th a t 
hairs are very common in any p art of a p lan t th a t is 
irritated  in  any way. In  the ivy, it is only when the 
stem is touched by the wall th a t the hairs grow out 
th a t become air-roots. In  the leaf-galls th a t are 
caused by little grubs irrita ting  the leaves, there are 
often hairs inside and outside of the galls. This, then, 
would explain why the three lower petals are hairy, 
while the two upper petals have no hairs.
5. Sometimes, instead of a fence of hairs, a flower 
has a sticky patch th a t small insects cannot creep over. 
Here, again, the sticky fluid may be caused by the 
constant touch of the bee. This gives us a h in t as to 
how honey-stores may have been formed to suit 
exactly the insect th a t visits the flower.*
* N ecta r  is  n o t  co n fin ed  to  th e  flo w er , b u t m a y  b e  fo u n d  in  o th e r  p a r ts  o f 
s o m e  p la n ts . In  v ery  g o o d  s e a s o n s  th e r e  m a y  e v en , in  so m e  p la n ts , b e  an  
o v erflo w  o f  n e c ta r  in  th e  le a v e s , A t su c h  t im e s  th e  le a v e s  see m  to  m a k e  
su g a r  to o  fa s t .
I
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6 . The Honey-stores. W hen the insects are small, 
or have short suckers, the honey is placed where it is
easily reached. We saw th is in 
the ivy flower, where the honey 
is on the shallow disc. Any fly 
can sip the ivy-honey. W here 
the insect has a long sucker, as 
in the hum ble bee, the honey
H o n e y -tu b e  in  L a rk sp u r . is at the foot of a loHg tubu-
lar corolla or in a long spur 
below the flower. In  each case, the length of the 
honey-tube fits exactly the length  of the sucker of the 
insect friend. In  the same way, the honey-pots of the 
gum trees are fitted for the bills and tongues of the 
’keets and other honey-eating birds. All th is helps us 
to understand why we do not find honey in  flowers tha t 
have never received the visits of insects.
7 . And this sets us th ink ing  too of the scent of 
flowers. I  would not say th a t we owe all the scents of 
p lan ts to the bees ; for we have seen th a t perfum e may 
help a p lan t in  other ways. The scent of a p lan t is 
not always from the honey nor from  the petals. You 
know how pleasant is the scent of sweet-briar leaves 
and gum leaves; and even the wood of some trees has 
a p leasant smell. But probably we owe m any of the 
delightful scents of the garden to the visits of insects. 
If you look at those flowers th a t use the wind to 
scatter the ir pollen, you will find th a t they have no 
scent.
8. The charm and the m ystery of scent. W hen 
we have said all th a t we can to account for the perfume 
of the p lant, there  is still m uch th a t we cannot explain. 
The scent of a p lan t is in  some ways more real to us
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than  the plant itself. H ere and there in Europe, the 
travelling A ustralian can see a gum tree th a t recalls 
his fatherland, but nothing th a t the eye can see can 
take him  back to his boyhood like a whiff of wattle 
scent from a London or Paris flower shop.* L ittle  
wonder th a t this invisible m ysterious som ething th a t 
we call scent is often called the soul of the plant. 
How close the tie is between scent and p lan t is shown 
by a very wonderful fact. W hen caught and bottled, 
the perfume of a flower shows a strange excitement 
when the time of the flowering of the p lant comes 
round. The scent becomes troubled and the fra­
grance stronger !
9. And now we m ust look carefully at the colour of 
flowers, for this is the greatest debt th a t m an owes to 
the bees and butterflies and other insects th a t visit 
flowers.
10. The colour of flowers. In  our scarlet 
geranium  we found th a t the large gay petals were due 
to the visits of insects. We know from the fossil 
flowers found in rocks th a t in far-past times, when 
there were no insects, there were no petals. How, 
then, were the petals made ? Pull off the petal of a
monthly rose, one by 
one. As you come near 
to the centre you will 
often find a petal tha t 
is half petal and half
Rose stam ens changing into petals s t a m e u ,  a n d  w h e n  (^U lte  
as we pass from the centre of  ^ i ,
the rose outwards. c lo s e  to  t h e  C en tre , y o u
* A few  gu m  tr e e s  fro m  A u str a lia  are to  b e  fo u n d  h e r e  an d  th e r e  on  
t h e  c o a st  o f  th e  M ed iter ra n ea n  ; an d  ou r  s ilv e r  w a tt le  is  n ow  grow n  in  th e  
R iv iera .
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m ay find a stam en th a t is ju s t beginning to be a petal.
You can often find the same th ing  in m any other flowers 
th a t have become double in  the garden. We know, too, 
how single flowers can be made double by the
gardener, and how he can make the petals larger 
and richer in colour. We guess from all th is th a t the 
visits of insects have caused stam ens to broaden 
into petals, and petals to become gay in colour. 
W hen a double flower is neglected, the petals often 
change again into stam ens. Indeed, if you sow 
the seed from a garden rose, you will often get a 
rosebush bearing single flowers like the hedge rose. 
Now, since yellow is the colour of pollen and of 
m any stam ens, we are not surprised to find th a t m any 
of the  sim plest and oldest flowers are yellow. If you 
take a walk in the fields on a spring day and watch 
the colours of the flowers, I  th ink  th a t you will find 
th a t yellow is more common th an  any other colour.
11. P ink  seems to be the next most common colour, 
and then  come the rarer purples and blues.*
1 Many of the h ighest flowers— the flowers th a t have 
I been shaped specially for the bees— are blue. Simple, 
regular flowers, like the poppy or the buttercup, are 
rarely blue. The rose is a simple regular flower, as 
you m ay see by looking at a hedge rose. Can you 
find a blue rose ? The portulaca is a simple regular 
flower; can you find a blue one? Almost any flower 
m ay have a white variety. You will notice, too, 
th a t when a flower, like chick weed, learns to make 
seed w ithout insect help, it often becomes white or 
pale-coloured.
* 0 f  27 flo w ers  c o lle c te d  on  M t. K o sc iu sk o  b y  Mr M aid en , o f  Syd n ey , 19 
w ere  y e llo w , 7 p in k  an d  o n ly  1 w a s  b lu e .
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12. How the bees paint flowers. Have you ever 
noticed th a t some insects in seeking honey, tty or creep 
from one flower to a n o th e r ; but th a t bees do not mix 
different kinds of honey in th is way ? T hat is one 
reason why the higher flowers give no welcome to the 
lower kind of insects. I t  does no good to the dandelion 
if a fly comes to it laden with the pollen of the thistle. 
W atch the bees at work in a field where the yellow 
flatweed is in flower, and you will see th a t they keep 
to th is flower. W here there are beds of the same kind 
of flower, as phlox or portulaca, it would he in teresting 
to know if the bee visits one colour more than  another. 
Does the bee visit a white portulaca as readily as a 
pink one One th ing  is certain, the bees mix the 
colours by taking pollen from one to another. If you 
have a bed of phlox of six different colours, it is quite 
likely th a t next year you will have seven or eight 
varieties from the seed taken from the six kinds. Try 
it. A boy who prides him self on his beautiful phlox 
beds tells me th a t he counted 40 different kinds last 
summer. Now, all these varieties have sprung from 
one or two kinds tha t were got wild in Texas ; and we 
owe the variety to the visiting insects.
13. We have still much to learn about the colours 
of flowers and about the way in which dowers and 
insects work to g e th e r; but of one th ing  we are sure : 
the flowers th a t have been m ost visited l)y insects 
have become more and more beautiful, and more and
*In  p re ferr in g  o n e  k in d  o f flow er  to  a n o th e r , th e  b e e  is  h u t l i t t le  in flu en ced  
b y  co lo u r . I t  is  in f lu e n c e d  m a in ly  b y  th e  a m o u n t a n d  a c c e s s ib i l i ty  o f th e  
h o n e y  or p o lle n . T h is  is  w h y  a  b ee  w ill o ften  n e g le c t  th e  f in est gard en  
flo w ers  fo r  gu m  tr e e  flo w ers  or s m a ll  g r e e n ish  flo w ers  th a t  d o  n o t c a tc h  th e  
e y e  a t a ll.
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more in teresting  to man.* Take away from the 
flowers the form, the colour, the scent th a t they owe 
to the insects, and how m uch of the wonder and 
beauty of the world would be lo s t ! I t  is quite possible 
tha t, as hive bees become more plentiful in Australia, 
some of our wild flowers m ay become larger and gayer 
than  they are to-day.
Q u e s t io n s  and E x e r c i s e s  :—
(1) W h y  are m ost of th e  flowers th a t in v ite  n ight-fly ing m oths 
w h ite or yellow  ? W h y  are th ey  generally  h eavily  scented ?
(2) Look for the honey-guide lines in  ivy-pelargonium , gladiolus 
nasturtium  and in m any other flowers.
(3) I t  is said  th a t A ustralian  flowers have no scent. Can you  
nam e an y  of our flow ering-plants th a t are fragrant in  leaf or 
bloom  ? A n y  shrubs or trees ?
(4) B ite  the honey-spur of th e  nasturtium . N am e any other 
flowers w ith  honey-spurs.
(5) Count th e  k inds of plants w ith  yellow  flowers th at you m eet 
in a spring w alk. Compare w ith  flowers of other colours. N ote  
th e  colour of the plants th a t are m ost abundant.
(6) Som e plants, lik e  the sorrel-weed (sour-grass) cause patches 
of colour th at can be seen and recognised a long w ay off. N am e 
any other p lants in your d istrict th a t cause colour-patches of th is 
kind.
(7) The red and yellow  tin ts  on som e young gum  trees are as 
beautifu l as coloured flowers. T ell of any other leaves whose 
colours you have admired.
C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c i s e .— T ry to im agine w hat a garden would  
be lik e  if  insects had never v isited  flowers. D escribe it.
D r a w in g  E x e r c i s e .— Draw any flower th at has a special 
honey-tube.
N ote .— T h e  s im p lic it y  o f th e  m e th o d  b y  w h ic h  co lo u r  is  g iv e n  to  so m e  o f  
o u r  “ b u sh  ” flo w ers  i s  o f g r ea t  in te r e s t .  In  th e  g u m  tr e e  flo w er , e.g., th e r e  
is  n o  c o ro lla , b u t  s h o w y  s ta m e n s  ta k e  th e  p la c e  o f  g a y  p e ta ls . P la ce  s id e  
b y  s id e  th e  flow er  o f  a  c h e rry -p lu m  an d  th e  flo w er  o f  a g u m  tree.
*It i s  w h e n  in  c o n ta c t  w ith  h i g h e r  l i f e—th e  l if e  o f  th e  in s e c t  a n d  th e  l if e  
o f m a n —th a t  p la n t  l i f e  sh o w s  i t s  g r e a te s t  b e a u ty . W e h a v e  h er e  a  m o s t  
s u g g e stiv e  th o u g h t.
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XXI.— TH E FL O W E R .— P a r t  VII.
W i n d - f e r t i l i z e d  F l o w e r s .
1. Flowers that use the wind to scatter their  
pollen. Flowers cannot leave the place where they 
were b o rn ; and so, in order to scatter the ir pollen, 
they m ust make use of carriers. We have seen how 
some of them  pay the insects to do th is work ; and 
now we have to look at those flowers th a t make use of 
the wind. This is a common plan among the trees  ^
and grasses. We shall look first of all a t the oak, -
which is one of the m any trees th a t use th is way of
spreading their pollen.
2. How the oak tree m akes seed.  
— Look at an oak tree in  the spring 
time, ju s t as the beautiful light green 
leaves are breaking out of the buds ; 
and you will see long, loose tassels or 
catkins th a t wave in  the breeze. Use 
your lens, and you will see th a t the 
tassel is made up of clusters of small 
flowers th a t bear pollen. Shake the
tassel, and a shower of pollen will
fall. There are no pistils in these 
tassel-flowers of the o a k ; so th a t we 
guess at once th a t the p istil-bearing 
flowers are either on other parts  of 
the tree or on other oak trees. Ah ! 
here they are ; on the same branch a 
little  higher up, and snugly sheltered between the 
leaf-stalk and the stem. These pistil-bearing flowers
C a tk in  o f oak.
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are so small th a t you m ight easily miss them  ! So 
small is the flower th a t makes the acorn th a t makes 
the o a k !
3. Many trees th a t make seed on th is plan have 
the pollen-bearing flowers on one tree, and the pistil- 
bearing flowers on a separate tree. Of th is kind are 
the  poplars.
4. In  m ost trees th a t use the wind as a pollen- 
carrier the pollen is made and scattered before the 
leaves come out. You m ay see this very clearly in 
the elm tree. The flowers open, and ripen, and fall 
before the leaves appear. The spring wind blows 
them  about the street while the branches overhead 
are still bare. In  th is way, pollen is not caught by 
the leaves which have no need of it, and is more 
likely to fall on the pistil flowers th a t do need it. 
Sometimes the wind is not blowing in the right 
direction, and so the pollen falls where it can do no 
good ; but the tree makes so m uch pollen th a t some 
of the dust is alm ost sure to fall where it is wanted. 
S trike the pollen-flowers of a Scotch fir-tree, or of 
any of the pines, and see what a shower of pollen 
comes o u t ! Sometimes, indeed, there is so much 
pollen in the air when the trees and grasses are 
m aking the ir seed, th a t people become ill through 
breath ing  it. They get w hat is called hay-fever, and are 
sometimes ordered to the seaside where there is little 
pollen in  the air. In  countries where pines abound 
the rains of spring are sometimes coloured yellow, 
and the ignorant people talk  of sulphur-showers !
5. How the com m on plantain m akes seed. 
And now, if you look for the common plantain, 
som etim es called rib-grass, we shall examine a plant
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F ig . 84.—P la n ta in  (rib-grass).
th a t uses the wind to bear its 
pollen. This p lan t lifts up its 
spike of brown tiny flowers on 
a long tough stalk. Very likely 
you have played at the game of 
strik ing the heads of the rib- 
grass one against the other till 
one of the stalks breaks.
6 . E ach  little  flower on the 
spike has a tiny  calyx, a chaffy 
corolla, and stam ens, and pistil. 
The stigm a is hairy  in order to 
catch the pollen easily as it 
floats past in the a ir; and 
the long stam ens hang out 
freely, so th a t the pollen may 
be readily blown off by the wind. Notice care­
fully th a t nearly  all the grasses have stam ens and 
stigm as of th is kind (figs. 85 and 8 6 ). Like the clover- 
head, the flowers of the p lan tain  ripen from the base of 
the spike upwards ; and, if you watch some particu lar 
spike from day to day, you will see how the circle of 
white broad anthers slowly moves up the brown spike, 
till perhaps only a solitary stam en on the very top 
waves its white an thers in  the air. No insect visits 
these flowers ; and the sole purpose of the long tough 
stalks is to catch the wind.
7. The flower of the wheat plant. And now we 
shall go back to the wheat-field, and watch again the 
heads bending to the breeze. This tim e we shall 
look more closely at the wheat-flower. F irs t of all, 
we take notice th a t each flower hangs in such a 
way th a t it moves at the slightest breath  of the
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F lo w e r  o f  w h e a t  
w it ii  s c a le s  r e ­
m o v e d , s h o w in g  
lo o s e  a n th e r s  an d  
fe a th e r y  p is t i l .
wind. The whole w heat-plant also 
bends easily to the wind, and the 
pollen on its slender stalks is so 
light and loose th a t it readily floats 
into the air. On rem oving the chaffy 
scales, we find three stam ens, and a 
pistil with two feathery stigmas. W ith 
its long swaying stam ens, loose pol­
len, and feathery stigm as, the p lan t 
has no difficulty in “ setting its seed.”
8 . I t  is the wind th a t bears to the 
green wheat-blade the food th a t builds 
it up, food th a t no eye can see. By 
the w ind’s help, too, the w heat-plant 
makes its seed. And thus, by help 
of som ething th a t we cannot see, is 
m ade the grain th a t furnishes m an’s 
table with food. Here, again, we find 
th a t the th ings th a t we cannot see 
are often more im portan t than  the 
th ings th a t we can look at and handle.
In  the maize p lan t the pollen- 
bearing flowers form the tallest part 
The pistil-bearing flowers, with the 
silken tassel are lower down, and at first are almost 
hidden by the leaves.
P is t i l  o f  a  grass, 
s h o w in g  th e  
fe a th e r y  s t ig m a .
of the plant.
Q u e s t io n s  and  E x e r c i s e s  :—
(1) W h y are very sm all flowers generally  green ?
(2) T he plan of using the w ind as pollen-carrier is more common 
am ong trees and ta ll grasses than among other plants. How is  
th is ?
(.3) W h y  is honey generally  absent from the flowers th at use 
th e  w ind to  carry the pollen ?
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(a)  M aize  p la n t  sh o w in g  th e  p o llen -b e a r in g  
flo w e rs  (at th e  to p ), an d , lo w e r  d o w n , tw o  o f  th e  
p is t i l -b e a r in g  flow ers, (b)  O ne o f  th e  p o llen -  
b e a r in g  flo w ers  m a g n ifled . (c) P is t i ls ,  sh o w in g  
th e  g r o w in g  g ra in s , (d)  H ead  o r  cob .
(4) T he comm on dock m akes its  seed by help of th e  wind.. 
E xam ine the flowers.
(5) Stand below  a w illow  tree in th e  tim e of flower, and try to  
find ou t it s  plan of m aking seed. Is it  w ind-fertilized ?
(6) E xam ine the flower of native couch grass. Look for th e  
stam ens w ith  their w h ite  loose anthers, and for th e  w h ite  or pink  
pistil. U se  lens.
C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c is e  : D escribe th e flowers of any tree or 
grass th a t uses the w ind as pollen-carrier.
D r a w in g  E x e r c is e  : M ake a draw ing of a branch (of any tree) 
bearing catkins.
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X X II.— FR U IT S  AND S E E D S — P a r t  I.
How S e e d s  a r e  S p r e a d .
1 . W hen young birds are old enough to seek the ir 
own food the old birds drive them  away from their
selection.” If they rem ained where they were born, 
there would not be food enough for all.
2. Why do plants send  their seed s  out into the 
world ? In  the same way, a p lan t has its own bit of 
ground, and it needs it all in  order to live and thrive. 
Thousands of seeds never become plants, because they 
cannot get root-room and leaf-room. A Cape-weed 
th a t spreads its broad rosette over the earth  may 
sm other a hundred little plants, and so with every 
flat weed th a t succeeds in life. Indeed, very few of 
the seeds of wild flowers ever become plants. Some 
seeds fall on stony ground where they cannot get a 
s ta r t ; others are eaten by birds, or beasts, or insects. 
Even when they do get a s ta rt in life, they seldom 
become full-grown. Some are choked, as we have 
seen, by other p la n ts ; others are eaten or crushed, 
and others die of th irs t. You see, then, why plants 
are fitted with a hundred plans for spreading their 
seeds far and wide. How well th is is done you may 
judge by an example of great interest.
3. How a vacant island w as stocked with plants. 
Some years ago there was an island called Krakatoa, 
a few days sail no rth  of A ustralia. A great volcanic 
eruption destroyed th is island, so th a t no living thing 
was left upon it. To-day there are m any different
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kinds of plants, none of which was taken to the island 
by man. How did they get there ? Some of them
from seeds carried by the w aves; others from 
seeds borne by the wind, and the rest from seeds 
left by passing birds. Well, we shall look 
at all those ways and a t others besides.
W hen we exam ined the scarlet geranium  
we found th a t the seeds were slung away 
from the p a re n t-p la n t; and we shall look 
first of all at th is plan for spreading seed.
R ip e  fr u it  
o f a  
G era n iu m .
4. S e e d s  that are jerked  out of the 
Fruit. All the different kinds of geranium s 
— garden and wild— have th is way of 
spreading the ir seed. W hen you see a p lan t 
hearing a seed-case th a t looks 
like a sto rk’s hill, long and 
pointed, you may be sure th a t 
it is a m em ber of th is family. 
If the seed-case be quite ripe, 
you m ay find th a t it requires 
only a touch to make it fire off 
the seed. In  a wild state, the 
FiCr c j S  plan t often gets th is touch 
from a passing anim al, and 
there is a good chance th a t tlie 
seed will catch on the fur and get a free ride.
R ip e n in g  see d -ca se s  o f a  
S to rk ’s b il l .
5. B ut all the p lants th a t use th is plan do not sling 
out the seed like the geranium . Look for a ripe pod 
of the little  field-sorrel, with the yellow flowers. You 
will find plenty of them  in late spring and in au tum n 
in most fields. W hen the pod is ripe, it fires out the 
seed hy suddenly tw isting up the pod, ju st as you can
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shoot an  orange-seed across a room by pressing
it between finger and 
thum b. W hen you are 
looking at ripe sorrel-pods 
on a hot day with face
FiCr ^  close to the ground, you
_  ^ . m ay get a volley of the
P ea -flo w er  p o d  a fte r  je r k in g  o u t .
i t s  seed . seed against your cheek.
If you place a few ripe seed-pods upon a long table, you 
m ay be able to m easure bow far the seed is throw n.
6. W hen you walk am ong gorsebusbes on a bot- 
wind day, you m ay bear the pods going pop, pop, on 
every s id e ; and if you bold up a new spaper and 
touch one or two ripe pods, you will see with what 
force the tiny  peas are throw n against the paper.
One of the com monest of our climbing p lants for 
covering fences is the dolicbos. You will know it by 
its compound leaf w ith three leaflets, and its pink pea- 
flower. The ripe pod, in  hot weather, suddenly curls 
up, and throw s the little  dark pea from three to ten 
feet.
7. W ater-borne seeds. Then there are the seeds 
th a t are borne away from the paren t-p lan t by water. 
After violent ra in  and wind, you may often find in a 
field th a t is half-bare of grass, ridges of dry leaves and 
seeds th a t have been washed along the ground for 
some distance. E very flood, too, in our rivers carries 
down seeds, which lodge on banks or on neighbouring 
flats. If a few w attle-trees were planted near the 
source of a river, they would soon in this way begin 
to scatter w attle-trees all down the course of the 
river. I t  is to th is th a t we owe the groves of silver
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w attle th a t make our river-courses so beautiful in 
early  spring.
8. If you look at the rubbish  th a t has been caught
from flood-waters by bushes or rushes, you will often
find fruits and seeds. I t  m ay be long before these get 
covered by m oist e a r th ; but m any of our native fruits 
are very bard, and these can wait for years for a chance 
to grow.
9. Sea-borne seeds. As to seeds th a t are borne
by the sea, I  shall speak only of a fru it which
you know well— the coco-nut. You know the bard  
n u t and you have eaten the white flesh ; but not every
one has seen the th ick  outer husk.
This husk, which in  m any countries 
is used for scrubbing floors, is ligh t 
and strong. W hen the n u t drops
from the palm tree into the sea, the
husk enables it  to float, and it is often
borne to d istan t islands. W hen a 
new island is raised to the surface by 
coral-insects, the coco-palm is often 
the first p lan t to grow.
C o co -n u t s h o w in g  
th e  h u sk , th e  h a rd  
s h e ll an d  th e  w h ite  
fle sh .
10. Pond w eed s  and seaw eeds . M any pond 
plants throw  off little  green buds which float about 
till they find a good place to strike root and become 
new plan ts ! Still more wonderful are certain  sea­
weeds. These sea p lan ts throw  off buds or seeds th a t 
swim about w ith the help of waving hairs A fter 
wandering for a time, they moor themselves to a rock, 
and settle down for life.
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11. How a grass-seed  may sow  itself. On the 
ripe seed of sweet vernal 
grass and some other grasses, 
there is a bristle or awn.
Sometimes th is bristle is rough 
enough to catch on to anim als, 
but its m ain use is to bury the 
seed in the ground ! The plan
F lo r e t  o f  th e  o a t  sh o w in g  . . , ,
a w n  a . ig quite Simple. When dry,
the awn coils up ; bu t when dam p from dew or rain,
straightens itself out again. Every  tim e th is change 
takes place, the seed crawls and wriggles, and is some­
tim es in th is  way pushed into sand or into a crack 
where the rains may cover it with soil.
Q u e s t io n s  and  E x e r c i s e s  .—
(1) N am e any plants that spread, in rosettes sm othering
sm aller plants.
(2) T ake ripe seed of gorse or dolichos or balsam  indoors, and 
try  to m easure how far th e  seed is throw n. W iiy  is the garden- 
balsam  called Touch-me-not ?
(3) Compare the fo llow ing pods th a t jerk seed : Gorse, field- 
sorrel, dolichos, comm on broom.
(4) D ock-w eed seed are borne down a river. A  single seed of 
the dock sinks when put in to  w ater ; (try it). E xplain  N ature’s 
plan for m ak in g  it  float.
(5) Can you find any other p lants th at live  on river-fiats th at  
have “ floats ” of any k ind for their seed ’
C o m p o s i t io n  e x e r c i s e  :—W rite the story of a silver w attle  
pod th a t travelled  down a river and made a new  tree.
D r a w in g  e x e r c i s e  D raw  a dolichos pod (a) before i t  has 
throw n its  seed ; (&) after it  has throw n it s  seed.
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X X IIL — F E U IT S  AND SE E D S .— P a r t  II.
How S e e d s  a r e  s p r e a d  b y  A n i m a l s .
1. And now we have to see how seeds are spread 
by anim als.
2. How juicy, coloured fruits are spread. Ju st 
as flowers pu t forth  gay petals to draw the bees, 
so m any fru its become sweet and coloured to draw the 
birds or other animals. We have seen th a t m any 
p lants have insect friends th a t come to the ir flowers. 
In  the same way m any p lants have bird or anim al 
friends th a t come when the seeds are ripe. I t  is to 
let these friends know when the  seed is ripe th a t the 
fru it becomes red or yellow, black or white. And it is 
to pay them  for carrying away the seeds th a t the 
fru its are juicy and sweet. In  A ustralia it is not easy 
to understand all about these friendships between 
p lan t and bird and beast, because m ost of our fruit- 
trees are from abroad.
3. Some of our native birds have learned to eat the 
fru its of trees th a t have been brought into A ustralia. 
The little  silver-eye is ju s t as fond of m ulberries as of 
any native f r u i t ; and the ’keets often come to the 
orchard in  swarms when the plum s are ripe. The 
prickly-pear is not a native plant, but our birds have 
become fond of its yellow fruit, and have scattered the 
seed so th a t the p lan t has overrun and spoiled m any 
rich pieces of land.
4. C olours of fruits and flowers compared. 
Have you ever noticed th a t fruits often have colours
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th a t you rarely find among the flowers ? Purple is a 
common colour among wild berries, but rare  among 
wild flowers. Black is rarely  found as a flower-colour, 
bu t is common among berries. The birds th a t 
eat the berries seem to have different tastes in  colour 
from the bees th a t visit the flowers. Perhaps another 
reason is th a t a good contrast is needed between the 
berries and the leaves. If the berry of Virginia 
creeper were red instead of dark-coloured, it could not 
be seen against the red au tum n leaves. And now we 
pass to the seeds th a t are neither juicy nor coloured 
bu t th a t are produced in great num ber.
5. How small dry seed s  are spread by birds. 
Perhaps you have never noticed the small hard  seeds 
th a t fall from ripe grasses and weeds. I t  is not easy 
to see them  among thick grass, but, now and then, on 
a bare bit of ground you can see the seeds lying in 
hundreds. You m ust look for these, for seeds often 
have the colour of the ground they fall on. You know 
how every bare patch  in a field breaks into green after 
the rains of autum n. This growth is from the seeds 
th a t have escaped the birds.
6. A large weed often grows m any thousands of 
seeds. I t  is said th a t a single p lan t of common 
purslane— the thick, reddish-green weed th a t overruns 
the garden-beds in sum m er, can produce 1,250,000 
seeds in  one seaso n ! If every seed from one plant 
grew into a plant, the whole world would soon be 
overrun with th is wonderful weed.* You see now what 
keeps the birds busy in a field from m orning to n ig h t!
* T h e  b la c k fe llo w s  u sed  to  g e t fa t  o n  th is  seed . T h ey  w ou ld  c o lle c t  g r ea t  
h e a p s  o f th e  w e ed  a n d  th e n  sh a k e  o u t th e  seed s .
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7. M any of these small hard  seeds are destroyed in 
the stom achs of the birds, but some pass th rough the  
birds unhurt. Also, you m ust rem em ber th a t m any 
birds expel seeds from the ir m ouths in  pellets. These 
seeds are not hu rt, and, indeed, such seeds germ inate 
more easily than  ordinary seeds. Crows often eject 
pellets of seed, and probably do more to spread plan ts 
th an  any other birds.
8. Sticky seeds . Some of the small dry seeds, 
such as the seeds of rib-grass and groundsel (fig. 99),
become s tic k y ; and this 
helps them  to catch on to 
birds and anim als. Among 
shrubs, too, we have some 
plan ts like V ictorian laurel 
th a t have sm ooth seed-cases 
enclosing sticky seeds. 
O thers, like the plumbago, 
have a sticky calyx th a t 
closes over the ripe seed. 
You know the plum bago 
w ith its pale blue flowers 
th a t give beauty to m any an ugly fence ? After the 
long, blue tube-corolla has done its  work, it tw ists 
up so as to form a kind of hook. M eantim e, the calyx 
th a t encloses the fru it frees itself from the  stem 
and hangs out to catch on to anim als by its sticky 
hooks. Though quite detached from its stalk, the 
fru it holds on to the p lan t by these hooks, or by the 
withered, tw isted corolla. B rush  against the p lan t 
when the seeds are ripe, and notice how the seed- 
cases stick to your coat.
G r o u n d se l.
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9. Hooked seed s . M any seeds, again, cling to 
anim als by the help of hooks. The best known are 
the common sheep’s hu rr and the B athu rst burr, 
bu t there are m any others th a t do not stick so well 
as these. Such seed-cases cannot fly, nor can they
jerk  out the ir seed ; but 
they lie in  wait for a 
carrier. A horse lies 
down to roll. W hat a 
chance to stick a seed 
on his c o a t! A sheep 
passes on its way to 
grass 100 miles off. 
H ere is a chance to 
tra v e l! A boy picks a 
bu rr to play at burr- 
throwing. W h a t  a 
chance to get away to 
fresh fields! The m is­
chief done by these bu rr p lan ts is enormous. W hen 
the cockle-burr was first noticed in  Queensland, ^ 5 0  
m ight have cleared it all out of A ustralia. Since 
th a t tim e it has cost A ustralia m any thousands of 
pounds, and no one knows w hat it will cost in  the 
end. I  m ight give a whole chapter to telling you 
of the  dam age done by the  B athurst burr, and how 
it has spread from land to land. In  1835 a shipload 
of horses was brought from Chili to Australia. In  the 
ta ils and m anes of the  horses were seeds of the bu rr 
which we now call the B athu rst bu rr because it was 
first noticed a t B athurst. I t  is said th a t five m inutes 
work would have killed the first few plants th a t 
appeared. This would have saved to A ustralia millions
FiCr 100
B u r r -m e d ic k  (y e llo w  c lo v er) .  
T h e  see d -c a s e s  a re  s p ir a lly  tw is te d  
in to  a  p r ic k ly  b a ll.
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of pounds s te r­
ling. Exam ine 
the p l a n t  f o r  
y o u r s e l v e s .  
Look at its won­
d e r f u l  s e e d s  
w ith your lens. 
W a t c h  t h e  
p l a n t  f o r  a 
whole year till 
you know its 
ways, and then 
you will under­
stand why it is 




B r a n c h  a n d  fr u it  o f  t h e  B a th u r s t  b u rr  : a  m u ch -  
b r a n c h e d  s h r u b  1 to  3 ft. h ig h  w ith  m a n y  3 
p ro n g e d  s p in e s  : fr u it  egg  sh a p e d  w ith  h o o k ed  
p r ic k le s .
m a y  c a r r y  
seed s  in mud. 
You have often 
watched a duck with its ta il in the air and its
bill in the m ud at the bottom  of a pond. Now,
am ong the th ings th a t it finds in  the m ud are seeds.
Pond-m ud is often full of seeds, and when a w ater­
fowl th a t has been wading in a pond dies away, it 
often carries seeds in  the m ud on its legs. E ig h ty - 
two different kinds of p lan ts were grown from seeds 
taken from the legs of a partridge. B irds often dy 
great distances, and now and then  are blown far away 
by great gales of wind. In  th is way, as well as by 
seed-balloons, seeds m ay travel on the wings of the 
wind.
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11. How seed s  are spread by man. There stand 
in  Borne to-day the  ru ins of the Coliseum, a great 
circus of stone. Among these ru ins rare p lan ts are 
found, due, it is supposed, to the seeds brought from 
the ends of the earth  on the sandals of Bom an soldiers. 
In  sim ilar ways the Crusaders brought new plants to 
E ngland . F o r m any centuries ships have carried 
fodder for cattle and grain  for fowls, and in th is 
way seeds have often been swept from the deck to
the sea and borne to 
land. The cockle-burr is 
said to have sprung up 
in New Zealand from bal­
last landed by a ship 
from South America. 
Seeds, again, are often 
contained in  the straw 
or grass used to pack 
cases of goods. To th is 
we owe m any of our 
weeds. Then there is 
the trade in  seed from 
one country to another. 
W hen you sow clover- 
seed bought in Europe 
you m ay sow with it 
weed-seeds th a t are so like the clover-seed th a t they 
are not noticed. We have in  A ustralia the hog-weed, 
sorrel-weed (fig. 101), sow-thistle, the scarlet p im ­
pernel, lucerne-dodder, and m any other of the weeds 
and wild flowers of Europe. The cockle-burr is said 
to have been brought into A ustralia with cotton seed 
sown in  Queensland.
C o m m o n  so rr e l-w e ed .
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12. P lan ts in  pots and “ cuttings ” are brought to 
A ustralia from all parts  of the world. In  the 
Melbourne Botanic G ardens you m ay see a great 
weeping-willow th a t was grown from a “ c u ttin g ” taken 
from the tree th a t grows over the grave of Napoleon 
at St. Helena. And so it has come to pass th a t our 
gardens are made beautiful by the finest trees and 
flowers of m any countries. God did not m ean the 
rose of Persia to be kept in  one land o n ly ; and so 
the rose of Persia is to-day in m any lands. So is 
it w ith all th a t is good in flower and fruit.
Q u e s t io n s  and E x e r c i s e s : —
(1) G ive th e  colours of a ll th e  berries you  have noticed. W hat  
colours are the m ost common ?
(2) Can you  nam e any  birds th a t ea t (a) th e  p ink berries of the  
pepper-tree (b) th e  red berries of th e  Cape thorn hedge ?
(3) Look w ith  lens a t th e  ca lyx  of th e  plum bago flower a t  
various stages of ripeness, and te ll  w hat you  see.
(4) F ind  th e  large, ta ll sum m er w eed w ith  strong branching red 
stem s and reddish-green tin y  flowers. Shake a ripe sp ike over 
w h ite  paper, and look a t th e  m any lit t le  seeds, sh in y  and l)lack  
lik e  th e  body of a garden ant.
(5) F ind  a ripe sp ike of th e  broad-leaved plantain . Count the  
seeds in  one of th e  l i t t le  egg-shaped pods C ount th e  pods on 
th e  sp ike, and the sp ikes on th e  plant, and reckon up th e  total 
num ber of seeds.
(6) Over a m illion  seeds m ay be produced by  one large weed. 
W h at becom es of them  ?
(7) Som e seeds resem ble insects, and m ay possibly be carried off 
by in sect-eating  birds. E xam ine th e  seed of the castor-oil p lant,
(a) w ith  th e  sheath  on ; (b) w hen stripped of its  sheath.
(8) In  w hat w ay do the seeds of the fo llow ing p lants travel :— 
burr-m edick (yellow  clover), forget-m e-not, pittosporum  (V ic­
torian laurel), carrot ?
(9) N o roads in  A u stra lia  have so m any w eeds as the travelling  
stock routes. E xplain.
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C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c i s e  : A  B ath urst burr in a field near M el­
bourne sprang from seed grow n on a D arling R iver station . T ell 
the story of th e  travels of th e  burr.
D r a w in g  E x e r c is e  ; (1) Draw and colour a buneb of berries or 
of any coloured fruit.
(2) D raw  (a) a  burr of th e  B athurst burr p la n t ; (6) a single  
book of the burr (enlarged).
XXIV.— FK U IT S AND SE E D S.— P a r t  III .
How S e e d s  a r e  c a r r i e d  b y  t h e  W i n d .
1. We saw how some seeds m anage to travel by 
hooking them selves to anim als. B ut th is of course is 
possible only in  the case of p lan ts th a t are near to the 
ground. W hen the p lan ts are over seven or eight feet 
high, the seeds cannot be brushed off by animals. 
And th is is why m any trees depend on the wind to 
carry off the ir seeds.
2. T u m b le -w eed s . Even in the case of low plants 
the wind is sometimes used to scatter seed. The 
branches of some low p lan ts and grasses become brittle 
when the seeds are ripe, and are broken off and carried 
away by the first high wind. Some plants, indeed, 
break off close to the root, and are blown away entire. 
On m any of the wide open plains of A ustralia there is 
a tumble-weed of th is kind. I t  is often a good sized 
shrub, growing as high as a small boy. This shrub 
grows into a large, round b a l l ; big enough to be a 
g ian t’s foo tball; and the wind plays with it over the 
plains, th is  way and that, for miles at a time, until, 
one day, it sticks on a bush or fence. Even a fence
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does not always stop these plant-balls. One is piled 
up on another, ju st as boys give each other “ a back 
up ” in climbing a wall, and then  a plant-ball comes 
rolling up before a brisk wind and clears the fence ! 
At M ildura the boys call a plan t of th is kind the “ roly- 
poly.” Well, you can see how a tumble-weed like th is 
sows its seeds as it rolls over the plain.
8. How the poppy scatters seed. Did you ever 
notice how a poppy plant makes full use 
of its height in  getting its seed scattered? 
Round the roof of the p retty  seed-box is 
a kind of eave, and under the shelter of 
th is eave you will find the holes by which 
the seeds escape. Strike a ripe seed-pod, 
and you m ay see some seeds fall out 
easily, but others can be jerked out only 
by a high wind th a t throws them  to some 
distance. You see now why the poppy 
head stands straight up as high as 
it can reach, and why it has so stiff 
a stem.
4. A balloon of silky hairs. A nother plan for
s c a t t e r i n g  seed, 
m u c h  u s e d  by  
ground plants, is 
a balloon of silky 
hairs. Nearly all 
the flowers built 
on the plan of the 
dandelion have a 
balloon of some 
kind ; but the m ost 
H ea d  o f  d a n d e lio n , w ith  see d  rea d y  for  flig h t, fam iliar p lan t to
P o p p y  h ead , 
sh o w in g  th e  
h o le s  b y  w h ic h  
th e  seed s  e sca p e .
1
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iis is the flatweed. The yellow flower on the long 
stalk of the  flatweed gives more colour to our fields 
in w inter th an  any other flower. The balloon of the 
flatweed is a beautiful object when seen through a lens, 
l)ut it is not so perfect as th a t of the  dandelion. If you 
can get a dandelion th a t has ju s t hoisted its balloon to 
the wind, try  in how m any pufls you can blow away 
all the seeds. In  some lands the children say as they 
blow: "O n e  o’clock, two o’clock,” and so on. Well, 
we shall suppose th a t you have puffed them  all away 
except one, th a t stands alone on the pitted disc. I 
shall ask you to draw th is seed w ith its balloon. You 
cannot draw the beautiful silky sheen of the hairs, 
bu t your drawing m ay show how wonderfully the seed 
is planned for travel. All the th istles use th is plan for 
m aking the ir seeds travel. Can you wonder tha t 
th istles soon spread over a whole country ?
5. How the willow-herb scatters its seed . In  
few p lants is the balloon of hairs so delicate as in  the 
willow-herb— a p lan t often found on river 
flats and other dam p places. I t  is a 
p lan t from two to four feet high, bearing 
a pink flower, th a t ripens into a long, 
slender pod. W hen th is  pod splits, it 
shows m any small seeds, each of which 
has a delicate tu ft of silky hairs. The 
pod opens from the top downwards, and, 
as the topm ost balloons are blown away, 
the lower ones push the pod farther apart 
so th a t the wind m ay blow them  away in 
c, the ir tu rn . Look at these beautiful seeds
oeea-case  o i n  i  l
%  w ith your lens, and you may find tha t 
soBieof the  swkk not hflly ignnvn;
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but these help with their balloons to float away the 
heavier ripe seeds. But, indeed, none of the seed is 
heavy ; for it would take about 30,000 of them  to 
weigh as m uch as one broad b e a n !
6. Trees that have hairy seeds. Among the 
trees, too, some make use of the balloon of hairs.
Look at ripe seeds of the plane tree, 
or of the willow, or of the oleander, 
and you will see the hairy  seeds 
ready for a flight. Have you noticed 
how tough the fruit-stalks of the plane 
tree are, and how tigh tly  they hold on 
to the tree?  Break up one of the 
fru it balls, and you will find th a t the 
seeds are feathered for flight. Now, 
if the ball fell easily to the ground, 
the seeds would have little  chance of
flying. Hence the balls hang on
tightly , often through the whole 
trietthe°s?e®ds wiuter. Swinging and banging against 
the wood in every gale, till the seeds 
are loosened and fly away.
7. Trees that have flat or winged seed s. B ut the
plan m ost in use among the trees th a t use the wind
as a seed-carrier is th a t of the  fiat, 
light seeds or winged seeds. E ven among 
low plants we find some th a t have seeds 
of th is kind, as in the fiat, light seeds of 
the Cape love-lily, and in  the winged seeds 
of the parsnip. B ut most of the seeds of 
th is kind grow high up in  the air where 
the wind has a chance to blow them  to a 
see d s  o f p a r sn ip , distance The hop IS  not a tree, but it
f l G r 105
F r u i t  b a ll o f  p la n e  
8 e e .  T h e  b a ll is  be-
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FlCr 101
W in g e d  
s e e d  o f  
p in e .
climbs on trees or high poles, and so we are not su r­
prised to find th a t its seeds are winged. One of the 
sim plest of winged seeds is th a t of the pine. If you 
break open the hard  scales of a pine cone,* 
you will see th a t each seed has a wing.
8. Notice carefully th a t in m any pines 
the wing is not evenly balanced. Can 
you guess the  purpose of th is ? The 
longer the  seed takes to reach the ground, 
the m ore chance the wind has of blowing 
it away. Now, if two winged seeds fall 
from the same point at the same m om ent, one of 
which is well-balanced and the other not, which seed 
will take the longer to reach the ground ? 
Some trees, however, have winged seed 
w ith the wings alm ost evenly balanced. 
You will see th is in  the elm, and in 
the plane tree th a t is called the 
sycamore. B ut the slightest uneven­
ness in  the balance serves the purpose.
9. E ven w ithout wings a cluster of 
seed-cases blown off a high tree in a 
storm  can travel some distance. Look at the ground 
near a ta ll gum tree after a storm , and you m ay see 
how gum  tree seed-cases are sometimes scattered. 
The seeds of gum trees, however, often escape from 
the seed-cases while these are still on the tree. The 
seeds are, as a rule, sm all and light, and when they 
escape from seed-cases on a high branch, they m ay be 
carried a good way by the wind.
W in g ed  see d  
of e lm .
* A  l ia t c l ie t  m a y  b e  n eed ed , i f  tb e  p in e  c o n e  b e  you n g . C on es o ft e n  b a n g  
fo r  y e a r s  b e fo r e  tb e  seed s  fa l l  ou t. A lte r n a te  su n  a n d  r a in  c a u se  tb e  sca le s  
to  o p e n , a n d  in  tb is  w a y  tb e  s ee d s  b e c o m e  a t  la s t  free.
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10. Of the wonders of seed travel I  have not told 
you one h a lf ; but I  can tell yon of only one more
11. S eed s  that cannot be seen. Some of the 
seeds we have been looking at are very small, but 
they can all be seen with the naked eye. Now, there 
are millions of seeds so small th a t they can float in 
the air, and can be seen only with the help of a 
microscope. I t  is these unseen seeds th a t coat an old 
apple tree w ith lichen, and a damp rock with moss. 
God has so made the world th a t no p art of it can long 
rem ain bare or u g ly ; and so, on the places where 
large p lan ts could not live, m inute p lants spring into 
life. E ven an old fence rail is often beautiful.
Q u e s t io n s  and E x e r c i s e s  :—
(1) H ow  does th e  n ative blue-bell scatter its  seed?
(2) B reak open a ripe seed-ball of th e  plane tree and find out its  
secret of seed-dispersal.
(3) W hich  is  th e  prettiest seed balloon you  know  ? M ake a list  
of som e of th e  finest.
(4) C ollect a num ber of different kinds of flat or w inged seeds.
(5) G ive th e  colours of th e  lichens of your district.
(6) M ildew  is caused by  m inute p lants th a t grow from invisib le  
seeds th a t float in  the air. W here do w e find m ildew  ?
C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c is e  :— T ell th e  adventures of a dandelion  
seed as it  flew aw ay on the w ings of a h igh wind.
D r a w in g  E x e r c i s e : —(1) D raw  (a) a cluster of seed-balls of the  
plane tree ; (6) a single seed (enlarged). (2) D raw  th e balloon of 
the dandelion ; (a) unbroken ; (b) a single seed (enlarged to show  
th a t the seed is prickly) w ith  its  balloon.
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C H A PTER XXV.
HOW  PLA NTS M U LTIPLY  W ITHOUT T H E  
H E L P  OF SEED S.
1. Of two bee-grubs exactly alike, one is placed by 
the bees into an ordinary cell, and, in due tim e, 
grows into a working bee; the other, placed in  a  
larger cell, and fed on richer food, comes out a queen 
b e e ! How it is done we do not know. In  some 
sim ilar way— though here, again, we know little, 
one plant-cell is so fed and placed as to become a
stem -cell; another to become a leaf-cell. This
stem-cell, again, m ay become a root-cell, and the 
leaf-cell m ay be so fed and placed as to become 
a thorn, a tendril, a sepal, a petal, a stam en, a pistil, 
a f r u i t !
2. We have already had examples showing how a 
leaf m ay disguise itself as a thorn  or a tendril. Look
at the flower of the 
iLJjJ bougainvillea, and you 
will see tha t tlie 
“ flower ” consists of 
coloured leaves. E x ­
amine, once more, a 
m onthly r o s e  t h a t  
shows how the stam ens tu rn  into petals (fig. 109). 
Hold up a gooseberry to* the light, and you will see 
th a t it is ju s t a swollen leaf or leaves fitted for 
holding seeds.
' /
F l O  lOi)
R o se  s ta m e n s  c h a n g in g  in to  p e t a ls  
a s  w e  p a s s  fr o m  th e  c en tr e  o f  
th e  r o se  o u tw a rd s.
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L e a v e s  g ro w in g  o u t o f 
a  p in e-a p p le .
8. Indeed, in the pine-apple, 
as you know, the leaves push 
through the fru it and continue the 
growth upward. The same th ing 
m ay now and then be seen in a 
rose-bloom. Pears, too, are 
sometimes found with a tuft 
of leaves growing out of the 
fruit.
4. If, now, I tell you th a t new 
plants sometimes grow out of a 
single leaf, you will not be 
surprised.
How a single leaf can make new plants. There 
is a leaf tha t throws out roots at every notch of the 
edge when it is placed on damp, warm soil. In  this 
way a crop of new plants m ay spring up all round 
the edge. The coleus and the beautiful begonias, 
so common in our plant-houses, are often m ultiplied 
by leaf-rooting.* Have you ever noticed the little
plants th a t grow on the leaves of some ferns? Now
and then, too, one finds little p lants growing on the 
leaves of water-cress or cabbage.
5. How a bramble goes  on its travels. H ere
is a little bram ble 
four inches 
on the north  
side of a hedge ten 
feet high. We re tu rn  
in a year or two, 
and find th a t the
Fie-
B r a m b le  b u sh  ro o tin g .
* C ut in to  th e  v e in s  s l ig h t ly  w h e r e  th e y  a re  s tr o n g e s t , a n d  th e n  p r e ss  th e  
le a f  on  w a rm , m o is t  ea rth . D o  n o t  b u ry  th e  lea f.
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bram ble-bush has clambered over the hedge, reached 
down on the other side, and rooted i ts e lf ! A new 
bram ble-bush from th is root is stretching out its 
prickly fingers to seek for new places where it may 
climb.,
6, How a little bit of leaf can make a whole plant. 
A farm er w ith axe and spade roots up a hedge of 
prickly-pear. H e carts it all away— root and stem 
and leaves. All ? N o ; some small broken bits of 
the leaves are left on the loose earth. In  a few 
m onths new plants are growing all along the line of 
the old hedge. The leaf-fragm ents have taken r o o t!
7 New plants may spring from roots. And 
now, having seen how a p lan t m ay spring from a 
leaf, let us see w hat the root can do in m ultiplying 
plants. If you examine willow trees growing beside 
a river, you m ay often see a leafy shoot from a root 
th a t has been laid bare by the river. Cut off the 
root th a t hears the shoot and p lan t it, and you have 
a new tree. This sometimes happens when a flood 
bears off a root of th is kind. Sim ilarly, you may 
find a new p lan t growing from a raspberry  root. If 
you dig up a raspberry  p lan t th a t has not been touched 
for a season, you will probably find plants th a t have 
grown up from the roots, a foot or two away from 
the  old plant.
8. And the s te m : can it, too, make new plants ? 
Yes, in a num ber of w ays; sometimes from the stem 
above ground, and sometimes from the stem  under­
ground.
9. How the stem  above ground m akes new  
plants. Buffalo grass throws out long creeping stems,
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and at every joint of these a root may be formed. 
The couch grasses behave in the same way. All 
grasses of th is class are said to root at the joint. 
W hen ground is loose, as at the sea-coast, these joint- 
rooting grasses can sometimes be taken up for un ­
broken lengths of ten to twenty feet. I t  is with 
these long, creeping, rooting stems tha t the sand- 
grasses bind together the sand hills on the coast-line.






R u n n er  o f  s tr a w b err y  p la n t.
down a
ro o t; and from this a tuft of leaves rises to form a 
new plant. Then it runs on a little further, and 
makes another plant. Give the runner tim e and good 
earth, and it will run in th is way to the end of the 
longest bed. I t is from the new plants on these 
runners tha t new beds of strawberries are planted 
out.
11. W hen you prune your gooseberry or curran t 
bushes, you may often find hanging branches th a t 
have pushed themselves into the earth  and formed 
new roots. Each of these may be planted out to 
form a new bush. Gardeners have learned by 
watching this plan to bend down the low branches of 
m any other shrubs. They peg them  into the ground,
L
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and then place a layer of earth  over them. This 
m ethod of growing a new plan t is called layering.*
12. If, instead of allowing a gooseberry branch to 
stoop to the earth  and root itself, you cut off six or 
nine inches of ripened wood and plan t it after the fall 
of the leaf, you will probably find th a t it takes root. 
There is enough ripe sap in the wood to heal the 
wound and to throw out roots. P lants grown in this 
way are said to be grown from slips or cuttings.
13. In  all the cases I have given, the stem or 
branch has grown in the a i r ; but sometimes a stem 
does not rise into the air, but burrows in the ground
14. How underground stem s make new plants. 
Dig up a common bracken and you will see this
burrow ing stem. You 
see, too, where it is 
sending up shoots to 
form new plants. The 
s uc ke r  throw n up by a 
rose-bush is at first 
sim ilar to a burrowing 
stem, but, after travelling 
a little way from the 
m ain stem, the sucker 
leaves the ground and 
becomes a new plant. 
The burrowing stem, on 
the other hand, after 
th n ^ n n g u p a n e w p k m fi
* T h e  fo r m a t io n  o f r o o ts  w ill  b e  m o re  c e r ta in  i f  a  s lig h t  cu t or tw is t  be  
g iv e n  to  th e  p a r t th u s  b u ried . T h e  sap  c h eck ed  a t  th e  c u t is  r ic h  in  th e  
fo r m a t iv e  m a t te r  th a t  h e a ls  a w o u n d  or  m a k es  a ro o t. In  th is  c a se  it  
d o e s  b o th .
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harbinger
goes on its way underground. The elm, the poplar, 
the plum, and the pear are among the trees th a t throw 
up suckers.
15. The tuber. Sometimes the underground stem 
swells into a tuber, as in the potato. The potato tha t 
you eat is not really a root, but a part of the s te m ; 
and I need hardly say is not grown by the p lan t for 
our use but to make new plants. The “ eyes ” of the 
potato are ju st leaf-buds in the swollen stem.
16. The bulb. Sometimes, again, the underground 
stem swells out into a bulb. Very m any of our 
spring wild flowers, like the Victorian crocus and the
of spring, have bulbs. Sometimes, as in 
the onion, the bulb can be broken 
up into thick scaly leaves. These 
scales, indeed, are ju st disguised leaves. 
Now, you know tha t in the angle 
between a leaf and the stem there is 
always a bud. The little bulbs, then, 
th a t form at the base of the scale-like 
leaves are ju st underground buds. 
Sometimes again, as in the gladiolus, 
the bulb is solid and cannot, like 
the onion, be broken up into 
scaly leaves. In  such cases 
the little bulbs have to be 
formed above the old one, or at 
the side. Take up a bulb of the 
gladiolus, and you will often see 
the bulb of last year below the 
bulb of this year. You m ight 
th ink  from this th a t in a year
S o lid  b u lb  (g lad io lu s) i t  i
sh o w in g  th e  w ith er e d  b u lb  o r  tw O  t h e  b u lb  Ot t h e  g la d lO lu S
of la s t  y ea r  b e lo w  th is  
y e a r ’s b u lb .
F i b  Ilk 
S ca ly  b u lb  w ith  
l i t t le  b u lb s —a , a.
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would rise above ground ; but, strange to say, such 
p lan ts have the power to draw the bulb down into 
the ground, ju st as the roots of a bram ble shoot th a t 
has touched the ground have power to draw down 
the shoot into the earth.
17. Among the wood sorrels introduced from South 
Africa into A ustralia, there is one with a pretty  umbel 
of drooping yellow flowers. This p lant is spreading 
fast by m eans of small bulbs th a t grow in large 
num bers on the long thread-like roots. Weeds, as a 
rule, are killed by being “ turned  in ” in d igg ing ; 
but, since digging scatters these little bulbs, it serves 
only to help the spread of th is sorrel. A wood sorrel 
taken from South Africa to M alta has spread around 
the whole of the M editerranean coast, not by seed 
but by small bulbs. This is probably the same plant.
18. How man learned to be a gardener. From  
all th is  you can see th a t N ature has m any ways of 
m ultiplying plants besides scattering seed. You can 
see, too, how m an has learned to follow N ature in 
this. He has watched and copied the plans of Nature. 
One m an, in rem oving the leaves tha t had fallen 
below a begonia, chanced to notice th a t one of the 
leaves had rooted itself. The news spread, and, in 
a short time, all the gardeners in the world were 
growing begonias by leaf-rooting. I t is in th is way 
th a t m an has learned to be a gardener.
Q u e s t io n s  and E x e r c is e s  :—
(1) Grow from cu ttin gs the follow ing ; gooseberry, geranium ,
currant, rose, grape vine.
g  T h e  c u tt in g s  s h o u ld  b e  o f  r ip e n e d  w ood  p la n te d  a fter  th e  a u tu m n
r a i n s ' P r e ss  e a r th  fir m ly  a b o u t th e  e n d s  in  th e  g rou n d . T h e  p ro cess  o f 
r o o t-m a k in g  m a y  b e  w a tc h e d  if  a n  iv y  c u t t in g  b e  s tru ck  in  w a ter  in  a  
g la s s  v a se .
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(2) G et a strawberry plant from a strong runner. P lan t in a 
bed where there is good soil and plenty of room on all sides. N ote  
a t end of one year or tw o years how m any new plants have grown  
from runners.
(3) Grow buffalo or couch-grass from “ jo in ts.”
(4) Grow tw o bulbs ; one a scaly bulb (say the onion) ; the 
other a solid bulb (say the gladiolus). N ote the different 
m ethods of bulb-m ultiplication.
(5) If one of the green branches of a potato be covered w ith  
earth, it  often forms a potato tuber. W hat does th is prove?
(6) Two w ays of potato planting . (a) Since each eye is a bud, 
cu t up the tuber, and plant as m any seeds as there are eyes i 
(b) P lan t a w hole tuber w ith  only a single bud—a strong one, left. 
W hich is lik e ly  to  be the better plan ? Remember th at the starch 
stored in the tuber is to g ive th e young plant a start.
(7) Chop up a dock-weed root into bits and plant them . N ote  
how m any m ake new  plants. Try sim ilar experim ents w ith  
sorrel-weed (sour grass).
N o t e .—T h is  w ill  sh o w  w h y  it  is  th a t  p lo u g h  an d  h a rro w  do n o t d e s tro y  
d o ck s  and  so rre l w eed s, b u t r a th e r  m u lt ip ly  th e m .
(8) Rem ove all the leaves of a dandelion and see w hether it  can 
shoot afresh.
(9) H ow  do the follow ing plants m ultip ly  w ith ou t seed ? : Com­
mon sorrel weed, peppermint, D anubian reed (bamboo), violet, 
verbena.
C o m p o s i t io n  E x e r c i s e : T ell how man learned to be a
gardener.
D ra w in g  E x e rc ise  : Show by a sketch how a strawberry-plant 
runs out to m ake new plants.
XXVI. HOW  PLANTS HAVE B EE N  IM PROVED
BY MAN.
1. We have seen how m an can bring the wild plants 
of all lands into his g a rd en ; and now we are to 
see how he can improve them. Man can make a poor
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plant into a fine plant, ju st as he can make a poor 
anim al into a fine animal. Compare a dingo with a 
Scotch collie, and it will help you to see how m uch 
m an has done to improve the wild dog. Compare the 
grass called wild oats with the oats of the farm, and 
you will see how m an can improve a wild plant. I t  is 
easier to notice all th is in an old country where you 
can see the wild p lants side by side with the garden 
plants.
2. From forest to  orchard. In  parts  of Europe 
you m ay pass in a few m inutes from an autum n wood 
where the wild plum  grows, to an orchard of plum 
trees ; from the small harsh  fruits of the sloe to the 
large juicy plum s of the garden. Similarly, you may 
pass from the small fru it of the gean— the wild cherry, 
to the large fru it of a garden cherry-tree. So, also, 
we m ay pass from the crab— the wild apple, to the 
garden apple of a hundred kinds ; and from the small 
straw berry of the woods to the large berry of the 
garden. You now know enough of plant-life to guess 
some of the ways in  which these wonders have been 
wrought. H ere are a few h in ts  to help you to th ink  
out the m atte r for yourselves.
3. How the sloe was changed into the garden-  
plum. (1) The tree was freed from all rivals— weeds 
and bushes and trees. (2) By frequent stirring, or 
by careful m ulching,* the earth  was kept open to rain 
and air. (3) W ater was given when the rainfall was
*W hen  th e  e a r th  a b o u t a  p la n t  is  k ep t o p en  an d  m o is t  b y  m e a n s  o f a  
l it te r  o f  s tra w , or  le a v e s  or o th e r  w a ste  m a tte r , i t  is  sa id  to  b e  m u lch ed .  
T h is  is  o f  s p e c ia l im p o r ta n c e  in  A u str a lia  w h ere  th e  v eg eta b le  m a t te r  in  
th e  e a r th  m a y  b e  b u rn ed  up  b y  th e  h o t  sun . D a r k n ess  an d  m o d er a te  
te m p e r a tu r e , to o , se e m  to  b e  n e c essa ry  to  th e  b a c te r ia  th a t  m a k e  root-food . 
A ll th is  r a ise s  q u e s tio n s  a s to  th e  p r a c tic e  o f “ b a re  fa llo w  ” in  a  c lim a te  
l ik e  ou rs.
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not enough. (4) Insect pests, which sometimes h u rt 
the trees of the wood, were kept off. (5) The tree 
was regularly pruned. (6) Root-food was added to 
the soil when required.
4. In  a sim ilar way have our vegetables been im ­
proved. W hat a step, for example, from the wild 
cabbage of the coasts of E ngland  to the m any kinds 
of cabbage and cauliflower th a t grow in our gardens !
5. How the parsnip of to-day w as raised. The 
seed of the wild parsnip  of E n g ­
land was sown in 1847 in  an 
E nglish  garden. The soil was 
loose and rich  ; and only the very 
best of the seeds were saved from 
the very best of the plants. This 
choice of p lan t and seed was re ­
peated, year after year, un til the 
spindly, tough, strong-flavoured 
wild root became l a r g e  a n d  
sweet. Then the seed of this
Parsnip. garden-parsnip was sold all over
the world by seedsmen. I t  is in th is way also, th a t 
we have improved the turn ip , carrot, radish and 
other vegetables.
6. As knowledge grows, some of our native p lants 
m ay become garden vegetables. Our native spinach, 
sometimes called New Zealand spinach, is already 
used in th is way.* Captain Cook made his men take 
this vegetable twice a day. You m ust not think, how­
ever, th a t we can take any wild p lan t and grow it in
* T h e  N a tiv e  B o w er  S p in a c h —a tr a il in g  p la n t  v e ry  c o m m o n  o n  th e  
V ic to r ia n  co a st , is  a lso  e a ta b le , b u t is  n o t  so  g o o d  a  v a r ie ty  a s  th e  N ew  
Z ea la n d  S p in a c h , w h ic h  is  a n a t iv e  o f  N ew  S o u th  W a le s  a n d  Q u een slan d .
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S tu r t’s d e s er t  pea.
the garden. Some wild plants, like some wild birds, 
refuse to become garden pets. Try to grow any of 
your favourite wild flowers, and you may find this
out. S tu rt’s desert pea 
is a good p lan t to try , 
because, with pains, you 
may succeed*.
7. How the Wheat  
P l a n t  is b e i n g  i m ­
proved. More im portant 
th an  all these fruits and 
vegetables is the im ­
provem ent m an has 
made on the wheat 
plant. And still the 
work goes on. The 
wheat seeds of m any 
lands are being tried in A ustralasia to find the plant 
best suited for us. Nay, more, new kinds of wheat 
are being raised here to m eet the needs of a new land 
and a new climate. The pollen blown from one kind 
of w heat to another m ay chance to make a valuable 
new p la n t ; and m an has copied N ature in  this method 
of getting new kinds.
8. L et us say tha t a certain wheat is a great oearer 
and does not suffer m uch from the rust disease, but is 
too weak in the stalk to stand up against the spring 
gales. Then, if a flower of th is wheat be dusted with 
the pollen of another good wheat th a t has a stout
*T lie  see d  sh o u ld  b e  so w n  w h ere  th e  p la n ts  are to  g r o w ; on  ra ised  e a r th  
w h er e  th e  p la n ts  w ill  n o t  b e  d is tu rb ed  an d  w ill n o t  g e t a n y  w a ter  e x ce p t  
th e  ra in fa ll.  I t  is  w o r th  ta k in g  p a in s  to  grow  th is  fin e  pea -flow er  (C l ia n th u s  
D a m p i e r i ) .  I t  is  n a m ed  a fte r  D a m p ie r , w h o  fo u n d  i t  in  N .W . A u str a lia  in  
1699, an d  p r e se n ted  a  s p e c im e n  to  th e  B r it is h  M u seu m . I t w as th u s  p ro­
b a b ly  th e  fir s t A u str a lia n  flow er  to  b e  see n  in  E n g lan d .
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stalk, the seed may possibly give us a new w heat-plant 
with the good points of both kinds.
9. W hen you learn th a t from <£2,000,000 to 
<£3,000,000 are lost to A ustralia every year by ru st in 
wheat, you will see how in teresting  and how im portant 
are problems of this kind* In  the same way, a dull- 
looking apple of good flavour may be crossed with an 
apple of handsom e colour, in the hope th a t a new 
apple m ay be got th a t is good both in flavour and 
colour.
10. From hedge-rose to garden rose. Among 
the flowers, new kinds are being made in th is way, 
every year. Many of our best roses, indeed, are less 
than  20 years o ld ; and hundreds of gardeners are 
still working at the problem of joining together in one 
rose the finest form, the finest colour and the finest 
scent. The hedge-rose has a charm  of its own, but 
w hat a distance separates it from Maman Cochet or 
the Bride ! One of the greatest difficulties of the rose 
grower is to preserve scent in  the improved rose.
11. Improvement by budding and grafting. Then 
there are the m ethods of im provem ent by budding 
and grafting. You are now able to understand those 
m ethods quite easily. We saw th a t a new bud is 
formed between every new leaf and the stem. By the 
end of December, the new bud is generally ripe enough 
to be shifted from one tree to another.
• 12. Budding. F irs t of all, you make a perpend­
icular slit about one inch long in  the bark of the tree
* T h e  G o v e r n m e n ts  o f  N e w  S o u th  W a le s  a n d  V ic to r ia  are  w o rk in g  to g e th e r  
o v e r  p r o b le m s  o f  th is  k in d , a n d  a lr e a d y  w ith  g o o d  r e s u lt s .  S e e  a r t ic le  in  
“ T h e  J o u r n a l o f  A g r ic u ltu r e ” p. 415 b y  Mr. D . M cA lp in e.
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th a t is to receive the new bud. Do not go deeper than  
the bark. Then at the top of th a t slit make a cross­
cut (fig. 118 b); then, with a th in  narrow  paper-cutter 
or budding knife, raise the bark a little  a t each corner
below the cross-cut. And 
now we have to slice off 
the new bud. Slice off 
with a sharp knife as 
shewn in the fig. 118a, cu t­
ting  off altogether an inch 
of bark and a very th in  
piece of wood w ith it. 
Then put the lower end 
of the bud into the cross­
cut, and slide it down till 
the bud is a little  be­
low the cro ss-cu t; and 
then cut off the  end at 
the cross-cut. Next take 
a piece of soft, strong 
string or tape, and wind it 
around the bud from the bottom up. W ind the tape 
with a steady, tigh t but not hard  strain , un til you 
have covered the whole cut and left nothing in  view 
but the bud. In  a few days, the bud should have 
“ taken .” Recall the position of the leaf-sap tubes 
in  the stem, and you will see at once how the leaf- 
sap runs into the new bud as if it belonged to the 
stem. You will also be able to understand the method 
of grafting which is shown in fig. 119.
13. Grafting is done before the end of w inter; in ­
stead of a bud we use a shoot of wood of last sum m er’s 
growth. The branch th a t is to receive this shoot is
FiO 118
B u d d in g ;  a ,  s l ic in g  o ff th e  b u d ;  b, 
b a rk  o p e n e d  to  r e c e iv e  th e  b u d ; 
c, t h e  b u d  r ea d y  fo r  in s e r t io n ; d,  th e  
b u d  in s e r te d  an d  tied  up.
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G r a ftin g : b is  to  be  
g r a fte d  o n  a.  T h e  
s c io n  b a n d  th e  sto ck  
a  a re  so  c u t th a t  th e  
b a rk  o f  th e  o n e  fits  
e x a c t ly  o n  th e  bark  o f 
th e  o t h e r ; c sh o w s th e  
tw o  jo in ed .
cut as shewn in the fig, 119 a, and 
the shoot b is cut so as to fit in exactly. 
Next, some clay or grafting wax is 
plastered on, and the whole is then 
bound up with tape. The great 
point in grafting, as in budding, is 
to get the inner barks exactly fitted 
together, so th a t the tubes th a t carry 
the ripe leaf-sap may get together. 
We saw tha t it is this ripe leaf-sap 
tha t makes new wood and new 
bark.
14. Suppose th a t you have a rose­
bush tha t is healthy but with a poor 
flower ; then by budding or grafting 
from a fine rose, you may get a good 
flower on a strong root. In  the same way, you may 
improve your fruit-trees. F ine but delicate kinds are 
budded or grafted on strong kinds th a t have grown 
for a year in the nursery. Apples tha t suffer from 
the apple-aphis are grafted or budded on roots tha t 
are proof against this p e s t ; and trees th a t cannot 
stand a damp soil are grown on roots th a t thrive in 
such soil.
15. Of all the plans for im proving plants, the 
sim plest for you to try  is th a t of sowing the best seeds 
of the best plants. W onderful im provem ents have 
been made in this way. And here again, we are but 
copying Nature. Let us suppose tha t 100 seeds fall 
from an annual, and th a t all these get covered with 
earth. Most of the seeds come up, but after a struggle 
one plant only remains. W hich one ? Some of the 
seeds grew on the strong well sunned shoots of the
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annual, and others on weak or shaded shoots. Some, 
therefore, of the seeds would be stronger than  the 
others, and of the strong seeds one m ight be strongest 
of all. The plan t from th is seed sm others the r e s t ! 
The gardener, when he picks the best seed, is but 
copying Nature.
N o t e .— S c h o la r s  in  w h e a t-g r o w in g  d is tr ic ts  m ig h t  m a k e  e x p e r im e n ts  in  
im p r o v in g  th e  see d -w h e a t . T h e  p la n  is  to  sow  s e le c te d  se e d s  in  a  see d  p lo t , 
a n d  th e  fo llo w in g  y e a r  a g a in  to  s e le c t  th e  b e s t  h e a d s  a n d  a g a in  sow  in  a 
se p a r a te  p lo t . T h is  p r o c ess  is  c o n tin u e d  fo r  a  few  y ea rs . T h e  r e s u lt s  
o b ta in e d  in  th is  w a y  in  C a n a d ia n  s c h o o ls  h a v e  b e e n  so  v a lu a b le  th a t  450 o f  
th e  p a r e n ts  (in  fa r m in g  d is tr ic ts )  h a v e  fo r m e d  a  s o c ie ty  fo r  p ro d u c in g  p u re ­
b red  see d  b y  h a n d  s e le c tio n .
Q u e s t io n s  and E x e r c i s e s  ;—
(1) A fter m idsum m er m ake experim ents in budding. N .B . 
Strong-grow ing rose and peach trees w ith  bark th at lifts  readily  
are easily  budded. If th e  budding be done early in  sum mer, the  
stron g  sap-How m akes th e  bud push out a shoot, and th is shoot 
is lik e ly  to be w eak. I t  is  better th a t th e  bud remain dormant 
till the fo llow in g  spring.
(2) D uring  w inter m ake experim ents in  grafting. Note.  If 
som e cu ttin gs of cherry plum have been planted the previous 
w inter, th ey  w ill now be ready for grafting upon. For experi­
m ents in pear-tree grow ing, suckers from a pear-tree can be 
planted in  th e  nursery during the previous w inter. P upils should  
be warned, however, th a t pear-trees grown on suckers are apt to  
sucker freely. Good growers raise their pear stocks from seed.
(3) One often  sees suckers of a w ild  plum  grow ing from the  
roots of a garden plum , or the suckers of a wild cherry grow ing  
from a garden cherry. E xplain.
(4) Should experim ents in  crossing be tried, tw o points m ust be 
noted, (a) T he dower m ust be operated on as soon as open,
(b) A fter being fertilised  the dower m ust have a sm all bag of 
m uslin tied  round it  to keep off insects. D ahlias m ake good 
subjects for experim ent. For dne work a cam el hair brush may 
be used for transferring pollen.
C o m p o s i t io n  e x e r c i s e  :—T ell how w eeds have been turned 
in to  garden vegetab les, and w ild fruits into garden fruits.
D r a w in g  e x e r c i s e  Draw a hedge rose, and, alongside of it, 
your favourite garden rose.
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XXVII.—HOW ONE SEASON PREPA RES FOR 
TH E NEXT.
1. Some plants, like the poppy or the garden pea, 
die before winter com es; others, like the carrot, live | 
for two seasons; and others, again, like the oak tree, 
live for many years.
2. Annuals, biennials, and perennials. The 
plants tha t live for one season only are called 
annuals. Such a plant is the portulaca. The 
portulaca puts out its beautiful white, pink, red, or 
yellow flowers in the hot m o n th s; and so you need 
not sow the seed you have saved till the winter is 
quite over. This plant, then, disappears entirely 
from Victoria at the end of summer. No trace of 
the plant remains, and, but for the tiny shining seeds 
that glisten in the seed-cup, we should have no more 
portulaca.
. 3. The plants that live on through the winter for one
I more season are called biennials.  Such are the 
carrot, turnip, and other vegetables that spend one 
season in storing up food in order tha t they may 
flower in the second year. P lants that live on, 
year after year, like the oak, are called perennia ls .  
Compare a red gum that was a great tree when 
William the Norman set foot in England with a 
Shirley poppy that lives for four months, and you 
will see what a step we have made in passing from 
the annual to the perennial.
4. How trees begin in spring to prepare for 
next spring. Having looked at the seeds tha t carry 
the life of the annual from one season to another, we
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have now to see how trees and other perennials get 
ready for next spring. If you look at the place where 
a leaf is joined to the stem, you will find a bud. I t  looks 
as if it were hiding between the leaf-stalk and the 
stem. In  these buds are wrapped up the shoots or the 
dowers of next year. Even in early spring you can 
see the tiny buds in whicli lie hid the shoots and 
dowers of the following sp r in g ! Twelve m onths 
before they are needed, the tree begins to get them  I 
ready. All through the sum m er they grow, and by |  
autum n-tim e they have swollen so m uch th a t they 
help to push oh the leaves th a t have guarded them  
against cold and heat.
Have you ever noticed how well the rose leaf 
protects its bud ?
5. How young buds are protected. Pluck a 
rose leaf and you will see tha t the 
base of the leaf-stalk is winged. 
These wings for protecting the bud 
are called stipules. Not every 
plant has stipules, and some that 
have stipules soon lose them. In
others, like the rose and the
common garden pea, the stipules 
do not fall off, but rem ain to
protect the new bud. When
stipules are absent, you will often 
find th a t the leaf-stalk is hairy or 
broadened out at the base so as to 
protect the little bud. Sometimes, 
as in the bougainvillea, a thorn  serves the same 
purpose. P y  the time the leaf falls and the bud is 
left bare, it is hardy enough to bear the night-cold.
C o m p ou n d  le a f  o f rose , 
w ith  s t ip u le s  p r o te c tin g  
th e  y o u n g  bud.
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6. The fall of the leaf. W hen winter draws near 
the leaf gives up its starch to be stored away in the 
inner bark, and then the leaf-stalk is gradually cut off 
from the currents of sap, A layer of cork is made to 
cover over each sap-tube just where it enters the 
leaf-stalk. In  this way the flow is stopped, and when 
the leaf falls there is no “ bleeding ” from the wound. 
Break off a leaf of a Virginia creeper tha t is red for the 
fall and you will see the corky layers clearly.
7. W hen the leaves fall, the bare buds show so 
plainly against the autum n sky tha t you wonder 
tha t you never noticed them  earlier in the season. 
You need not blame yourself, for they are not easily 
seen. Sometimes, indeed, it is impossible to see the 
bud until the leaf falls. Such is the case in the plane 
tree which beautifies so many of our streets.
8. Puzzle : find the plane tree bud ! In  the plane
the base of the 
l e a f - s t a l k  is 
hollowed out so 
as to form a 
kind of cup 
which complete­
ly covers the 
bud.  B e f o r e  
the fall of the 
leaves, you puz­
zle yourself to 
find the buds for 
next year. No 
b u d s! W hat a 
puzzling tr e e ! 
But one day inL ea f o f p la n e  tree, sh o w in g  th e  cup  th a t  h id es  th e  bu d  ’,d u rin g  su m m er.
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April, as you hold back the leaf to look for the bud, 
the leaf comes off in  your hand, and lo, the missing 
bud ! W hat is inside it ?
9. What is inside a b u d ?  Remove gently with 
a pin the smooth outer cap, and you uncover a 
gum m y cap th a t glistens in the sunshine. This gum 
helps to keep the bud warm, and it serves also as a 
waterproof coat. Below the gummy cap comes a 
cloak covered with rich golden brown hairs. Then 
come hairs, and more hairs, till it seems as if the bud 
were wrapped up like an Arctic traveller. Then we 
have another cloak, and then the first glimpse of the 
coming leaves.
10. If you can now get a large flower-bud of the 
white poplar, you will see a bud of another kind. 
H ere, instead of caps, we have scales, small and large; 
more scales than  in the plane tree bud, but no gum. 
At last we come to the flower-cone, snugly sleeping 
under a thick coverlet of beautiful white silky hair. 
We shall never wonder again th a t buds can defy the 
frosts of a w inter night. They are as snug and warm 
as a k itten  under its  m other’s fur.
11. How the beauty of  spring lies hid in the bud. 
Here, then, in these little buds, lie shoot and flower, 
ready, w ith the spring sunshine, to break into branch 
and blossom. Now you can understand how it is th a t 
in some backward seasons spring comes with a rush 
of leaf and flower, b pring does not make the leaf and 
the flow er; all it does is to open the buds. The 
spring sun sets the sap flowing briskly; the bud 
swells and throws off its m any coats, and then the 
careen shoot breaks out into the l ig h t!
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12. How the bulbs get ready for next spring. 
Some of the bulbs, too, like the Victorian crocus, are
already in autum n almost 
prepared to th rust up 
their leaves and flowers. 
Indeed, in some mild 
autumns, a few peep above 
the ground before winter 
comes, as if they had made 
a mistake in the season. 
W hen a small-seeded plant, 
like a poppy, comes up, it 
has to work hard with 
root and leaf before it can 
gather strength enough to 
make a flow er; but the 
bulbs tha t got this work 
done in th e  p r e v i o u s  
season are ready to flower 
at once. The bulbs have 
money in the Savings Bank 
and so can afford to have a 
gay dress without waiting 
to earn the cost. This is 
why most of our early 
spring flowers are bulbs.
As autum n advances, 
a litter of leaves gathers 
under the English trees. 
These fallen leaves make 
the finest of manure. How 
much richer the soil of 
Australia might be to-day
M
FiCr 111
L eaf-scars on  tw ig  o f  a ila n th u s .
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if OUT gum trees had been shedding their leaves every 
autum n for ages p a s t ! As the leaves fall, we can see 
a dozen th ings th a t we could not see when the leaves 
were on the trees, the plan of the branching, the leaf 
scars new and old, the twig-galls, the witches’ brooms, 
the ridges th a t show where the rivers of sap met, and 
the b irds’ nests of last spring. Above all, we see 
against the pale blue of the w inter sky, the beautiful 
network of twig and branch.
E ach season has its own charm . And if we bring 
to N ature each year a finer heart and a fuller mind, 
the charm  of the seasons will deepen with each year 
of our lives.
Q u e s t io n s  and E x e r c is e s  :—
(1) E xam ine the stipu les of the hawthorn, dahlia, pear, com­
mon garden pea.
(2) N ote how the stipules act as rain and dew-holders in the  
pansy, dock, rhubarb.
(3) Show how pine-trees are fitted to bear a fa ll of snow ; and 
b o lly -tree s; and the N ew  Zealand coprosma (looking-glass 
plant).
(4) P u ll a leaf from any tree th a t sheds its  leaves annually, and 
look a t (a) the leaf-scar left on the stem , (b) the scars of the pre­
vious year, (c) still older scars. iVo!5e.—Leaf-scars show very  
clearly  in ailanthus (see fig. 122).
(5) The w ild  geranium  which is an annual in Europe tends to  
become a perennial here. The root has become thicker, and this 
store of food carries the plant over the w inter. E xam ine the  
root.
(6) N ote  the b eauty of the tw igs of E nglish  trees when seen 
aga in st th e w inter sky. Compare the outer branches of the elm  
with those of th e oak.
(7) In a sp lit cabbage you see, on a large scale, the interior of 
a bud. N o te  th e  stem  tapering to its  grow ing point and the  
crowded crum pled layers.
HOW ONE SEASON PREPARES FOR THE NEXT 1 6 9
(8) In fig. 122 the numbers show tliat the 6th bud is directly  
over the first bud. Exam ine a number of trees, and find if this 
plan of bud is a common one among plants that have tw o seed- 
leaves (Dicotyledons).
C om p o s i t io n  e x e r c i s e  ;—T ell the story of a bud—a plum-tree 
bud if you have any plum -trees in your d istrict—from spring to  
spring.
D raw in g  E x erc ise  :—Draw a rose leaf, to show the stipules. 
Draw (a) a leafless tree in outline ; (b) a sm all branch of th is tree 
—in detail.
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SUMMARIES.
I .— H o w  S e e d s  G e r m i n a t e .— P art I .,  j). 7.
1-5. A  seed w ith  tw o seed-leaves : the French bean : its  
plantlet. 6. How to w atch seeds w hile germ inating ; use m oist 
saw dust or a g lass tube, tilled w ith  saw dust, in a pot of earth. 
7. The scar. 8. A  large p la n t le t : castor-oil. 9. The litt le  root 
in the seed. 10. The seed -leaves: tw o bean-halves. 11. The 
true leaves. 12. Three needs in germ ination : heat, m oisture, 
and air.
I I .— H ow  S e e d s  G e r m i n a t e . — Part II., p. 13.
1-3. A  seed w ith one seed-leaf : w heat : the plantlet.
4-5. H ow  a w heat-seed grows. 6. The veins in the leaves. 7. The 
roots. 8. T he root-tip. 9. W hen th is is  injured, new roots grow  
out from the w ounded root.
I I I .— T h e  R o o t . — P art I ., p. 18.
1-3. T he root feeds by drinking : tak es in fluids only ; all the  
m aterials needed by the tree are borne th ither by water.
4-5. W ater clim bs up a tree through the p lan t cells, and is helped  
up by the evaporation tak in g  place through the leaves. 6-7. Two 
experim ents to prove that the root lifts  w ater : grajie-vine ; 
balsam . 8-9. The fluid passes into the root-cell because the lluid 
there is stronger than the earth-fluid. 10. S a lt in soil m ay draw the 
fluid out of the root. 11. A n  im itation  p lant-cell. 12. M ost of 
the fluid drunk by the roots evaporates through the leaves, but 
the m aterial it  brought rem ains in the plant.
IV .—T h e  R o o t . — Part IT , p. 24.
1-2. T he root shuns th e  ligh t, y e t keeps near the surface.
3. R oots seek th e  best drinking places. 4. B ut they  avoid sodden 
ground. 5. T he hairs on th e  root tak e in food. 6 Some plants 
have trained them selves to  live in w et ground. 7. T iie clianging  
w ater level affects the habits of plants.
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Y . — T h e  R o o t . — P a rt III., p. 28.
1-2. Tap-roots and fibrous roots. 3. F leshy roots. 4. Roots 
from creeping stems. 5. Reasons for different root shapes.
6-7. N ature is continually renewing the foods needed hy the roots.
8-12. The good farmer im itates Nature hy using manure and 
adopting rotation of crops. 13-14. Various tiny creatures 
{bacteria) also assist the roots by keeping the soil airy and drained.
V I.—T h e  St e m . — P art I., p. 35.
1-2. The stem supports the leaves and flowers, and acts as a 
channel for the sap. 3-6. Growth of the stem : the heartwood ; 
the new stem-wood ; the hark ; ringing. 7. Comparison of one- 
and two-year old stems. 8-10. Root-sap and leaf-sap and their 
tubes. 11. The silver-grain and pith-rays.
V II .—T h e  S t e m .— P art II ., p. 40.
1-2. The sap-tiihes. 3-5. Experim ents to shew the water-path  
in stem and leaf : vine shoot (two seed-leaves) ; D anuhian reed 
{one seed-leaf). 6-7. Palm s and reeds grow by adding new growth 
at the top. 8. How a tree ringed half-way round behaves.
V III .—Cl im b in g  P l a n t s  a n d  P a r a s it e s .— P. 45.
1. P lants seek light. 2. Scrambling plants : rose, bramble. 
3-4. Twining p la n ts : hop, honeysuckle, and convolvulus : one 
side grows faster than the other. 5. T w ining stem s buried in 
wood. 6. T en d rils: Virginia creeper, Japanese ivy, grape vine. 
7. Air-root plants : ivy. 8-11. P lants liv ing on the juices of other 
p la n ts: m istletoe, dodder, mushroom, rust. 12. The gardener 
im itates this scheme of N ature by budding and grafting.
IX .—T h e  L e a v e s .— Part I., p. 53.
1-7. P lants try to get as much as possible of carbon-dioxide, a 
gas breathed out by man and made by every fire and light but 
forming only a sm all proportion of the air. 8-9. Leaves w ithout 
light cannot take in th is air-food. 10-12. P lants turn towards 
the sunlight.
X .—T h e  L e a v e s .—Part II., p. 58.
1-4. P lants are built up m ostly from air and water, and the 
solid food contained in the latter. 5. They turn dead stuffs, like
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carbon and lim e, into liv ing foods. 6-10. The leaf cannot travel 
to  seek  food. 7-10. The leaf under the microscope : upper sk in  of 
w ater cells ; tw o rows of long cells below, where the studs of 
w hich the plant is built are made ; looser cells where w ater leaves 
the leaf through breathing-pores in  the low er skin.
X L — T h e  L e a v e s .— Part III ., p. 63.
1-2. Starch in a potato. 3. A  w hite leaf can m ake no starch. 
L N or can one th a t gets no sunlight. 5-6. The sun-force at work  
in a plant. 7-8. The leaf uses up carbon ami gives out oxygen. 
9-10. E xperim ent to  show th a t leaves g ive off water.
XXL—L e a v e s — S h a p e s  a n d  V e i n -f l a n s . — P. 68.
1-2 The leaf-sta lk  : rarely round. 3-4. T he leaf-blade : flat 
and broad ; long and narrow ; netw ork of leaflets ; appearance on 
each side. 5. T he skeleton  : sap-tubes, veins. 6. H ow  the root- 
sap spreads over the leaf. 7. H ow  the leaf-sap returns to the  
stem . 8-13. S hapes: feather-like, palm -like; entire, saw-edged, 
toothed, lobed, d is sec ted ; heart, egg, spear head, arrow-head, 
hair-like, shield , etc. 14. Opposite leaves ; the whorl. 
15. Sm ooth, hairy, rough, soft, velvety . 16. Sim ple, compound.
X I I I .— L e a v e s . - R e a s o n s  fo r  L e a f  S h a p e s .— P. 78.
1-3. T he grass-leaf type : one seed-leaf. 4-6. How ligh t  
shapes the leaves : narrow in scanty light. 7. How  the leaves 
differ on the sam e plant. 8, The original home of the tree m ust 
be considered : um brella-tree. 9-10. P lants th a t alter their leaves 
a s  they  grow older : gum-tree. 11. The first leaves of the black- 
wood tree. 12. H ow  sap-How shapes the leaf : ivy. 13. Leaves 
th a t catch dies : sundew.
X IV .—H o w  L e a v e s  P r o t e c t  T h e m s e l v e s . — P. 86.
1-3. H ow  leaves are protected from cold : clover, gum sapling.
5-6. Protection  from heat : by storing water, e.g.,  purslane, stone- 
crops, c a c tu s ; by checking loss of w ater, through hard skin, 
curled leaves, sa lted  sap, hairy coat, or spray of perfume.
7-10. How leaves are guarded against a n im a ls : by ly in g  flat, 
dandelion ; by unpleasant t a s t e ; by thorns, spines and hairs, 
th istle , gorse, nettle.
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X V .—T h e  F l o w e r — W h a t  is  a  F l o w e r ?— P. 92.
1-8. The flower is a seed-maker ; it  is not alw ays coloured ; 
nor is it  alw ays scented. 9. Flowers have difl’erent plans for 
m aking seeds ; colour, scent, insects, birds, winds are in turn 
used, w hile some flowers dust their own seed-case w ith their own 
pollen.
X V I.—T h e  P a r t s  of a  F l o w e r . — P. 96.
1. D issection of scarlet geranium. 2-3. The flow er-stalk; 
why is it  high or low, why is it  hairy ? 4. The green sheath of 
the flower-cluster. 5. How the younger flower-buds are protected  
by the older flowers. 6. The calyx ; sep a ls; a shield and a 
support. 7. The corolla, petals. 8-9. The honey-tube.
X V II .—T h e  P a r t s  of  a  F lo w e r  (continued)—P. 101.
1-3. The stamens bear the pollen-cases or anthers which dust 
the insects w ith pollen. 4. The pistil and stigm a. 5-6. The seed- 
case : five seeds. 7. The seed is thrown into the air by curling 
elastic stalks. 8. P lants w ith two seed-leaves generally have five­
fold flowers ; one seed-leaf gives three fold flowers.
X V III .—T h e  Ge r a n iu m ’s  D e b t  to I n se c t s .— P. 105.
1-3. The geranium, like m ost of the finest flowers, sends its  
pollen to other geranium flowers and gets their pollen in return.
4. M ixture of flowers gives strength and beauty. 5-7. The long  
flower-stalk and the gay colour attract insects. 8. The petal 
door-step. 9. Guides to the lioney-tube : grooves. 10-11. The 
hairs of the sta lk  keep off sm all honey thieves. 12. The geranium  
can make its  seed properly only in South Africa, its  native  
country. 13. W eeds using their own pollen spread w idely and 
rapidly. A ll the gay flowers do not need insects. 14. Rain  
injures pollen.
X IX .—R e g u l a r  a n d  I r r e g u l a r  F l o w e r s .— P. 111.
1. Tubular flowers. 2. Regular and irregular flowers.
3-7. P etals of irregular flowers are planned to su it insects : the 
snapdragon’s mouth and the humble bee ; the lip-flowered fam ily, 
salvias, lavender, m int, thym e. 8. How the salvia dusts the bee 
w ith pollen. 9-10. Structure of the gorse flower. 11. A  bee in 
the gorse flower. 12. Structure of the w hite clover. 13. The 
clover bee.
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X X .— M o r e  A b o u t  t h e  F l o w e r s ’ D e b t  to  I n s e c t s .— P. 118.
1-2. H oiiey-guides. 3-5. Hairs and stick y  patches act as 
guards to tlie honey. 6. The different position of the honey-stores 
in different plants. 7-8. The charm and the m ystery of scent.
9-11. The colour of dowers : stam ens become petals that grow gay  
in colour; yellow , pink, purple, blue, w hite. 12. How  the bees 
paint dowers. 13. A n increase of bees m ay g ive gayer colours to 
our native dowers.
X X L — W i n d -f e r t il iz e d  F l o w e r s .— P. 125.
1-2. The oak uses the w ind to  scatter its  seed over the^tree. 
3. The poplar has the pollen flowers on one tree, the p istil flowers 
on another. 4. The pollen is generally  m ade and scattered before 
the leaves com e out. 5-6. H ow  the common plantain scatters its  
seed. 7-8. The w heat and m aize plants.
X X II .— H o w  S e e d s  a r e  S p r e a d .— P. 130.
1-2. O nly a  sm all proportion of seeds become plants. 
3. K rakatoa was restocked w ith  plants by winds, w aves, and  
birds. 4-6. Som e plants jerk their seeds out of the fruit ; 
geranium , field-sorrel, gorse, dolichos. 7-8. W a ttle  and other 
seeds are spread by w ater. 9. The coco nut is carried to d istant 
lands by ocean currents. 10. Pondw eeds and seaw eeds throw off 
litt le  buds, borne along on the surface of th e w ater 11. Some 
grasses bury their seeds by m eans of bristles or awns.
X X II I .—H o w  S e e d s  a r e  S p r e a d  b y  A n im a l s . — P, 135.
1-3. T he sw eet, coloured fruits a ttract birds and other 
anim als. 4. Colours of fruits and flowers compared. 5-7. Birds 
spread sm all seeds in various ways. 8. S tick y  seeds : rib-grass, 
groundsel, laurel, plum bago. 9. H ooked seeds : the burrs. 
10. B irds m ay carry seeds in  th e  mud on their legs. 11-12. Man 
spreads seeds ; on boots ; in  ships ; in  im ported seed.
X X IV .— H ow  S e e d s  a r e  Ca r r ie d  b y  t h e  W i n d . — P , 142.
1. M any h igh plants are spread by the wind. 2. T he tum ble­
weed. 3. The poppy. 4-5. A  balloon of s ilk y  hairs is found in 
dandelion and willow-herb. 6. Trees w ith hairy seeds ; plane, 
w illow-oleander. 7-8. W inged  seeds of Cape love-lily , parsnip, 
hop, pine, elm , sycam ore. 9. The gum  seed-cases 10-11. Invis­
ib le  seeds : m oss and lichens.
SUMMARIES 1 7 5
X X V .—H ow  P l a n t s  M u l t ip l y  w it h o u t  t h e  H e l p  of S e e d s . 
— P. 148.
1. Origin of stem-cell and leaf-cell unknown. 2. Leaf of 
bougainvillea, monthly rose, and gooseberry. 3. Pineapple leaf.
4-6. How a single leaf can m ake new plants : bramble, prickly- 
pear. 7. N ew  plants may spring from roots ; w illow , raspberry.
8-11. The stem  above ground makes new plants : buffalo grass, 
strawberry, gooseberry, currant ; layering. 12. Slips or cuttings. 
13-17. Underground stem s also make new plants : bracken, rose, 
potato, onion, crocus, gladiolus, wood-sorrel : tuber, bulb. 
18. How man learned to be a gardener.
X X V I.—H ow  P l a n t s  h a v e  b e e n  im p r o v e d  b v  M a n .— P. 155.
1. Im provement of anim als and plants. 2. Forest plants now  
found in orchards ; plum, cherry, apple, strawberry. 3. The sloe 
was changed into the garden plum. 4-5. Improvement of 
vegetables : parsnip. 6. N ative plants may become garden 
vegetables : spinach. 7-9. Importance of method of improving 
wheat. 10. Hedge-rose to garden rose. 11-14. Budding and 
grafting. 15. U se the best seed.
X X V II —H ow  ONE Se a so n  P r e p a r e s  fo r  t h e  N e x t . — P. 163.
1-3. A nnuals, portulaca; biennials, carrot, turnip; perennials, 
gum tree, oak. 4. How trees begin in spring to prepare for next 
spring ; buds. 5. How young buds are protected : stipules, hairy 
leaf-stalk, thorn. 6-7. The fall of the leaf. 8. The plane-tree biul 
is hidden in a cup during summer. 9-11. The inside of a bud.
12. How the bulbs get ready for next spring. The peculiar charm 
of each season.
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APPENDIX.
F l o w e r s  t h a t  c l u b  t o g e t h e r ; t h e  C o m p o s i t .® .
1. In our study of the plants of the pea-Hower type 
we noticed th a t the white D utch clover owed m uch of 
its success in the world to the bunching together of 
its small white flowers into a head so as to be easily 
seen by the bees. Many kinds of flowers are built on 
th is plan, but the most successful family of flowers of
this kind is the family 
called the C om posites . 
This, indeed, is the 
largest plant-fam ily in 
the world. The Scotch 
th istle  and the sow
H ea d  o f  a  C o m p o s ite  flow er  sh o w in g  thistlc, the bui'dock and 
tw o  o f  th e  ra y -flo r e ts  a n d  a  few  o f  th e
d isc -flo r e ts  (le ss  c lo se ly  p a ck ed  th a n  in  t h e  C O m flO W e r , t l ie
dandelion and the 
daisy, the dahlia, aster, zinnia, and chrysanthem um  
all belong to th is great family. We meet them  at 
every step, and so we m ust look at them  carefully.
2. T he Thist le.  AVe shall b e g i n  with the th is tle ; 
for it is one of the sim plest of the family. W hen you 
knock off a purple thistle-head with your stick, you 
have destroyed, not one flower, but many. Did you 
know th a t ? Pull the head to pieces, and use your lens, 
and you will see tha t it is so. You will see tha t each 
of the tiny  flowers has a purple tubular corolla, five
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anthers joined closely together so that often you 
cannot see them for the pollen that they shed, and 
a pistil with a stigma which becomes cleft 
when ripe. In the place where the calyx 
ought to be, you will see some silky hairs 
that grow afterwards into the beautiful 
“ thistle-down ” that bears away the seed 
through the air.
3. The Cornflower. If you have corn­
flower in the garden—blue or pink or 
purple, you will see a Composite flower of 
a higher kind than the thistle. The inner 
florets that make up the cornflower head are 
on the same plan as those of the thistle, hut 
the outside florets are larger than those 
nearer the cen tre; and this enables the 
cornflower to make a better show. Tear 
off this outer ring of barren florets, and 
you leave a flower that may be mistaken 
for a thistle. The large, outer florets 
serve also to protect the inner flowers. This is the 
case in many of the Composites.  You m ust have 
noticed how, in the hatweed (mock dandelion), the 
outer ring closes over the disc at night or in cold 
cloudy weather.
4. The Sunflower. Still higher in the family of 
Composites is the sunflower. Take the largest 
sunflower you can find, and halve the head. In the 
thistle each floret is a complete flower, but in the 
sunflower the outside or ray-florets have no stamens. 
They have been set apart from the other florets in 
order to make a blaze of colour. A school of 50 boys
Fio- a;
Single tu b u ­
lar floret of 
a C om p osite  
f l o w e r  in  
first stage. 
T he a n th e rs  
( a l l  f i x e d  
t o g e t h e r )  
p r o j e c t  
f r o m  t h e  
corolla . At 
a la ter  stage  
t h e  p i s t i l  
p u s h  e  s 
th rou gh  th e  
a n th er  tube.
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ciiid girls may club together and get a Hag for the 
whole school, a Hag so large tha t it can be seen miles 
away. In  the same way, the little 
flowers th a t make up the black disc of 
the sunflower, club together to make a 
few large yellow ray-florets so th a t the 
bees can see the sunflower a long way 
o ff! And then, think how well it suits 
the bee to have all these little flowers so 
close together tha t it can visit one after 
another quickly and without trouble. 
See, too, how firm is the footing it gets !
5. The Sunflower ripens from the 
outer circles inwards. Have you 
noticed th a t in a flower-spike, like the 
foxglove, the flowers do not open all 
The bottom flowers open first, and then 
those above ripen in turn . In a similar way, the 
florets of the outer circle in the sunflower ripen first, and 
then those nearer to the centre. Now, the sunflower
is one of the many flowers, like the geranium, that
ripen the stam ens before the pistil. Take a sunflower 
th a t is some days old, and you will find that the little 
black buds nearest to the centre are still shut. Then 
come the florets th a t have ju s t opened, and in these 
you can see the loose pollen from the anthers, but no 
pistil. Next come the florets th a t have already shed 
their pollen, and in these you can see, from the cleft 
stigm a, th a t the pistil is now ripe. Then we have the 
florets th a t have finished flowering ; and, last of all, 
we have the yellow ray-florets th a t have pistils but no 
stam ens.
R ay f lo re t o f a 
C o m p o s i t e  
flow er .
together ?
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6. How the Sunflower may get pollen from other 
flowers. And now we are ready to see how it is that 
the sunflower may get some of its florets dusted with 
the pollen from another flower. The bee often alights 
on the outer florets of the sunflower and moves 
inwards. In this way tlie pollen it has brought is 
rubbed on tlie pistils of the outer florets before the 
bee passes on to the circle of florets tha t are still 
showing their stamens. On reaching these stamens 
the bee gets fresh pollen, and this is carried off to 
another sunflower.
7. The C om posites often make seed by using 
their own pollen. Notice carefully, however, that 
sunflowers, and indeed nearly all of the Compo­
sites, are also able to make seed from their own pollen. 
Take the case of the flat weed, which is much visited 
by bees. Long after the bees have ceased to fly, 
the yellow flowers of the flatweed make our winter 
fields gay ; and these winter flowers often make seed. 
So also with the dandelion,, which blooms long after 
the bees have retired for the season. Some of the Com­
posites, indeed, like the sow thistle, seem to he rarely, if 
ever, visited by insects. The groundsel, which is also 
of the Composites, never opens its flower fully; so that 
insects cannot visit it ; and yet the groundsel makes 
seed freely. Look with your lens at a number of the 
florets of the sunflower at different stages, and you 
will see how easily the })ollen falls on the stigma. As 
the floret ripens, the pistil gets longer, and at last 
pushes itself through the anther-tuhe. In doing this, 
the stigma often receives pollen. I t often happens, 
too, that the bees, in crawling over the disc, carry 
pollen from one floret to another.
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8. From  this family of the Composites,  from the 
pea-fiower family, and from m any others, we learn 
that, though N ature has wonderful plans for bringing 
pollen from one flower to another, she nearly always 
keeps in reserve a plan by which the flower can use 
its own pollen to make its own seed. In very many 
cases this is the only plan used, and in others it is the 
m ain plan.
9. The Sunflower seed  has no thistle-down. 
If you look with a lens at the florets of the sunflower, 
you will find tha t all, except the ray florets, have 
corolla, stamens, and pistil of almost the same kind as 
we saw in the thistle. The one difference from the 
th istle is tha t there is no sign of a balloon being got 
ready, fo]' the sunflower seed is not scattered in this 
way.
10. Union is strength. The florets of the sunflower 
are very small. Try to count th e m ! If you saw a 
floret by itself you would not be likely to take notice 
of it. But, when massed together with others, it helps 
to make one of the showiest flowers in the garden. 
Each floret works for the whole, and the whole works 
for each flo re t; and this is why, to-day, the family of 
the Com'posites is the largest family of flowers in the 
world. In  the same way, the ants which are very 
feeble if you take them  one by one, have become 
strong, through union. The ants are to-day the most 
successful of insects, because they have learned to 
help one another. This, too, is the secret of the great 
success of the hive bees.
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Q u e s t i o n s  a n d  E x e r c i s e s .  — (1) Try to IInd the corolla, stamens, 
and pistil in the suidlower or any large (lower of the C o m p o s i t e  
family.
N o te .—In th e  D a n d e lio n  and  fla tw eed  (m ock  d an d elion ), and m an y  
C o m p o s ite s  o f th e  d an d elion  ty p e , a ll th e  florets are strap -sh ap ed  co m ­
p le te  flow ers. M ost o f th e  o th er  C o m p o s ite s  h a v e  florets lik e  th o se  o f th e  
th is t le  or th e  sunflow er. A large sun flow er  sh o u ld  be first exam in ed .
(2) Exam ine in various C o m p o site  (lowers the cup of leaves 
(hracts) that serves as a kind of compound calyx to protect and 
support the head of the (lorets.
(8) The (lowers and insects that cluh together have been the 
most successful. Give any examples among (lowers or insects.
N ote.—M any flow ers c lu b  to g eth er  b esid es  th e  C o m p o site s , th ou gh  
g en era lly  in  a lo o ser  fa sh io n . C om pare th e  flow ers of carrot (or any  o f th e  
ITrnbellates), ivy , c lover, forget-m e-n ot, w attle .
C o m p o s i t i o n  E x e r c i s e .  -  Explain why the C o m p o s i t e s  are 
so large and successful a fam ily ; and show how union helps men 
also.
D r a w i n g  E x e r c i s e . — Draw a snn(lower.
D I R E C T I O N S  E O K  P R E S E R V I N G  P L A N T S .
Prepare two stout boards with cross-pieces to prevent 
warping. Good 12-incii American wood shelving serves well, and 
needs no cross pieces. Spread out plant (including root) on a 
single sheet of paper, so as to display the flowers and the impor­
tan t parts. W here the stem  is long and slender, as in grasses, it 
m ust he hent and rebent upon itself so as to bring the whole plant 
within the compass of the paper. Each hent portion can he kept 
in its place by a strip of gummed paper. W here the llower-stalk 
is long, it  may be cut, and placed alongside the plant. Over 
the plants thus spread, place several newspaper sheets, or still 
better, sheets of b lotting paper ; then another sheet of plants, 
w ith more sheets of newspaper, and so on. Below all place one 
of the pressing hoards, and above all the sheets the other board 
with heavy weights. Change the newspaper sheets daily (or 
every second day if the plants are not fleshy) for several days, and 
then at longer intervals till the plants are dry. To get the best 
results, thin boards should be introduced at intervals between the
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drying sheets. W hen quite dry m ount on firm w hite cartridge 
paper, using gum m ed strips of paper to fix stem  and branches. 
A clean colourless paste (like “ G lo y ” ) m ay he used if an adhes­
ive is required. A fter  one side of the specim en has been painted  
w ith  the paste, the plant should be placed in position and then  
g en tly  pressed for a short tim e. U se cream paper to g e t the best 
results w ith  delicate specimens. Camphol or Campholene (Cam­
phor and naphthalene) is useful for keeping insects from the 
specimens. Loose dried specim ens should be placed w ith in  a 
double sheet of cartridge paper and put in a portfolio tied with  
ribbon.
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INDEX TO TERMS AND PLANT NAMES.
A c o n i t e , 109 
A ilan th u s, 167 
A nnu als, 163 
A nth er, 101 
A pple, 156,161 
A ster, 176 
Awn, 184
B a c t e e i a , 83 
B an k sian  rose, 8 7, 46 
B alloon , 148 
B a lsa m , 20 
B am b oo , 48 
B ark, 86
B a th u rs t  bu rr, 138 
B eet, 89n.
B e g o n ia ,149 
B ie n n ia l, 168 
B lack w ood , 82 
B o u g a in v illea , 148,164 
B rack en , 151 
B ram b le , 46, 84, 149 
B rea th in g  p ores, 62 
B ud, 164 
B udd ing , 51,159 
B u ffa lo  grass, 170 
B u lb , 158 
B urdock, 176
C a b b a g e , 157 
C actus, 87, 88 
C alyx, 98
C anterbury  b e ll. 111 
C ape l ily , 145 
C arbon-d ioxide, 53 
C arrot, 29,168  
C astor-o il, 10 
C atk in s, 125 
C herry, 156 
C hickw eed , 95,122  
C h rysan th em u m , 176 
C lem atis , 47 
C lover, 86, 109,116 
C ockle-burr, 188,140 
C oco-nut, 188 
C oleu s, 149 
C olour, 107,121,186  
C om p osites , 176-181 
C om pou nd lea f, 76 
C on vo lvu lu s, 46, 84 
C ork oak, 86 
C ornflour, 176,177 
C orolla , 98 
C osm os, 75 
C ouch  grass, 29, 151 
Crab, 156
C reepin g s te m s, 29 
C ress, 119 
C rocus, 158,167 
C urrant, 151 
C u ttin gs, 152
D a h l i a ,  176
D an d e lion , 46, 88, 128,148,176  
D an u b ian  reed , 48, 79 
D isse c te d  lea f, 75 
D odder, 45, 50 
D o lich o s , 182
E l k h o r n  F ern , 59 
E lm , 86, 80,126,146, 153 
E n tire  lea f, 75
F e a t h e r  lea f, 78 
F ib ro u s  roo t, 28 
F ig , 74
F ia tw eed , 128,148,177, 179 
F lesh y  roo t, 29 
F o x g lo v e , 178 
F ren ch  b ean , 7, 18
G b a n ,  156
G eran iu m , 73, 96, 111, 181 
G la d io lu s , 79,118, 118 ,153 
G ooseb erry, 148, 151 
G orse, 90, 109,115, 182 
G rafting, 51,160 
G rape-vine, 20, 41 
G rass le a f, 78 
G rass seed , 184 
G round sel, 107,109,187,179  
G um  tree, 35, 44, 40, 59, 70, 81, 87, 120, 
146,163
H a r b i n g e r  o f sp r in g , 79,153  
H eartw ood , 86 
H og-w eed, 110 
H o n ey  gu id es, 118 
H o n eysu ck le , 46, 84, 111 
H on ey  tu b e , 99, 107,118,120  
H op, 46, 145
I n s e c t s ,  179 
Irregu lar flow ers. 111 
Ivy, 45, 48, 88, 93, 119,120
J a p a n e s e  creeper, 48, 80 
J a p a n ese  l i l ie s ,  118
K e e l ,  115
L a r k s p u r ,  118 
L au rel, 137 
L aven d er, 118 
L ayerin g, 152 
L eaf-b lad e, 69 
L eaf-cell, 148 
L eaf-sap , 71 
L eaf-sta lk , 68,165  
L ich en , 146 
L ilac , 47
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L ilie s ,  79 
L o b e d  le a f , 75 
L u cern e -d o d d er , 140
M a i z e ,  128 
M allow , 74 
M anure, 30 
M arrow , 65 
M id-rib , 72 
M in t, 113 
M ist le to e , 45, 49 
M orn in g  flo w er , 87 
M oss, 147 
M u sh ro o m , 51, 65
N a b c i s s u s ,  79 
N a stu r tiu m , 118 
N e tt le ,  91
N ew  Z ea la n d  sp in a c h , 157 
N ig h tsh a d e , 109
O a k ,  43, 73,125,163  
O ats, 156 
O lean d er , 145 
O nion , 153 
O p p o site  le a v e s , 76 
O rchid , 51, 59, 109 
O xygen , 53, 66
P a l m , 4 3 , 69 , 74  
P a r s n ip , 157
P e a , 109,115,116, 163,164,180
P e a r , 149,153
P e p p e r , 73
P e r e n n ia l, 163
P e ta l ,  98,121
P h lo x , 123
P im p e r n e l, 140
P in e , 146
P in e a p p le , 149
P is t i l ,  103
P ith -r a y s , 40
P itto s p o r u m , 86
P la n e , 37, 74,145, 165
P lu m , 15^ 156
P lu m b a g o , 111, 137
P la n ta in , 126
P o lle n , 94,106
P o p la r , 126,153, 166
P o p p y , 111, 113,143,163, 167
P o ta to , 64,153
P o r tu la c a , 87 ,123 ,136,163
P o n d -w eed s, 133
P r e se r v in g  p la n ts , 181
P r ic k ly -p ea r , 135,150
P u r s la n e , 87 ,123 ,136 ,163
R a s p b e e b y ,  150 
R eg u la r  flow ers, 111 
R h u b a rb , 68 
R ib -g ra ss, 126,137
R in g in g , 37 
R o o t-t ip , 16
R o se , 148,152,159, 161,164 
R o ta tio n , 30 
R u st, 51
S a l t , 22
S a lv ia , 111, 113,114  
S a p -tu b es , 40 
S ap w ood , 39 
Saw -ed ged , 75 
S cen t, 120 
S ea-w eed , 133 
S eed -lea v es , 11 
S ep a l, 98 
S h e e p ’s bu rr, 138 
S ilv er -g ra in , 39 
S lip s , 152 
S loe , 156
S n ap -d ragon , 109,112 
S orrel, 131,140,154  
S o w -th is t le , 179 
S p in a c h , 157 
S ta m e n s , 101,121  
S tan d ard , 115 
S ta rch , 64, 67 
S tem -c e ll ,  148 
S tig m a , 103 
S t ip u le s , 164 
S to n e-cro p , 87 
S traw b erry , 151 
S trin gy  bark , 36 
S u c k e r ,152 
S u n d ew , 84
S u n flow er , 30, 56, 177-180 
S y ca m o re , 146
T a p - b o o t s ,  28
T h is t le ,  70, 90,109, 123, 140,144,176
T h y m e , 113
T o o th ed , 75
T u b e r , 153
T u b u la r , 111
T u lip , 113
T u m b le-w eed , 142
T u rn ip , 163
U m b b b l l a  tr e e , 81 
V i o l e t ,  68 ,109,118
V ir g in ia  creep er , 42n, 47, 74, 80, 136, 16&.
W a t e b - v a p o t j e ,  67
W a tt le , 3 7 , 8 2 ,1 3 2
W h e a t, 7 ,13 , 25, 59, 79, 94,127,158
W h orl, 76
W illo w , 145, 150
W illo w -h erb , 144
W in gs, 113
W ire-w eed , 107
Z i n n i a , 176
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